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WELCOME TO IMBIBE MELROsE

ORDERInG Is sIMPLE

LOnDOn’s PREMIER DRInks sUPPLIER

ABOUT Us

HOW TO ORDER

DELIVERY

We are delighted to introduce you to our 2018/19 catalogue
– our biggest, boldest and best range to date. Old favourites
and new selections are featured inside, with brands for every
occasion, from celebrated Champagne houses to cunning
craft beers.

Imbibe Melrose has been in the drinks distribution business
for over 30 years. We started out as Gandhi Wine Suppliers
Ltd in 1985 and as the company steadily grew and expanded
into multiple markets, we became Imbibe Drinks (from Latin
"imbibere" - to drink in). In 2012 we merged with Melrose
Wines, and today we take pride in being London's premier
drinks supplier.

Call: 020 8591 9001
Fax: 020 8507 8484
Email: info@imbibemelrose.com

We deliver within the M25 and the Home Counties five days
a week.

Wine is a passion. A journey. A way of life.
Our wine list has been carefully created, keeping the favourites
whilst updating the list to reflect consumer demand. We have
sourced wines from new regions and producers to bring you
an exuberant range with distinguished quality and authenticity.
The new catalogue format will guide you effortlessly through
our portfolio of wines.
Our wine portfolio and spirits collections have grown
significantly this year, allowing you to add something unique
to your bar. This portfolio reflects the growth in craft and small
batch spirits, as well as super-premium spirits. We have also
introduced a cocktail recipe section where we have taken a
modern twist on the 'ye olde' classics.
As a dedicated supplier to restaurants, hotels, bars and event
venues, we can assure you that our portfolio is the right one
for you.

We have an effective team at Imbibe Melrose with the
experience and "can do" attitude to look after our customers.
From advising on quantities, sourcing a specific product,
providing gift sets, or simply delivering on time, this is our
customer service proposition.
Our network and relationships with the major brewers and
brand owners means we can offer choice and variety in our
range of beers, wines, spirits, and drinks. We understand
that our customers have a commercial need, so our range is
designed to suit all budgets and requirements - we will help
you "crunch" the numbers to ensure your business can grow
profitability. We are also the sole agent for several respected
brands such as Sylvius Gin, Prosecco Fiorita, Bavarian Gold
and Mongoose Premium Beer.

All products ordered are subject to availability. If you require a
product which is not listed, we will happily source and stock it
for you. Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have
any questions.
There are no minimum order restrictions. Order as much as you
need, as often as you like. We have a dedicated telesales team
to take your order at a convenient time. Alternatively, you can
email your order to info@imbibemelrose.com.
To further our commitment to our customers, we are investing
in online ordering. To find out more please visit
www.imbibemelrose.com.

Additionally, we deliver to areas outside the M25, from
Manchester to Bath, on specific days.
We aim to provide same day delivery (within London) when the
order is placed before 7am.
Delivery is free of charge.
For functions, a small delivery charge will apply to supply on a
sale or return basis. Terms and conditions provided on enquiry.

DUTY CHAnGEs

OPEnInG HOURs

Any variations in duty rates disclosed in the Budget by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer shall be automatically applied
to our prices. Our customers shall receive prior notice and a
breakdown of these charges for your records.

Monday to Friday: 8.30am - 5.00pm.
We are closed for all public holidays.

TERMs & COnDITIOns
Please see our website www.imbibemelrose.com
for Terms and Conditions of Sale.

At Imbibe Melrose, looking after the customer is at the heart
of everything we do. We are large enough to be competitively
priced, but small enough to still offer a personal and attentive
service.
Our Sales Managers, Customer Service Team and Drivers are
here to help. Please take a look at our catalogue and if you
need something else, just ask! We are happy to assist.

Steve Mody
Director
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GIFT sETs

FUnCTIOns & EVEnTs
WEDDInGs, PARTIEs & sPECIAL OCCAsIOns
At Imbibe Melrose, we supply drinks for both private and
corporate functions. Our aim is to make your event as stressfree as possible and most importantly an enjoyable occasion.
With a selection of wines and spirits from around the world,
we can deliver a drinks list to keep in spirit with any occasion.
Whether it be choosing the right drinks to compliment a
specific cuisine or serving champagne for a summer party,
at Imbibe Melrose, our Functions Manager is on hand to help
you every step of the way.

CORPORATEs: In-HOUsE DInInG/
sTAFF & CLIEnT EnTERTAInInG

Champagne, wines and spirits, all beautifully packaged make a lovely gift for any occasion. We can source a range of
pre-packaged gifts sets for you.

Does your workplace have its own in-house dining facility
or staff canteen? Does your company host regular business
lunches and client entertaining functions?
Here at Imbibe Melrose we can supply all your food and drink
products. From feeding your hungry and thirsty employees
day in and day out, to stocking up in preparation for important
client functions, our team at Imbibe Melrose can look after your
requirements.

We offer a personalised service to our clients. This includes
expert advice on all your requirements, including quantity and
choice of drinks to compliment the food menu, liaising with the
venue for the delivery and collection of unused drinks.
Our experience also extends to working with some of London's
premier Event Management companies. At Imbibe Melrose,
size does not matter when it comes to working with the venue
logistics for the event.
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WB PREMIUM FOODs
Food, glorious food. We are simply spoilt for choice when it
comes to discovering and creating our favourite foods. At WBP
Foods we understand that quality ingredients are an essential
part of preparing delicious food. We offer a range of the finest
ingredients to meet the diversity of cuisines and food styles of
our customers. Furthermore, they complement the wines and
other beverages perfectly!
WB Premium Foods, originally WB Poultry & Meats Ltd, is
a company full of heritage. The company dates back to the
Great World War with a small stall in Islington's Farmers Market
selling eggs and chicken. Today, WBP Foods are a wellrespected wholesaler trading in poultry, meat, seafood and
ambient products. WBP Foods have been servicing customers,
some now for over 40 years ranging from the small family
owned bistros, to premium hotels and restaurants.

We know that what matters most to our customers is that we
sell excellent meat. Our selection of fresh and frozen products
aim to be the best for quality, flavour and tenderness. Together,
with our suppliers, we strive to support our local farmers.
However, staying seasonal also means some of our poultry and
frozen meat products come from overseas, for example New
zealand and South America. Our commitment is about giving
our customers the confidence and flexibility to choose frozen
produce that will not compromise on preparation and taste.
In working with our chosen suppliers, environmental, ethical
and sustainability responsibilities are taken seriously.
To find out more about WB Premium Foods and the array of
products we offer, please contact us on 020 8367 3367 or
info@wbpfoods.com.

In PARTnERsHIP WITH IMBIBE MELROsE
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Wine
[noun] An alcoholic drink made from fermented grape juice.
This year's brochure has a special focus on wine. Navigating
through the wide variety of wine can be a challenging task so
we have created a guide to help you on your way.
Organised by wine colour, you'll find a bottle for all occasions
from your favourite countries and regions.

WInE - TAsTInG GUIDE

WInE - sERVInG GUIDE

Trying to decide which style of wine will match your menu? Unsure of which is the correct glass for a specific wine? This chart,
categorised by the wine's pigment, provides a guiding hand on food pairings as well as the corresponding wine glass.

This chart, categorised by wine glass type, provides the ideal serving temperature and consumption time as well as the calorie
content of a standard glass of wine (175ml).

Refer to the legend below to see what the icons represent.

12
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WInE - GEnERAL RULEs OF THUMB
WATCH YOUR WEIGHT
Matching by weight should be the basis of your choice. Wine comes in all dimensions.
The higher alcohol level and more tannins make for a more full-bodied (heavier) wine,
similarly more robust flavours contribute to 'heavier' food.
Lighter dishes and heavier meats should be paired with more delicate wines and
full-bodied wines, respectively.

WInE - CREATInG THE PERFECT WInE LIsT
Although our high-quality 'House Wines' offer remarkable value for money, a good wine list allows the customer to experiment
instead of simply choosing the cheapest or safest route.
With a careful selection of wines tailored to suit you, we are confident that you can create a perfect wine list that will ensure your
customers' dining experience is enjoyed as well as profitable for yourself.

HERE ARE A FEW HInTs AnD TIPs:
•

The most important consideration is to think about your
consumers, your establishment and what is fit for your
purpose! You will want to provide something that reflects your
own business personality.

•

Create a portfolio from the world's most familiar wine varieties
as well as lesser known types - thus embodying an array of
styles for all tastes.

•

Give it structure with clear categories – sparkling, white, red,
rosé. Make sure you display the name, country, grape variety,
description and price for each wine. In addition, you may add
any other categories/beverages, such as cocktails.

WHAT GROWs TOGETHER, GOEs TOGETHER
To fully immerse yourself in a cuisine, you should try the wine from the same region.
Following this rule is also your safest bet. Usually, the grapevine and agriculture share the
same terroir, meaning the produce have the same flavours and are developed with each
other in mind.

•

Serving wine by the glass allows for a broader choice, the
chance for one to experience a wine that suits their taste
better, and can also be matched perfectly to a meal.

•

Offer wine by the carafe and bottle to encourage trading up,
and show clear price steps within the wines to reflect quality
and diversity.

•

To complement your wine list, make sure you have the correct
glassware (see pages 12-13), the wines are kept at optimum
temperature and poured to the right level.

THE HIGH-POWERED COUPLE; FAT AnD TAnnIn
A high-fat dish generally desires an equally rich, intense and structured wine. Tannin,
the astringent compound that gives wine structure, can "cut through the fat" and act as
a palate cleanser to rich, luxurious meats. The pairing is mutually beneficial as the fat
softens the impact of the wine’s tannin.

sERVInG WInE BY THE GLAss
ALLOWs FOR A BROADER CHOICE

DOUBLE DOWn WITH ACID
Sometimes you need to double down rather than contrast. Dishes consisting of citrus
or vinegary flavours should be paired with a wine of similar or higher levels of acidity to
accentuate the acid in the dish, whilst reducing the taste of acidity in the wine. Super
tangy foods can make less acidic wines taste flat.

sWEET OR sALTY

6 x 125ml glasses per bottle

4 x 175ml glasses per bottle

OFFER WInE BY THE CARAFE AnD
BOTTLE TO EnCOURAGE TRADInG UP

3 x 250ml glasses per bottle

MAkE sURE THE WInEs ARE
POURED TO THE RIGHT LEVEL

Whether you are eating food that is sweet or salty, the wine should always be sweeter.
If the wine is less sweet than the food it's matched with, it will tend to taste bitter. Sweet
and salty is a magical combination - sweet wine tastes less sweet and more fruity, and
conversely salty food tastes less salty and more savoury.

pour to the widest point

=
2 x 750ml bottles

14

3 x 500ml carafes
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sparkling Wine
Vintage sparkling wines are produced only in years when the
producers feel that the grape has the complexity and richness
to warrant it.
Non-vintage champagne accounts for approximately 90% of all
champagnes produced.

SPARKLING WINES

HOW sPARkLInG WInE Is MADE

TAsTE

CLAssIFICATIOn

CLAssIFICATIOn

This depends on the grapes used:

In terms of grape varieties:

In terms of sugar content (grams per litre):

CHARDOnnAY

PinOT nOiR

BLAnC De BLAnC [WHiTe OUT Of WHiTe]

A white grape with fresh and elegant characteristics which adds finesse and ageing ability.

A red grape with complex, red berry and earthy flavours which provides body and structure.

Made only from Chardonnay grapes with floral aromas.

PinOT MeUnieR
A red grape with fruit flavours and floral aromas - which
contributes substantially to overall aroma and is ideal for
younger sparkling wines.

18

0-6

Extra Brut, Brut Nature (Absolutely Dry)

<15

Brut (Extra Dry)

BLAnC De nOiRS [WHiTe OUT Of BLACK]

12-20

Extra Dry, Extra Sec (Dry)

Made from red Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier with aromas of
dry fruits, timber and tobacco.

17-35

Dry, Sec (Semi-Dry)

ROSÉ

33-50

Demisec (Semi-Sweet)

Made from specially processed red grapes. Refer to Rosé
Wine section to see how they acquire their rosy hue. Smells
like berries and baked bread.

>50

Doux (Sweet)

Tel: 020 8591 9001 Fax: 020 8507 8484 Email: info@imbibemelrose.com
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SPARKLING WINES

EnGLAnD
SixTeen RiDGeS PiNoT Noir rosé, 2013

SIzE

ABv

75cl

11.0%

sumptuous, rich palate of strawberry, cherry, redcurrant and raspberry – summer pudding in a glass! The vibrant acidity leaves the palate
clean and crisp with a long and lasting raspberry finish. A light salmon-pink wine made only from Pinot Noir grapes.

SixTeen RiDGeS sigNATure CuVée, 2013

75cl

10.5%

Vivacious sparkling white wine made with Pinot Noir and seyval Blanc grapes via the Traditional method. Lemon, baked apple, honeysuckle
and hazelnut character with an elegant long clean finish.

FRAnCE
ROYAL SAinT-VinCenT BruT, NV

75cl

11.0%

Made in France, this Blanc de Blancs is a light, dry and fruity sparkling white wine. This also possesses a lovely balance of fruit and length on
finish. Best consumed young, this wine is an aperitif for all occasions.

FRAnCE - CHAMPAGnE
ARMAnD De BRiGnAC BruT goLd, NV

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.5%

Peach and red berry aromas are followed by crystalized citrus, orange blossom and hints of brioche. The palate is rich with exotic fruits and
a touch of lemon, vanilla and honey. The mouth feel is soft and creamy, with a hint of toastiness, from the unique Armand de Brignac dosage

ARMAnD De BRiGnAC BruT rosé, NV

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.5%

Strawberry, currants and cherry abound on the nose, with floral hints and a touch of sweet almond. The red grape dominance brings a
structured palate filled with black fruits, cherries and hints of baked pastry. The Chardonnay brings the lightness and elegance.

20
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SPARKLING WINES

FRAnCE - CHAMPAGnE
AUTRÉAU BruT PreMier Cru rosé, NV

SIzE

ABv

75cl

12.0%

ABv

1.5ltr

12.5%

The hints of blackcurrant and blackberry enhance the fruit in this light champagne. The full and deep nose is marked by fine notes of melon
and grapefruit. The taste is meaty, the foam is unctuous and the aromatic after-taste is long.

The nose incites a burst of richness and complexity. Ripe fruit at first, then fig and strawberry as the wine breathes and grows, revealing
guava, violet and vanilla. A concentrated and remarkably well-defined palate. A structured and rich fullness, with a mineral and salty finish.

AUTRÉAU-ROUALeT BruT réserVe, NV

DOM PÉRiGnOn rosé, 2004

75cl

12.0%

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.5%

This Blanc de Noirs is made from 33% Pinot Noir and 67% Pinot Meunier. The wine possesses a dry body due to the Meunier grape as well
as having a fresh and full-bodied citrus palate, attributable to the Pinot Noir grape.

A fresh and intense nose with red fruit, complemented by notes of ripe hay, blood orange and cocoa. smooth and embracing, on the palate.
The wine's chiselled integrity, intense and penetrating, is prolonged with the unexpected hint of green citrus that marks the vintage.

BiLLeCART-SALMOn BruT rosé, NV

DOM PÉRiGnOn ViNTAge, 2006

75cl

12.0%

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.5%

This cuvée unveils a subtle aroma leading to an elegant, delicate bouquet of fine notes of red fruits and zest of citrus fruits. Its special
method of vinification gives this cuvée a light, elegant flavour, followed by a fresh finish with a taste of raspberry.

Dom Pérignon's soft pure, airy, bright, floral bouquet unfolds and quickly darkens into candied fruit, ripe hay and toasted notes, along with
hints of liquorice. As the wine develops, it becomes more complex and edgy, silkier than it is creamy.

BOLLinGeR LA grANde ANNée, 2007

KRUG grANde CuVée, NV

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

Fresh almonds and yellow-flesh fruit aromas fill the nose, followed by toasted notes accompanied with dried citrus and pink grapefruit. On
the palate, a lovely aromatic fullness with honey flavours and a smooth chalky texture. A wonderfully refreshing finish.

Deep golden colour and fine, vivacious bubbles, predicting fullness and elegance. Aromas of flowers in bloom, ripe and dried fruit, marzipan,
gingerbread and citrus fruits. Flavours of hazelnut, nougat, barley, sugar, jellied and citrus fruits, almonds, brioche and honey.

BOLLinGeR sPeCiAL CuVée, NV

KRUG rosé, NV

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

75cl

12.5%

A beautiful aromatic complexity of ripe fruit and spicy aromas with hints of roasted apples, apple compote and peaches. on the palate, a
subtle combination of structure, length and vivacity; bubbles like velvet with pears, brioche and spicy aromas and notes of fresh walnut.

Unexpected subtleness of its pale pink colour, promise of elegance and refinement. Aromas of rose hips, cured ham, mulberries, redcurrant,
peony, pepper and pink grapefruit. Delicate flavours of honey, citrus and dried fruit with a long ending, enhanced by its subtle bubbles.

BOLLinGeR rosé, NV

LAnSOn BLACk LABeL BruT, NV

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

The nose possesses a nobility of red berries: hints of redcurrant, cherry and wild strawberry; a spicy touch, not unlike special Cuvée. This too
has a subtle combination of structure, length and vivacity, with a tannic finish due to the adjunction of red wine with flavours of wild berries.

22

DOM PÉRiGnOn rosé, 2003

SIzE

House Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.5%

Lanson Black Label embodies the refined characteristics of the Lanson house style: an uplifting combination of power, freshness and
elegance. Fresh and pure with aromas of flowers and a touch of honey, balanced with ripe citrus fruits and gently toasty flavours.

Tel: 020 8591 9001 Fax: 020 8507 8484 Email: info@imbibemelrose.com
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SPARKLING WINES

FRAnCE - CHAMPAGnE
LAnSOn rose LABeL BruT rosé, NV

SIzE

ABv

75cl

12.5%

A beautifully pure, soft pink colour with aromas of roses and delicate notes of red berries, together with fresh red fruit flavours. This
champagne is made with Bouzy rouge, a still red wine produced from Pinot Noir grapes.

LAURenT-PeRRieR ALexANdrA rosé, 2004

75cl, 1.5ltr

ABv

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

A sparkling bouquet of vibrant green apple and citrus fruit with fresh mineral nuances, white flowers and blond notes (brioche, cereal, fresh
nuts). A generous palate combining delicious sumptuousness of white-fleshed fruits, soft vivacity of citrus fruit and nuances of gooseberry.
12.0%

MOëT & CHAnDOn iMPériAL rosé, NV

75cl

12.0%

A complex nose with hints of wild strawberries and redcurrant jam, followed by notes of candied fruits. Elegant and refined, showing great
minerality, with persistent and fine bubbles. Its soft and dry texture leads into a long finish indicative of berry fruit.

A bewitching, intense bouquet of wild strawberry, raspberry and cherry with floral nuances of rose and a slight hint of pepper. The palate is
expressive combining the juicy, persistent intensity of berries and the freshness of subtle notes of menthol and peach.

LAURenT-PeRRieR CuVée rosé, NV

PeRRieR-JOUëT BeLLe ePoque, 2007

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

75cl

12.5%

elegant, with colour changing naturally from a pretty raspberry hue to salmon-pink. A precise nose of extraordinary freshness and a wide
range of red fruits: raspberry, redcurrant, strawberry and black cherry. A fresh and sharp attack for this supple and rounded wine.

The nose consists of magnolia, honeysuckle and citrus aromas clothed in ripe pear and peach notes with a hint of minerality. Initial flavours
are followed by a wonderfully persistent crystalline freshness, revealing white fruit flavours complemented by notes of almond milk.

LAURenT-PeRRieR grANd sièCLe, NV

PeRRieR-JOUëT BeLLe ePoque rosé, 2006

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

75cl

12.0%

A perfect balance between strength and delicacy with a fine effervescence. An intense nose of candied fruits, followed by aromas of fresh
pastry, almonds and hints of honey. This wine brings a feeling of fullness while its minerality leaves an outstanding sensation of freshness.

delicate aromas of red fruits combine with blood orange and grapefruit, followed by hints of nuts, brioche, honey and caramel. The attack is
lively and fresh, yet rounded. The palate is intense, generous and powerful, yet delicate, with purity of fruit, great finesse and a lingering finish.

LAURenT-PeRRieR LA CuVée BruT, NV

PeRRieR-JOUëT BLAsoN rosé, NV

37.5cl, 75cl, 1.5ltr, 3ltr

12.0%

75cl

12.0%

A delicate yet complex nose, fresh and well-balanced with hints of citrus and white fruits. Well-defined, subtly rounded with expressive
flavours. The fruit progressively emerges to reveal a finely balanced champagne displaying great length on the finish.

A supple yet complex wine with sharp and strong sensations. Blackcurrants, apricots and cherry plum emerge first with aromas of blood
orange, followed by notes of crème de cassis, raspberry, honeysuckle and roses, culminating in lime, blackberries and cherries.

LOUiS ROeDeReR CrisTAL rosé, 2006

PeRRieR-JOUëT grANd BruT, NV

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

75cl

12.0%

The attack reveals an aromatic intensity with a remarkable fullness and smooth flavours of white flowers, red fruits, caramel, and Tarte Tatin.
This is complemented by a winey structure and a remarkable freshness, giving an impression of great finesse and precision.

The striking freshness and vivacity of the floral and fruity fragrances take root, before giving way to subtle notes of vanilla and butter, lending
the wine a fruity and consistent character. Lingering notes of grapefruit, white peach, green pears and green hazelnuts round off the taste.

LOUiS ROeDeReR CrisTAL, 2007

PiPeR HeiDSieCK CuVée BruT, NV

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

Cristal is a remarkably balanced and refined champagne whose length is inimitable. It has a silky texture and fruity aromas, complemented
by a powerful mineral quality with white fruit and citrus notes. Cristal is a wine that keeps well without losing its freshness and character.

24

MOëT & CHAnDOn iMPériAL BruT, NV

SIzE

House Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.

75cl

12.0%

Notes of almond and fresh hazelnut. This lively wine has a smooth sensation, marked by the pureness of fresh pear and apple and a delicate
hint of citrus. A harmonious mixture of crunchy pomelo, blonde grapes and juicy white fruits creates an impression of lightness.

Tel: 020 8591 9001 Fax: 020 8507 8484 Email: info@imbibemelrose.com
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SPARKLING WINES

FRAnCE - CHAMPAGnE
"R" De RUinART BruT, NV

SIzE

ABv

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.5%

ABv

75cl

9.5%

MARTini AsTi sPuMANTe

75cl

7.5%

Intense on the nose with fresh fruit notes, particularly ripe citrus fruits, followed by a refined second floral nose. A supple, harmonious attack
on the palate, very rounded. Notes of nectarines and citrus fruits with a pleasant mineral quality in the refreshing, long finish.

A silky, smooth and elegant wine stemming from handpicked Moscato Bianco grapes originating from the Piedmont region. The grapes are
quickly pressed and fermented, resulting in only a light degree of alcohol. This helps retain the natural sweetness and fragrance of the grape.

RUinART rosé, NV

PROSeCCO AsToriA TreViso

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.5%

75cl

11.0%

subtle and fresh, offering tropical fruits and small berries, followed by rose and pomegranate notes which complete the complex aromatic
profile. The balance unites a delightful freshness with a voluptuous body, expressed by an embracing touch of mint and pink grapefruit.

grown on the hills of the "Astoria" estate, at approx. 150m above sea level. For the typical aroma, the bouquet is elegant, clean-cut and
fruity and possesses a characteristic taste which is pleasantly slightly acidic and harmonious.

TAiTTinGeR BruT réserVe, NV

PROSeCCO Borgo sAN Leo

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

75cl

11.0%

The nose, very open and expressive, delivers aromas of fruit and brioche. It also gives off the fragrance of peach, white flowers (hawthorn,
acacia) and vanilla pod. The entry onto the palate is lively, fresh and in total harmony. A delicate wine with flavours of fresh fruit and honey.

Bright pale straw-yellow; a fine, clear mousse with a very delicate perlage. This brut Prosecco is made from Glera grapes in the Veneto
region. It extremely well-balanced and enticingly intense. The bouquet is fruity with floral notes.

TAiTTinGeR PresTige BruT rosé, NV

PROSeCCO FioriTA doC TreViso

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.0%

75cl

11.0%

The bubbles are fine and the mousse persistent. The full nose, wonderfully expressive, is both fresh and young. It gives off aromas of red
fruits (freshly crushed wild raspberry, cherry and blackcurrant). This wine strikes a fine balance of a velvety texture and a full-body taste.

This extra dry wine is an elegant, complex, Italian masterpiece which possesses intense aromas evocative of white pulp fruits (ripe apples,
pears, bananas) complemented by hints of almonds and brioche. A rich and delicate taste, laced with harmonious fruitiness and a dry finish.

VeUVe CLiCqUOT rosé, NV

PROSeCCO LuNeTTA sPuMANTe

75cl, 1.5ltr

12.5%

75cl

11.0%

A delightfully luscious wine with a complex fruit based charm. Aromas of fresh red fruit, such as ripe wild strawberries, with biscuity notes of
dried fruits and Viennese pastries. A full-bodied, round, vinous palate which stays fresh. Length and character defines this champagne.

Lively, fine perlage and bright pale yellow. This deliciously light Prosecco has a fruity nose reminiscent of rennet apples and citrus fruits.
Crisp, fragrant and refined on the palate, with delicious hints of apricots.

VeUVe CLiCqUOT YeLLoW LABeL, NV

PROSeCCO ZoNiN doC CuVée 1821

37.5cl, 75cl, 1.5ltr, 3ltr

12.0%

The thrill of a vibrant life full of elegance, audacity and passion due to its radiant style and daring attitude. The predominance of Pinot Noir
provides the Clicquot structure, Pinot Meunier rounds out the blend and Chardonnay adds the elegance to balance the wine.
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9.5 COLD Wine BruT

SIzE

Full, harmonious and dry. The grapes are picked just before full ripeness yielding a lower sugar content, higher acidity and a fruitier bouquet.
The bouquet is delicate and very personal due to the synergy of the variety aromas and the yeast perfumes; with a clear-cut aromatic note.

Delicate, fresh and fruity, filled with white-fleshed fruits, apricots, hazelnuts and almonds. Floral and spicy notes add an extra hint of
complexity. The second nose reveals a more biscuity, brioche-like base. A balanced, full-bodied wine, with a frank and direct attack.

RUinART BLANC de BLANCs, NV

ITALY

House Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.

20cl, 75cl

11.0%

An excellent aperitif, which can be enjoyed throughout the meal. Made from premium selected grapes of outstanding value and freshness,
with a palate of fresh pear and dessert apple fruit, further lifted by subtle floral and almond aromas. Delicately off-dry, with a clean finish.

Tel: 020 8591 9001 Fax: 020 8507 8484 Email: info@imbibemelrose.com
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SPARKLING WINES

ITALY
PROSeCCO ZoNiN doC sPuMANTe BruT

SIzE

ABv

20cl, 75cl

11.0%

An excellent aperitif, which can be enjoyed throughout the meal. Made from premium selected grapes of outstanding value and freshness,
with a palate of fresh pear and dessert apple fruit, further lifted by subtle floral and almond aromas. Delicately off-dry, with a clean finish.

SAn MARTinO PiNoT Nero rosATo

75cl

12.5%

obtained from Pinot Nero grapes via the Charmat method and the addition of selected yeasts, at the nose it gives off a fresh and fragrant
bouquet with hints of flowers and fresh fruits as well as a balanced aftertaste due to the particular structure of the grapes.

SCAVi & RAY Hugo

75cl

6.0%

HUGO by SCAVI & RAY is the blend of first-class Italian white wine, fine elderflower syrup, a dash of lime juice, a shot of soda, and fresh,
aromatic mint leaves. Its light, summer-fresh taste, the refined hint of elderflower and its subtle sparkle make it the perfect summer sip!

SCAVi & RAY ProseCCo FriZZANTe

20cl, 75cl

10.5%

Frizzante spoils you with its freshness, delicate bouquet and fruity pétillance. The grapes are picked when they are perfectly ripe, and only
the highest quality Vino Frizzante is bottled. This pleasantly sparkling wine from the Veneto region of italy is ideally suited as a dry aperitivo.

SCAVi & RAY ProseCCo rosATo FriZZANTe

75cl, 1.5ltr

10.5%

A fresh ruby-coloured sparkling rosé. Delicate initial sweetness, gentle bubbles and a pleasantly dry finish deliver delicious fruity refreshment
and taste, originating from the famous Prosecco wine growing area between the hilly terrain of Conegliano and Valdobbiadene.

SCAVi & RAY ProseCCo sPuMANTe

75cl

11.0%

This very special Vino spumante doC takes its name from its almost golden colour and its exceptional rareness. its freshness and intense
effervescence is both elegant and expressive. The limited quantity of grapes is subjected to strict controls by a commission of oenologists.

sPAIn
CASTeLL LLORD CAVA BruT

75cl

11.5%

This beautiful brut CAVA is renowned for its soft toasted aromas and dry lingering citrus qualities on the palate. It displays all the flavour of
xarel-lo, Macabeo and Parellada grapes. This is a clean and fresh bubbly that is sophisticated enough for just about any meal.
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White Wine
A breadth of flavours bringing a depth and taste to
ones cooking.
Light-bodied dry whites (i.e. Pinot Grigio) are the norm due
to their high acidity and citrus flavours which complements
seafood amazingly.
Herbaceous dry whites (i.e. Sauvignon Blanc) work best with
dishes that feature fresh green herbs as well as light-flaky fish
or chicken.

WHITE WINES

knOW YOUR WHITEs

HOW WHITE WInE Is MADE

CRiSP, fReSH, DeLiCATe, LiGHT

eLeGAnT, inTRiCATe, MineRAL-LACeD

Chablis, Soave, Pinot Grigio and other dry Italian wines

Burgundy whites, unoaked, cool-climate classics

SMOOTH, RiPe, fRUiT-LeD

SPiCY, AROMATiC AnD HeRBACeOUS

‘New World’ unoaked Chardonnay, Chenin Blanc,
white Bordeaux

viogner, Sauvignon Blanc, Riesling

GROW SOMe GRAPeS & HARVeST

fULL fLAVOUReD, nUTTY, OAKeD

PReSS

Oaked Chardonnay and Semillion

Exract juice from the grapes. French, "Pressurage"

FLAVOUR PROFILE COMPARIsOn

SeTTLinG
Particles form sediment at the bottom of the tank.
French, "Débourbage"

ALCOHOL feRMenTATiOn
Sugar + Yeast

CHARDOnnAY
(OAKED)

SAUViGnOn BLAnC

Alcohol + CO2

PinOT GRiS

MALOLACTiC COnVeRSiOn
Malic acid is tart and sharp, and is converted into lactic acid
which is soft and round

RACKinG
Removing clear wine from the sediment. French, "Soutirage"
RieSLinG

CHenin BLAnC

ViOGnieR

CHARDOnnAY

SAUViGnOn BLAnC

PinOT GRiGiO

The grape itself is neutral, meaning the
flavour can be manipulated by various
influences like geographical elements
and oak. Flavours range from lean and
crisp to oak and tropical. Always dry
and tends to be full-bodied.

The flavour is highly dependent on
the climate, ranging from light citrus,
grassy notes to rich tropical fruit.
Usually this high acidity, crisp and dry
wine is consumed young.

An Italian clone of the French Pinot
Gris, produces a light-bodied,
aromatic wine with light sweetness.
Although the same grape, Pinot Gris is
a lot more fruit-driven compared to the
more minerally and dry Pinot Grigio.

RieSLinG

ViOGnieR

CHenin BLAnC

Amazing range of delicate yet
persistent aromas and flavours. Offers
developed lime minerality with flowery
notes and can develop toasty nuances
of honey as the wine ages. Used to
make dry, semi-sweet & sweet wines.

A varietal that requires a good deal of
warmth to ripen and develop fully, thus
striking a balance between its delicate
floral quality and rich texture. Fullbodied with notes of peach, violets,
blossoms and honey nuances.

A versatile zesty, dry white whose
flavour profile commands a more
medium style with passion fruit, green
apples and lime present. Common in
table wines, light sparkling wines and
nectar-like dessert wine.
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BOTTLinG
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WHITE WINES

ARGEnTInA
CASA SOLeRA CHeNiN BLANC, 2015

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Mendoza

75cl

12.5%

Bright, fresh, clean with lively citrus fruit characters. Ripe fruit on the palate, leading to crisp acidity on the finish.

south-eastern

75cl

south-eastern

75cl

13.5%

south-eastern

75cl

13.1%

Fresh melon and peach on the bouquet with subtle toasty oak. The palate is rounded and generous, with fresh stone fruit and a soft,
creamy finish.

KeLLY'S PATCH CHArdoNNAY, 2014

south-eastern

75cl

13.5%

Rich and ripe with aromas and flavours of peach, melon and a hint of citrus. With a vibrant and crisp palate, this well-balanced wine has a
long, clean finish.

SiMOn HACKeTT CHArdoNNAY "BrigHTVieW", 2010

ABv

Mato grosso

75cl

12.0%

12.0%

Displays an enticing nose of peach, citrus and lemon aromas. The tropical fruit flavours and luscious mouthfeel mid-palate complement each
other to deliver a deliciously rounded wine with a crisp and clean finish, balanced nicely by acidity.

JACOB'S CReeK CLAssiC CHArdoNNAY, 2015

SIzE

CHILE

Lifted citrus lime fruits on the nose. Nicely balanced fruit sweetness on the palate with hints of ripe peach and melon. Fresh and clean finish.

DRY RiVeR CHArdoNNAY, 2015

RiO SOL CHeNiN BLANC - ViogNier

REGION

Light in colour with a greenish tinge. A hint of white flowers on the nose, with fresh aromas of pears and pineapple. Soft and supple in the
mouth, with good acidity and a balanced finish.

AUsTRALIA
ALDRiDGe eSTATe seMiLLoN CHArdoNNAY "TATe", 2013

BRAZIL

south-eastern

75cl

13.0%

The wine is full and rich in colour, with distinctive peach and melon notes, complemented by subtle oak and a delicate mineral palate.

VinA CASABLAnCA CeFiro sAuVigNoN BLANC reserVe, 2013

Aconcagua

75cl

13.0%

Light yellow robe with greenish hues. Fruit aromas of white peach and passion fruit, grassy notes and floral hints of roses. Fresh palate and
delicious acidity.

LAS COnDeS CHArdoNNAY, 2015

Central Valley

75cl

12.5%

This pale-yellow wine stands out for the intensity of its tropical fruits and apple aromas. The acidity is well-balanced on the palate and the
overall result is a light, fresh, crisp and fruity Chardonnay.

LAS COnDeS sAuVigNoN BLANC, 2015

Central Valley

18.7cl, 75cl 12.5%

This fresh young wine offers aromas of mint, melon and pineapple with refreshing citrus notes of lime and grapefruit. The palate is soft and
fruity with a medium body and a well-balanced acidity.

EnGLAnD
SixTeen RiDGeS BACCHus, 2015

Herefordshire

75cl

10.5%

Aromas of crushed basil lift from the glass on pouring, with herbaceous gooseberries on this punchy palate. A dry wine with a crisp and
clean finish.
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House Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.
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WHITE WINES

FRAnCE
CAVe De TURCKHeiM geWurTrAMiNer, 2013

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Alsace

75cl

13.0%

dry, rounded and aromatic. This wine is a perfect example of an exquisite aperitif.

CAVe De TURCKHeiM PiNoT BLANC, 2015

Alsace

75cl

ABv

Burgundy

75cl

12.5%

12.5%

DOMAine VinCenT SAUVeSTRe CHABLis, 2014
Bordeaux

75cl

11.0%

Light, gooseberry fruit and fresh aromatic style from this well-known grape variety grown in selected regions of the south of France.

SAinT-VinCenT BAROn BordeAux BLANC, 2013

SIzE

rich, complex and concentrated. Mont de Milieu is a renowned 1er cru whose vines produce grapes that are very ripe. This wine is easy to
recognise; it is a stylish, fine and subtle wine that tends to be more elegant than powerful.

This wine is dry, harmonious and possesses notes of reserved fruit.

Le CAPRiCe sAuVigNoN BLANC, 2015

DOMAine PASCAL BOUCHARD
CHABLis PreMier Cru MoNT de MiLieu, 'Les VieiLLes VigNes', 2014

REGION

Bordeaux

75cl

MAiSOn JAffeLin MeAursAuLT BLANC, 2013
11.5%

Burgundy

75cl

12.5%

Attractive pale straw colour. Crisp, clean and subtle with mild aromas and flavours of citrus, lemongrass and melon which burst on the taste
buds and long, mouth-filling fruit flavours which linger. This light-to-medium-bodied wine is made only from Chardonnay grapes.
Burgundy

75cl

13.0%

Golden highlights. Fruity on the nose, which often expresses notes of rhubarb. Big on the palate, with a great deal of fat on the finish and
notes of grilled almonds.

Clean and attractive bright straw colour with a slight greenish tinge. intense aroma of wine is woven from fresh notes of white and yellow
fruits. Aeration reveals floral and almond shades.

MAiSOn JAffeLin PuLigNY-MoNTrACHeT, 2013

CHâTeAU De LA TOUR De L'AnGe MâCoN BLANC ViLLAges, 2014

Beautiful golden hue. Powerful on the nose with aromas of white flowers, underpinned by a touch of oak. Well-balanced on the palate with
toasted notes adding structure and lovely length.

Burgundy

75cl

13.0%

Burgundy

75cl

13.0%

Produced from Chardonnay grape and in favourable climate which is ideal for ripeness. This fresh, dry wine is a straw pale colour and
possesses floral aromas of honeysuckle and citrusy notes.

MAiSOn JeAn LOROn sT. VerAN 'Les oMBreLLes', 2014

CHâTeAU De LA TOUR De L'AnGe PouiLLY Fuissé, 2013

A wine with glints of green and gold and a delicate floral nose suggests a wine which is dry, round and elegant. Best consumed in three
years following the harvest as an aperitif wine or with light starters.

Burgundy

75cl

13.0%

Burgundy

75cl

13.0%

quite agile, brilliant light yellow colour. The wine has a very elegant nose with fresh citrus notes like grapefruit and white peach. An interesting
complexity on the palate with a fresh minerality and a lightly toasty and buttery aftertaste. It is a balanced wine with a soft finish.

MAiSOn LOUiS LATOUR CHAssAgNe-MoNTrACHeT, 2007

DOMAine PASCAL BOUCHARD CHABLis 'Le CLAssique', 2014

This beautiful wine has a lovely, pale golden colour. On the nose, peach, apricot and mango flavours combine with subtle roasted hazelnut
notes. The mouth-feel is full and fat with an herbal finale.

Burgundy

75cl

12.5%

An intense and racy Chablis classic with freshness, minerality and good weight. This generous wine is carefully blended and matured for 9
months in 100% stainless steel to preserve its freshness and natural mineral characteristics.

MAiSOn LOUiS LATOUR MoNTAgNY, 2011

Burgundy

Burgundy

75cl

75cl

13.5%

13.0%

This Montagny Village reveals a lovely golden yellow colour. The nose is floral. With a well-balanced mouth, this wine has amazing freshness
which in the palate explodes, accompanied by notes of sap and white fruit. A hint of Muscat seems to get away.
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House Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.
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WHITE WINES

FRAnCE
CUVÉe JeAn-PAUL gAsCogNe BLANC de BLANCs seC, 2014

REGION

SIzE

ABv

gascongne

100cl

11.5%

ReSeRVe De RAfèGUe sAuVigNoN, 2015

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.0%

A smooth and supple medium white wine produced from grapes sourced from Côtes de gascogne. The deliciously fresh and super aromatic
nose has intense nettle and citrus notes. An uncomplicated, easy-drinking, medium dry, characteristic, white wine.

A pleasurable wine par excellence. Fresh, fruity and very aromatic. Its lively flavours and suppleness on the palate make it thoroughly
enjoyable and relaxing.

fAT BASTARD sAuVigNoN BLANC, 2013

CHâTeAU De L'HYVeRnieRe MusCAdeT serVe eT MAiNe sur Lie, 2012 Loire

gascongne

75cl

12.0%

Enticing grapefruit, lemongrass and floral aromas intermingle on the nose while the palate displays fresh exotic fruit aromas and a
pronounced, crisp acidity followed by a long, persistent finish.

fAT BASTARD CHArdoNNAY, 2013

Langeudoc-roussillon

75cl

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

13.5%

13.0%

This golden wine possesses such a brilliant colour due to being ideally situated between the sea and scrubland in Mediterranean soil, clay
and limestone. There are refreshing aromas of peach, apricot and white flowers. On the palate, it is well-balanced, rounded and lively.

DOMAine De CiBADièS sAuVigNoN, 2015

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.0%

A fresh and aromatic wine, with a Mediterranean touch. The intense nose delivers pleasantly fresh notes of citrus and boxwood mixed with
shades of exotic fruits. The remarkable balance of acidity and smoothness gives bright vivacity to the palate of great length.

LA BORie ViogNier, 2014

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.5%

This delicious Viognier offers a nose full of intense apricot, roses and acacia. Well-balanced in the mouth with bright, powerful flavours, a hint
of citrus and a remarkable aromatic finish.

DOMAine HUBeRT BROCHARD PoiLLY FuMé, 2013

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.5%

Loire

75cl

13.0%

This golden pale-coloured Poilly Fumé reveals its typical characteristics of smoky and flint aromas along with notes of broom, acacia flowers
and honey. rich and fruity, it offers both soft and dense aromas.

DOMAine HUBeRT BROCHARD sANCerre BLANC, 2015

Loire

75cl

13.0%

This fresh white wine is made from Sauvignon Blanc grapes and produced on limestone, flint and clay soils. This is a very pleasant and
elegant Sancerre with refined fruity and floral scents.

TOURAine sAuVigNoN 'FAuVeTTe', ACkerMAN, 2014

Loire

75cl

12.0%

Floral aromas, boxwood, blackcurrant bud on the nose. Aromas of fresh grapefruit, passion fruits on the palate. dry, crisp and clean with an
enjoyable minerality. A long refreshing and mouth-watering finish on flinty notes

GeneRAL BiLiMORiA CHArdoNNAY, 2015

N/A

75cl

12.0%

75cl

12.0%

This fresh, crisp house wine possesses delicious fruity aromas with flavours of citrus and tropical fruits.

GeneRAL BiLiMORiA sAuVigNoN BLANC, 2015
ReSeRVe De RAfèGUe CHArdoNNAY, 2015

12.0%

A wine with great complexity due to the diverse nature of the soil, adding to the minerality, freshness and finesse.

A rich, golden yellow colour with complex aromas of vanilla and honeysuckle layered with subtle nuances of oak. on the palate, this wine
has a full body with an eruption of tropical fruit flavours that develop into a long, toasty finish.

DOMAine De CiBADièS CHArdoNNAY, 2012

75cl

N/A

Extra smooth, dry and finely balanced blend of Terret and Sauvignon, this wine tastes as good on its own as it does with spicy foods.

A remarkably well-balanced wine on the palate, with excellent roundness. You will enjoy its aromatic power and richness.
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House Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.
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WHITE WINES

GERMAnY
SCHMiTT SöHne PiesPorTer MiCHeLsBerg, 2014

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Mosel

75cl

9.0%

IsRAEL
LUeRiA CHArdoNNAY, 2015/2016

REGION

SIzE

ABv

upper galilee

75cl

13.0%

A beautifully fragrant, medium-bodied wine with upfront fruit that continues to develop on the palate. Made from riesling and Müller-Thurgau
grapes, hints of peaches and green apples are balanced perfectly with crisp acidity to provide a clean and fresh finish.

Lueria Chardonnay is rich in minerals and feels like a mosaic of fruity aromas wrapped in layers of butter and almonds. Fermented and aged
in wooden barrels, with rotation of the barrel on its axis for a year, bring about a perfect synergy between the wine and the sediment.

LOOSen BROS 'dr. L' riesLiNg, 2014

LUeRiA geWurZTrAMiNer, 2016

Mosel

75cl

8.5%

upper galilee

75cl

12.5%

it is a bright, vibrant, fruit-driven wine made with grapes from contracted growers to achieve an excellent quality and superb concentration in
every vineyard.

This wine has a straw-green colour and is rich with aromas of citrus, tropical fruits, kiwi and pineapple. Lueria gewurztraminer is produced
from 100% gewurztraminer grapes, obtained from high-altitude vineyards in the upper galilee.

SCHMiTT SöHne LieBFrAuMiLCH, 2014

LUeRiA PiNoT grigio, 2016

Nahe

75cl

9.0%

upper galilee

75cl

13.0%

Germany's most popular wine. This fine blended wine utilises four grape varieties: Riesling, Silvaner, Müller-Thurgau and Kerner, to produce a
fresh and fruity Nahe wine which is medium in style.

Produced in a region where the fruit mature late, the wine was made using only the "free run" method. The wine possesses notes of tropical
fruit, blossoming flowers, citrus and passion fruit. It has a mineral, rich and balanced mouthfeel.

SCHMiTT SöHne NiersTeiNer guTes doMTAL, 2013

LUeRiA roussANNe, 2016

rheinhessen

75cl

9.5%

rheinhessen wines are carefully treated by low-temperature fermentation and limited air feeding. Niersteiner gutes domtal is a mediumbodied, fragrant wine with upfront fruit, a touch of spice and a crisp, clean finish.

75cl

13.0%

elevated at 840m, with a unique soil structure combining chalk, basalt and terra rossa. The wine has a greenish-straw colour and displays
tropical fruit, citrus, passion fruit, honey, floral and apricot flavours. It has a rich mineral and balanced mouthfeel.

LUeRiA WHiTe, 2014

InDIA

upper galilee

upper galilee

75cl

13.0%

Lueria White has a mineral, rich and balanced mouthfeel. A blend of gewurztraminer and Pinot gris grapes, grown on the Meron Mountain.
The wine has a greenish-straw colour, displaying tropical fruit, blossoming flowers, citrus, passion fruit, lychee and melon notes.

SOUL TRee sAuVigNoN BLANC, 2015

Maharashtra

75cl

13.0%

Vibrant with grassy citrus, gooseberry, and delicate hints of elderflower and nettle aromas. Refreshingly crisp green herbs on the palate,
smooth texture, and a pleasing finish.
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House Wine

kosher Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.
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WHITE WINES

ITALY
SeRenO PiNoT grigio, NV

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Abruzzo

75cl

11.5%

A clean and crisp, dry white wine. refreshing and easy drinking.

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin CHArdoNNAY, 2014

Friuli

75cl

12.0%

Friuli

75cl

14.0%

This wine is a combination of 35-50 year old vineyards located on different grounds in various areas. This peculiar characteristic is then
enhanced by a very small quantity of grape.

VALCHiARò sAuVigNoN BLANC, CoLLi orieNTALi deL FriuLi, 2013

Friuli

75cl

13.5%

The most successful foreign grape in Friuli where it found a perfect place to give us its best. The popularity is due to its explosive fragrance
of yellow pepper and exotic fruit. Your mouth will immediately recognize its particular refreshing taste.

TenUTA CA' BOLAni
CHArdoNNAY, FriuLi AquiLeiA doC suPeriore, 2014

Friuli-Venezia giulia

75cl

12.5%

Friuli-Venezia giulia

75cl

12.5%

Friuli-Venezia giulia

75cl

12.0%

Friuli-Venezia giulia

75cl

12.0%

COLLe PAPA FrAsCATi suPeriore seCCo, 2015

Lazio

75cl

12.5%

From the hills surrounding the small town of Frascati, where the vines have been cultivated for centuries - thus producing traditional, local
grapes. The wine is fresh and harmonious, with scents of peach.

VeRDiCCHiO Dei CASTeLLi Di JeSi CLASSiCO soLFioriTo, 2009

Marche

75cl

12.0%

A pale straw colour. A delicately scented wine with leading flavours of citrus fruit, melon and apples followed by fresh almond nuances.
The finish is dry and refreshing.
Piemonte

75cl

12.0%

Zesty citrus fruit and lightly floral characters, with hints of apple and pear. Fresh, steely acidity and underlying mineral characters, balanced
by notes of melon and stone fruit, and a touch of fennel and spice.
Piemonte

75cl

12.0%

Intense straw-yellow colour, fresh and persistent aroma with hints of floral and fresh fruit. Dry and pleasant on the palate with a
harmonious finish.

COSSeTTi gAVi deL CoMuNe di gAVi doCg, 2014

Piemonte

75cl

12.5%

Straw-yellow colour with greenish highlights. Fresh, persistent aroma with hints of floral and fresh fruit. Pleasantly dry, crisp and harmonious.
Friuli-Venezia giulia

75cl

12.5%

Fresh and youthful bouquet, with hints of acacia flowers and subtle spicy tones. Appealingly full-flavoured; very well-balanced and persistent.

TenUTA CA' BOLAni
sAuVigNoN, FriuLi AquiLeiA doC suPeriore, 2014

ABv

Fruity, harmonious, round with hints of walnut, husk and lightly toasted.

COSSeTTi gAVi doCg

A fine, bright and luminous straw-yellow marked with fresh fruit and floral notes. Dry yet delicately fruity, with a clean, attractively long finish.

TenUTA CA' BOLAni
PiNoT grigio, FriuLi AquiLeiA doC suPeriore, 2015

ViLLA SAn MARTinO PiNoT grigio, 2014

ARALDiCA gAVi, LA LuCiANA, 2015

Pale straw-yellow with greenish reflections. The bouquet is intense yet refined, with hints of pineapple. Attractively fresh and elegant;
enchantingly harmonious.

TenUTA CA' BOLAni
PiNoT BiANCo, FriuLi AquiLeiA doC suPeriore, 2013

SIzE

This dry white wine is to be enjoyed young. it is fruity and balanced with hints of nuts and toasted bread.

Vivid straw-yellow colour enlivened by luminous reflections. Intense and extremely fresh, with notes of elderflower, banana and Golden
Delicious apples. Delicately dry with fine balance and enchanting harmony. Its acidity is excellent and emphasizes the wine’s freshness.

VALCHiARò Nexus, CoLLi orieNTALi deL FriuLi, 2013

ViLLA ARGenTO PiNoT grigio, 2014

REGION

Friuli-Venezia giulia

75cl

TeniMenTi CA'BiAnCA gAVi

Piemonte

75cl

12.5%

Pale gold colour with green tints; fine fragrant bouquet with notes of white flowers (lilac and hawthorn) and of pear and citrus fruits. The
flavours are dry, clean and elegant.

12.0%

Fresh and intense, with suggestions of green peppers, elderflowers and sage. Fresh, attractively fruity and persistent.
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WHITE WINES

ITALY
MASSeRiA ALTeMURA FiANo-CHArdoNNAY, APuLo BiANCo

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Puglia

75cl

12.5%

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin soAVe CLAssiCo, 2014

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Veneto

75cl

12.0%

Deliciously intense with beautiful aromas of peach, grapefruit and lime skin. Fresh and flavourful with hints of exotic fruit and an attractive
fruity character sustained by a lovely bright acidity.

It is a wine of great elegance, offering aromas of good intensity. It offers scents of white flowers combined with those of slightly green apples.
The flavour is no less satisfying, superbly balanced and persistent. The aftertaste is delicate.

feUDO MOnTOni CHArdoNNAY, LA MArZA, 2014

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin Borgo sAN Leo PiNoT grigio, NV

sicily

75cl

13.0%

Veneto

75cl

11.0%

This straw-coloured wine possesses greenish reflections and an intense fragrant – hints of exotic fruits, banana, green apples in harmony
with elegant floral notes. Its flavour is fresh, varietal, with good persistence.

Delicately fruity, relatively full and refined. Remarkably soft, lightly dry yet extremely fresh. It also offers a delicious reminder of the original
grape. Its light and elegant structure makes this an unusually refined and aristocratic wine.

feUDO MOnTOni griLLo, VigNA deLLA TiMPA, 2014

CenT' Anni BACCoLo BiANCo APPAssiMeNTo PArZiALe

sicily

75cl

13.0%

A straw-coloured wine with greenish reflections, which presents notes of green apple to the nose in harmony with typical floral notes of
orange blossom and bloom. Very fresh and persistent taste, outstanding acidity, well-balanced by the alcohol, persuasive and soft finish.

feUDO MOnTOni CATArrATTo, VigNA deL MAsso, 2014

sicily

75cl

13.0%

A golden colour with lustrous, green reflections which presents to the nose delicate notes of laurel and mint, in harmony with citrus inklings
of lime and hawthorn. Very fresh and persistent on the palate with outstanding acidity.

CieLO PiNoT grigio

sicily

75cl

13.0%

This straw-yellow wine has slight golden hues and possesses an ample bouquet with hints of white flowers and exotic fruit. Sapid and fresh,
with delicate hints of sweet almond. A blend of insolia and Chardonnay grapes.

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin Borgo sAN Leo BiANCo, NV

Triveneto

75cl

11.0%

Fresh and fruity bouquet, with floral notes reminiscent of almonds and elderflower. Pleasantly dry flavour, harmonic and full-flavoured,
balanced by a clean, crisp acidity and a dry finish.

AnCORA BiANCo, gArgANegA, 2016

Veneto

75cl

12.0%

75cl

12.5%

Veneto

75cl

12.0%

Straw-yellow with green reflections. The bouquet has a hint of bread crust and green apple. A fresh and easily drinkable wine.

PARini PiNoT grigio, 2015
feUDO PRinCiPi Di BUTeRA surYA BiANCo Terre siCiLiANe, NV

Veneto

Fresh, round and extremely pleasant aromatic notes. This wine is straw-yellow with gold nuances. The bouquet is aromatic with ripe fruit.

Veneto

75cl

11.5%

Distinctive nose of wild flowers, with touches of honey and banana; dry, but not excessively so, soft, fresh and lively with notes of ripe pear.

SAn MARTinO PiNoT grigio doC, 2014

Veneto

75cl

13.0%

This Pinot grigio doC Venezia impresses with its slightly fruity aroma accompanied by light almond notes. The taste is smooth, harmonic
and slightly bitter.

ViTiS nOSTRA soAVe, 2014

Veneto

75cl

11.5%

Balanced acidity with green nettle, ripe apple and juicy pear notes. Medium-bodied with almond and spice on the finish.

This dry white has aromas of pear and apple with citrus notes. The palate is clean and crisp - yet with texture and weight, including floral
notes and hints of apricot and honey, with a lemony finish.
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WHITE WINES

nEW ZEALAnD
AnAPAi RiVeR sAuVigNoN BLANC, NV

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Marlborough

75cl

12.5%

A vibrant, citrusy wine with an aroma of fresh gooseberries and packed with tropical fruit flavours.

CLOUDY BAY sAuVigNoN BLANC, 2015

Marlborough

sOUTH AFRICA
inKOSi CHeNiN BLANC, 2016

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Western Cape

75cl

13.0%

75cl

13.5%

Off-dry, bursting with citrus and pineapple aromas, well balanced and refreshing clean finish.
75cl

13.5%

JORDAn eSTATe sAuVigNoN BLANC, 2013

Western Cape

Citrus aromatics of grapefruit and kaffir lime abound; supported by subtle tropical notes. The palate is silky and concentrated, revealing ripe,
juicy stone fruit and lemongrass, supported by a subtle minerality.

This unoaked offering exudes aromatics of blackcurrant leaf and ripe Cape fig balanced by a complex fruit structure and sweet Provençale
herbs on the finish.

3 STOneS sAuVigNoN BLANC, 2016

KLiPPenKOP CHeNiN BLANC, 2016

Marlborough

75cl

12.5%

75cl

13.0%

An appealing light straw colour. A full-bodied wine with powerful varietal flavours of pineapple, granadilla, melon and green apple.

Balanced and intense. This dry Sauvignon Blanc shows ripe gooseberry and passion fruit characters. The wine finishes with a crispy
refreshing acidity.

24 RiVeRS sAuVigNoN BLANC, 2016

PORTUGAL
ReYnOLDS CArLos reYNoLds, 2015

Western Cape

Western Cape

75cl

13.5%

Made in a definite herbaceous style, this wine also offers tropical undertones of gooseberries that add fruit to the palate. Well-balanced with
zesty acids, every glassful is fresh and crisp and perfect for warm summer days.

Alentejo

75cl

12.5%

This aromatic wine offers the penetrating and vivid citrus flavour of the Arinto variety combined with the soothing weight of a rare mineral
Antão Vaz variety. Full of freshness and body in perfect balance, this wine is fruity but dry.

ReYnOLDS gLoriA reYNoLds, 2015

Alentejo

75cl

14.0%

Wine of great depth and richness in both the aroma and the taste. A touch mineral aftertaste lingering long, cool and very front. it shows a
great structure with a very smooth and balsamic feel in the mouth.

ReYnOLDS JuLiAN reYNoLds, 2015

Alentejo

75cl

13.5%

This wine is marked by the singularity of a rare Arinto variety grown in the height of s. Mamede hills. it is extremely aromatic and balsamic
and boasts a very fresh citrus flavour with an intense taste that lingers in the mouth for a prolonged time.
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WHITE WINES

sPAIn
ViñA CARTín ALBAriño, 2015

REGION

SIzE

ABv

rias Baixas

75cl

12.5%

This 100% Albariño is slightly creamy with refreshing pear and melon on the nose and apple and lime peel on the palate. A gentle
de-stemming process, hand-selection, and modern winery techniques lead to a very clean, crisp and refreshing wine.

CASTiLLO De CLAViJO BLANCo, FerMeNTAdo eN BArriCA, 2013

rioja

75cl

rioja

75cl

12.0%

12.0%

This wine has soft lemon and peach fruit on the nose. The palate is focused with citrus, peach notes and a subtle hint of fresh
white flowers.

LUiS CAñAS BLANCo, FerMeNTAdo eN BArriCA, 2015

rioja

75cl

Toro

75cl

SIzE

ABv

Hua Hin

75cl

13.0%

UsA
SMOKinG LOOn ViogNier, 2014

California

75cl

13.5%

displays explosive aromas of apricot, honey and mango fruit salad. Flavours of peach, cantaloupe and lime zest marry to make a wonderfully
complex wine that closes with controlled dryness and acidity.
13.5%

intense on the nose with a good balance between ripe white fruit and notes of cedar and pastry over a smoky background. dense and
unctuous on the palate, without any edges and a good balance between acidity and alcohol. An aftertaste of ripe fruit and minerality.

BODeGAS RiOJAnAS PeñAMoNTe VerdeJo BLANCo, 2015

MOnSOOn VALLeY BLeNded WHiTe

REGION

dry, fruity wine with delicate citrus and ripe melon aromas made from Chenin Blanc, Colombard and Malaga Blanc grapes. A light-tomedium body, medium finish and crisp acidity with a hint of sweetness.

An opportunity to discover Rioja's three native white varieties. A wine loaded with nuances, with intense aromas of ripe white fruit, fine
roasted coffee notes and a fresh, honeyed and rich taste.

CASTiLLO VienTO BLANCo, 2015

THAILAnD

WiLDWOOD CHArdoNNAY, 2014

California

75cl

13.0%

A youthful wine with aromas of citrus and fresh cut green apples. On the palate, tropical fruit flavours of pineapples, peaches and ripened
lemons lead the way to a crisp finish, balanced perfectly by mild acidity.

13.0%

Light yellow with greenish hues. intense aromas of tropical fruits with hints of pineapple and passion fruit. Very clean, crisp and bursting with
citrus in the mouth.
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Red Wine
Red wine boosts several health benefits, such as helping
prevent coronary heart disease and promoting healthy
cholesterol levels, due to flavonoids - an antioxidant.
The sweeter the wine the lower the flavonoid levels, whereas
red wines with a dry flavour profile boast higher levels.

RED WINES

knOW YOUR REDs

HOW RED WInE Is MADE

LiGHT, BRiGHT, fReSH

SOPHiSTiCATeD, RiCH, fULL-BODieD

Beaujolais, Chianti, valpolicella, light Pinot Noir and simple
vin de Pays

quality (aged) Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah/Shiraz, Malbec,
Rioja Reserve, Barolo and other quality Italian reds

SMOOTH, fRUiTY, MeDiUM-BODieD

SPiCY, PePPeRY, WARMinG

Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Grenache, Rioja

Lighter Malbec, red Rhone wine, Syrah/Shiraz

GROW SOMe GRAPeS & HARVeST

ALCOHOL feRMenTATiOn
Sugar + Yeast

FLAVOUR PROFILE COMPARIsOn

Alcohol + CO2

AGeinG PROCeSS
Pick your weapons! Amphora, Inox, Oak, or Concrete.
French, "Elevage"

MALOLACTiC COnVeRSiOn
CABeRneT SAUViGnOn

MeRLOT

ZinfAnDeL

Malic acid is tart and sharp, and is converted into lactic acid
which is soft and round

RACKinG
Removing clear wine from the sediment. French, "Soutirage"

fiLTRATiOn
Removing sediment and particles by passing the wine
through filters
PinOT nOiR

SYRAH

MALBeC

fininG
CABeRneT SAUViGnOn

MeRLOT

ZinfAnDeL

Most dependable grape for ageing.
Bold, high tannin levels and dark
fruit flavours mellow into a smoother
bouquet. Over time, nuances of
cedar, violets, tobacco and leather are
present. This full-bodied wine usually
has a high alcohol content.

A versatile varietal dependant on
location and how it's vinified. In cool
climates, it's more structured with
a higher presence of tannins and
earthy flavours of tobacco and in
warmer climate, it is more fruit driven.
Possesses red fruits and a soft finish.

Debatably the most versatile grape,
producing blush wine to rich, robust
red. The taste of the wine depends on
the ripeness of the grapes. The lighter
zinfandels are to be drunk young, and
ones with a serious tannin structure
are built for ageing.

PinOT nOiR

SYRAH

MALBeC

The most charismatic but most
susceptible to failure. When grown in
the ideal climate, seductive red fruit
aromas are present in the youth.
As the wine ages, gamey aromas
develop, contributing to the
complexity of this soft, light red wine.

Possesses the highest level of healthy
antioxidants due to the high level
of tannins. Notes of blackberry and
pepper are present with savoury
notes like leather surfacing with age.
Characteristics of this full-bodied wine
varies with climate.

Rejuvenated in Argentina, it is smooth
and lush with all sorts of plummy, red
berry and earthy fruit flavours to tar,
leather and game-like characters.
Possesses a sweet, smoky, tobacco
finish depending on the amount of oak
ageing. Dark inky-purple.
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RED WINES

ARGEnTInA
BeefSTeAK CLUB THe MeATY MALBeC, 2015

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Mendoza

75cl

13.0%

AUsTRALIA
ALDRiDGe eSTATe sHirAZ MerLoT "ABBoTT PeAk", 2014

REGION

SIzE

ABv

south-eastern

75cl

12.5%

This deep, vibrant Malbec has an intense nose of plum and dark chocolate. Spicy, juicy and richly layered with well-integrated oak and finegrained tannins that enhance the flavours and textures of a juicy steak.

This medium-bodied red wine has hints of mint with spicy overtones and simple rustic blackberry flavours complemented by some minty
freshness and balanced tannins.

BODeGA RAffY "HederA" MALBeC, 2014

DRY RiVeR sHirAZ, 2015

Mendoza

75cl

14.9%

A harmonious and elegant wine, showing excellent density of fruit, complex minerality, great freshness and smooth tannins.

CASA SOLeRA BoNArdA MALBeC, 2015

Mendoza

75cl

13.0%

Mendoza

75cl

JACOB'S CReeK CLAssiC sHirAZ, 2014

south-eastern

75cl

13.9%

13.5%

Mendoza

75cl

Mendoza

KeLLY'S PATCH keLLY's LAsT WisH sHirAZ, 2014

75cl

14.5%

This medium-bodied wine has power, charm and style. The nose exhibits fragrant aromas of violets, sweet plums and spice. The palate
delivers rich and concentrated blackberry fruit along with pepper and spice combined with beautifully integrated French oak.

KeLLY'S PATCH sHirAZ, 2014
75cl

south-eastern

14.5%

A pure expression of Malbec, bright red and wonderfully aromatic with lifted redcurrant and cassis.

SieRRA ALTA MALBeC, 2016

14.0%

A medium-bodied shiraz with good mid-palate sweetness, vibrant fruit and soft, velvety tannins. Fresh berry fruit aromas and spicy cedar
notes on the bouquet.

Plum and raspberry aromas mingle elegantly with vanilla notes from the oak. This brilliant, intense red is well-balanced and exhibits sweet
tannins and a velvety finish.

PABLO Y WALTeR MALBeC, 2014

75cl

Displays a nose of smoky rich fruits with a touch of mint. Smooth and rich on the palate with spicy flavours of luscious dark berry fruits, the
balanced tannins help to deliver a tremendously concentrated finish.

A ripe and juicy red, bursting with blackberry fruit, hints of spice and a full, robust finish.

finCA LA CHAMiZA PoLo ProFessioNAL MALBeC, 2015/16

south-eastern

13.0%

A vibrant and juicy Malbec made from grapes grown at high altitude in Mendoza. Flavours of black cherry, ripe plum and hints of chocolate
over supple tannins.

south-eastern

75cl

13.5%

This full-bodied wine is vibrant, bold and full of flavour. Flavours of plums, cassis, chocolate and spice intermingle on the nose and palate.
due to the fermentation process, the wine retains the varietal's characteristics as well possessing softer tannins.

ROSeMOUnT eSTATe sHirAZ CABerNeT, 2015

south-eastern

75cl

13.0%

A soft and juicy delight; deeply rich with plums, blackberries and blueberries, enhanced by subtle hints of mint and milk chocolate.

SiMOn HACKeTT sHirAZ "HiLLs VieW", 2011

south-eastern

75cl

14.0%

Displays spicy, peppery aromas on the bouquet coupled with a luscious sweet berry palate. The youthful flavour of the wine has been
enhanced by maturation in American oak hogshead with a firm tannin finish.
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RED WINES

BRAZIL
RiO SOL CABerNeT sAuVigNoN

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Mato grosso

75cl

13.0%

A 50:50 blend of Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon, with approximately 6 months in second-fill French oak. Ruby-red with aromas of red
berries and black plums. Well-rounded, gentle tannins and just a hint of spice.

FRAnCE
CHâTeAU BATAiLLeY 5èMe Cru CLAssé PAuiLLAC, 2007

SIzE

ABv

Bordeaux

75cl

13.0%

An appealing and fragrant nose of cassis, blackberry and truffle flavours. Notes of cigar box, pepper and spices lead to hints of liquorice and
earth on finish. The palate is dry and reserved at first but opens to reveal a soft layer of mature black fruits.

CHâTeAU BeLfORT MédoC, 2010

CHILE

REGION

Bordeaux

75cl

13.5%

This vineyard, located in the prestigious Médoc appellation, produces a wine with a beautiful red garnet. Brilliant, generous, harmoniously
balanced, soft and subtle bouquet. This wine is the guest of honour of all dishes that require a great wine.

CHâTeAU De ROqUeS PuYsseguiN sT. eMiLioN, 2010
VinA CASABLAnCA CeFiro PiNoT Noir reserVe, 2013

Aconcagua

75cl

13.0%

Cherry red robe. This wine possesses fresh red fruit and floral aromas with toasted and earthy notes. Fresh mouthfeel, balanced acidity and
elegant, velvety tannins.

CHâTeAU De TeRRefORT-qUAnCARD BordeAux suPérieur, 2008
LAS COnDeS CABerNeT sAuVigNoN, 2015

Central Valley

75cl

12.5%

The aromas recall ripe red fruits combined with spicy notes and a slightly sweet touch from the vanilla and toast from the oak.
Medium-bodied with good structure on the palate, the wine has silky ripe tannins and a very persistent finish.
Central Valley

18.7cl, 75cl 12.5%

An intense, bright violet colour with aromas that recall black fruit jams such as plum, blackberry and blueberry. it also shows a touch of spice
along with light toasted notes from the oak. Full-bodied palate with a long finish.

37.5cl

13.0%

Bordeaux

75cl

13.0%

Possesses a delicate bouquet with fragrances of spices, bracken and candied fruit. structure, acidity and mineral-tinged fruits feature in this
full-bodied Bordeaux. This wine has a fresh, fruity blackcurrant character with mellow tannins and a dense core of dry fruit.

CHâTeAU LA TOUR De BY Cru Bourgeois MedoC, 2010
LAS COnDeS MerLoT, 2015

Bordeaux

This cherry red wine has aromas of ripe, red fruit, cassis and soft earth which lead to a finely structured palate with smooth, sweet tannins.
subtle compost notes with tones of light wood sit under bright cherry, plum and other dark fruits creating a lovely aftertaste, full of character.

Bordeaux

75cl

13.0%

An elegant wine with aromas of classic blackcurrants, cedar wood and liquorice. Rich, ripe and firm with a lovely balance and fine tannins
leaves this classic full-bodied style wine with excellent definition.

CHâTeAU LAGRAnGe LussAC sAiNT-éMiLioN, 2009

Bordeaux

75cl

13.5%

A beautiful Bordeaux red whose colour is sustained with a ripe fruit bouquet with spicy vanilla notes. The palate is rich and generous.
The smooth tannins bring harmony necessary for this wine to reach its ageing potential. Perfect to drink now.

EnGLAnD

CHâTeAU L'eGLiSe SAGeT BordeAux, 2009

SixTeen RiDGeS PiNoT Noir eArLY, 2014

Worcestershire

75cl

12.5%

Bordeaux

75cl

13.0%

The vines of this wine lie on slopes of clay and chalk, particularly rich in minerals. The wine is well-balanced from the excellent blend of
merlot which gives the wine its fruit and velvety aspect, while the cabernet provides structure and tender tannins.

A light-bodied red with aromas of cherry, raspberry and earthy vanilla notes on the palate, with a subtle soft oak finish. The wine is matured
on oak for several months to achieve a complex and soft rounded finish with hints of spice.
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RED WINES

FRAnCE
CHâTeAU LeYDeT-VALenTin sAiNT eMiLioN grANd Cru, 2011

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Bordeaux

75cl

14.0%

SIzE

ABv

Burgundy

75cl

12.5%

Concentrated, elegant aromas of forest berries and liquorice with smoky touches. opulent and complex palate of black cherry, prune fruits
and hints of blossom. great structure and balance, high-quality tannins and an aftertaste of bittersweet chocolate.

A beautifully deep colour produced from the Gamay grape using a vinification method which gives the wine a typical pear drop taste. This
Beaujolais Villages frees wonderful fruit aromas of blackberry, blueberry and violet.

Le CAPRiCe MerLoT, 2015

f. PROTHeAU & fiLS geVreY-CHAMBerTiN, 2010

Bordeaux

75cl

12.5%

ReSeRVe DULOnG MédoC, 2012

Bordeaux

75cl

13.0%

A dark red robe with crimson hues. Powerful and complex bouquet with dominant black fruit aromas and vanilla notes. Powerful tannins,
ample on the palate with a long final. Finish on little red fruit aromas and liquorice notes.

ReSeRVe DULOnG sAiNT eMiLioN, 2013

Bordeaux

75cl

12.5%

A clear and intense red robe. The nose consists of a bouquet with a great intensity of red fruits aroma. round and supple attack on the
palate. Great, rich and fleshy structure. Notes of liquorice, red and black fruit aromas at the end.

SAinT-VinCenT BAROn BordeAux CLAreT, 2014

Bordeaux

75cl

12.5%

Burgundy

75cl

12.5%

A full, round, well-balanced red wine from Bordeaux AC.

CHâTeAU De fLeURie FLeurie, MAisoN LoroN, 2014

Burgundy

75cl

13.0%

This wine consists of a complex nose with aromas of red and black fruit as well as floral aromas of violets and roses with a spicy undertone.
This rich Burgundy red has a good body, nice structure and power. Long with good tannins.

A full, blackcurrant flavour backed by soft, juicy tannins results in a deeply coloured, rich and mouth-filling, yet very easy-drinking,
style of wine.

f. PROTHeAU & fiLS NuiTs sAiNT george, 2012

Burgundy

75cl

13.0%

75cl

13.0%

A wonderfully complex and rewarding red wine. The structure is well-built and well-balanced and is long in the mouth.

JeAn gAMAY Noir, 2015

Burgundy

deep, intense purple garnet colour. on the nose, it has a touch of liquorice, spice and mineral quality, with a nice maturity of blackberry and
blueberry. The mouth is round with a pleasant sweetness. The balance is perfect. Easy access, full of freshness with a very soft finish.

MAiSOn JAffeLin MâCoN rouge, 2013

Burgundy

75cl

12.5%

Lovely cherry red hue with purple tints. on the nose, the wine develops red and dark berry aromas which evolve over time into aromas of
undergrowth. The wine is meaty, full of vitality and spontaneous on the palate as well as displaying a lovely balance.

MAiSOn LOUiS LATOUR CorToN grANd Cru, doMAiNe LATour, 2000 Burgundy

75cl

14.0%

Fleurie is known as the "queen" of the Beaujolais Crus. With its intense garnet-red colour, the nose reveals aromas of irises, faded roses,
ripe cherries and blackcurrants. The mouth is round, fleshy and elegant.

With a deep red-brick colour this wine has a very aromatic bouquet of gamey, earthy notes with dark cherry. Full-bodied in the mouth
revealing smooth tannins. To ensure a good degree of maturity in the grapes, Louis Latour carry out strict pruning to produce later harvests.

CHâTeAU De LA PieRRe BrouiLLY, MAisoN LoroN, 2014

MAiSOn LOUiS LATOUR CôTe de BeAuNe-ViLLAges, 2013

Burgundy

75cl

12.5%

This wine has a deep ruby-red colour, with aromas of red fruits, plums and peaches. supple and seductive, it goes perfectly with meats and
grilled andouillettes.
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CHâTeAU De LA TOUR De L'AnGe BeAuJoLAis ViLLAges, 2014

REGION

House Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.

Burgundy

75cl

13.5%

of a beautiful ruby colour, this Côte de Beaune-Villages has a fruity nose with aromas of cassis, raspberry and strawberry. in the mouth,
aromas of cassis are present as well as notes of undergrowth. A round wine with mellow tannins on the finish.
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RED WINES

FRAnCE
CHâTeAU De VAUGeLAS Le Prieuré, CorBières, 2010

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Langeudoc-roussillon

75cl

13.5%

fAT BASTARD MerLoT, 2013

Langeudoc-roussillon

SIzE

75cl

ABv

13.5%

This full-bodied and smooth wine has a deep purple hue, produced from syrah, Carignan, Mourvèdre and grenache grapes. Powerful
aromas of dark berries, blackcurrants and liquorice with herbal and mineral notes. good balance with soft tannins.

Languedoc-Roussillon, known for its stony soil, lends a fresh, fruit-forward character and mature tannins to the final wine. Elegant notes of
plum and black cherry followed by subtle nuances of caraway and black pepper. Fresh, full and juicy with an expansive, round finish.

DOMAine De CiBADièS CABerNeT sAuVigNoN, 2015

fAT BASTARD PiNoT Noir, 2013

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.5%

Langeudoc-roussillon

75cl

12.5%

This deep red wine, with garnet reflections, possesses an aromatic palate that is rich, intense, with notes of red fruits, lilies and sweet spices.
Very concentrated on the palate with menthol notes adding a touch of freshness, supple, harmonious tannins and pronounced fruit finish.

A brilliant expression of the land from which it is made. The relatively high altitudes of the vineyards provide the optimal temperate conditions
necessary for aroma and colour development in the wine. Intense, elegant notes of crushed strawberries followed by a long, persistent finish.

DOMAine De CiBADièS MerLoT, 2015

fAT BASTARD sHirAZ, 2013

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.5%

ruby-red in colour with purple tints. The complex nose of red fruits, liquorice and roasted aromas is accompanied by spicy notes.
Well-balanced with good volume and length.

DOMAine De CiBADièS PiNoT Noir, 2015

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

13.5%

Dark ruby in colour with vibrant purple reflections. The nose displays a spicy yet fresh profile containing tinges of olive, clove and sweet
blueberry while the palate exhibits a robust body and invigorating flavours of paprika, tobacco, and peony.
13.0%

MAiSOn JAffeLin PiNoT Noir, 2014

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.0%

Careful harvesting and handling enable this Pinot Noir, an oxidation-sensitive grape, to fully express all its typicity and develop fine and
characteristic aromas of wild berries. The nose is vivacious with delicious aromas of red fruits such as cherry and raspberry.

The influence of southern climate gives this wine ripe and jammy nuances of dark colour fruits such as blackcurrant, blackberry, black cherry
etc. The bouquet is rounded. The mouth is complex and rich, with a presence of fine quality tannins and with a great length.

DOMAine De SAinTe-MARTH sYrAH, 2015

MAS JAneiL Le PeTiT PAs, FrANCois LurToN, 2015

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

13.0%

Langeudoc-roussillon

75cl

14.0%

garnet-red with a brighter red sheen. The nose is complex and powerful, with ripe red fruits, underwood, spices, leather and liquorice. With
a perfect balance, good volume, silky tannins and great length, this wine offers remarkable intensity and harmony.

A fruit-driven wine, generously rounded and fresh, made with Carignan and Grenache grapes. On the palate, intense flavours mingle with a
smooth structure, and plump, well-integrated tannins.

DOMAine SAinT PAUL PiNoT Noir orgANiC, 2012

ReSeRVe De RAfèGUe CABerNeT sAuVigNoN, 2015

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

13.0%

Organically certified since 2005, the principles are simple: no chemical pesticides, herbicides or fertilizers. This wine possesses a lovely nose
of sweet ripe strawberries with crisp Pinot Noir fruit and an alluring palate.

fAT BASTARD CABerNeT sAuVigNoN , 2013

Langeudoc-roussillon

75cl

14.0%

Opulent aromas of blackcurrant, crushed blackberry, cinnamon and pepper spices. A wine with a lightly woven texture, fine grain tannins
and a long persistent finish. This Cabernet Sauvignon is exceptionally expressive, powerful and smooth all at once.
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REGION

House Wine

organic Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.5%

75cl

12.5%

An ample, well-structured wine with fine, elegant tannins and notes of spices and red pepper giving it all its character.

ReSeRVe De RAfèGUe MerLoT, 2015

Languedoc-roussillon

A wine that is both supple and powerful, with fine silky tannins and a fruity, elegant finish. Aromas of small red fruit (strawberry, raspberry,
blackcurrant) and cherry jam.

Tel: 020 8591 9001 Fax: 020 8507 8484 Email: info@imbibemelrose.com
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RED WINES

FRAnCE
MAiSOn LOUiS LATOUR PiNoT Noir, doMAiNe de VALMoissiNe, 2013

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Provence

75cl

13.0%

InDIA
SOUL TRee CABerNeT sAuVigNoN, 2015

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Maharashtra

75cl

14.0%

A fruity wine which offers a soft and silky palate with soft tannins. The yield is small to ensure perfect maturity and concentration of the
grapes resulting in an elegant wine with remarkable finesse.

Elegant and spicy, with plum and raspberry notes. On the palate, this wine is intense with pleasant fruit flavours and a smooth finish.

CHâTeAU BeAUCHêne CHâTeAuNeuF-du-PAPe "LA serrière", 2011

A superb Châteauneuf-du-Pape made from old vines of grenache. rich, dark and powerful! This full-bodied wine has a complex palate with
lovely aromas of black cherry, bitter chocolate and vanilla.

IsRAEL

CHâTeAU BeAUCHêne "Le PAViLLoN" CôTes du rHôNe, 2014

LUeRiA CABerNeT sAuVigNoN, 2014/2015

rhône

rhône

75cl

75cl

14.0%

13.5%

upper galilee

75cl

14.0%

Bright red with purple tints. This wine has a fresh red fruit nose with some notes of liquorice. The mouth is elegant with soft tannins. This
well-balanced wine has a nice fresh finish with aromatic persistence.

Grown at a high altitude and in the unique terroir of Yosef’s vineyard, a privileged location which enables the grapes to mature slowly over
time, and thus acquire their superior quality. This full-bodied wine possesses a deep purple colour and a rich taste of black fruits.

CHâTeAU De L'eSTAGnOL CôTes du rHôNe, 2013

LUeRiA grANd ViTAL, 2014

rhône

75cl

13.5%

upper galilee

75cl

14.5%

Crimson red in colour. This full-bodied wine is rich, complex, spicy and has warm flavours. It is a real mix of black ripe fruits and pepper,
spice on the nose.

Made with the best grapes of select sections in Yosef's vineyard, this wine possesses a rich body and an elegant and complex texture thus embodying the nature of the terroir and the vineyard. Aged for two years in French oak barrels and bottled without filtration.

CUVÉe JeAn-PAUL VAuCLuse rouge, 2014

LUeRiA rosso, 2012

rhône

100cl

12.5%

A classic rhône red; friendly and warming leafy, autumnal aromas and an ample, sweet dried currant palate. A delicious, uncomplicated
medium-bodied, soft, fruity and very drinkable red - yet serious enough to accompany food.

LeS TROiS COUROnneS CHâTeAuNeuF-du-PAPe, 2011

rhône

75cl

14.5%

This full-bodied wine is warm, spicy and peppery with powerful, long lasting layers of flavours. Suave and silky on the palate, offering intense
red berry and liquorice pastille flavours. Can be made from up to 13 different grape varieties, adding further complexity.

MOULin De MeYRAn CôTes du rHôNe, 2014

rhône

75cl

13.0%

A blend of Grenache and Syrah grapes resulting in a ruby-red colour. The nose is filled with aromas of red fruit, which persist on the palate
together with soft tannins and a long finish.

GeneRAL BiLiMORiA MerLoT, 2015

N/A

75cl

upper galilee

75cl

14.0%

Rosso is made mainly of Italian varieties (Sangiovese, Barbera) complemented by the finest varieties in every vintage year. The grapes are
tended and harvested by hand. The wine has rich acidity, a deep bouquet and feels like a mosaic of fruity tastes and aromas.

LUeRiA sHirAZ, 2014

upper galilee

75cl

14.5%

Lueria shiraz is made from 100% shiraz grapes that are grown on unique soil at a height of 850m, at the upper galilee. This deep purplecoloured wine has a rich taste of black fruit, blackberries, plums and pepper and has a long aftertaste.

LUeRiA TerrACe, 2014

upper galilee

75cl

15.0%

Produced from Cabernet sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and shiraz grapes, on unique galilee soil that combines limestone and basalt with terra
rossa. This wine is medium-bodied, spiced with a rich taste of red fruits and has a long aftertaste.

12.5%

An ample well-structured and fruity wine with fine, elegant tannins.
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House Wine

kosher Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.
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RED WINES

ITALY
AnCORA MoNTePuLCiANo d'ABruZZo, 2014

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Abruzzo

75cl

13.0%

A medium-bodied, spicy red with aromas of plum and juicy fresh cherries. The palate is fresh and bright displaying light red fruit and
redcurrant flavours, herbal notes and more red cherry fruit on the finish.

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin MoNTePuLCiANo d'ABruZZo, 2014

Abruzzo

75cl

SIzE

ABv

Piemonte

37.5cl, 75cl 14.0%

intense with a pleasant scent of brushwood interspersed with tobacco and spicy notes and characterised by considerable elegance and
composure. dry, warm and velvety with an intense impact which is full and harmonious with just the right level of tannins.
13.0%

TeniMenTi CA'BiAnCA BAroLo, 2009

Piemonte

75cl

14.5%

Brilliant, attractive and warm ruby-red colour. The bouquet is ample and remarkably complex, with vinous and characteristic tones. dry on
the palate and gracious, with delicate and soft veining, a fine and harmonious balance.

Garnet colour tending towards strong blue; intense and ethereal bouquet of vanilla, cloves and clean woodland undergrowth; full, firm but
velvety flavour with a fine, lingering aftertaste of liquorice and ripe red fruit.

VALCHiARò Torre quâL, CoLLi orieNTALi deL FriuLi, 2006

AnCORA PugLiA sANgioVese, 2015

Friuli

75cl

13.0%

Puglia

75cl

12.0%

This wine is the result of a long accurate oenologistic work to obtain the best from Merlot, Cabernet sauvignon and refosco dal Peduncolo
Rosso. Cuvée with ruby-red colour, garnet glares, wild berry flavours and slightly tannic.

A medium-bodied, everyday drinking red with aromas of red berry and damson fruit. Fresh and lively on the palate with juicy berry fruit and a
hint of spiciness balanced by tangy acidity.

TenUTA CA' BOLAni MerLoT, FriuLi AquiLeiA doC suPeriore, 2014

feUDi DeL CARDinALe dies irAe PriMiTiVo di MANduriA, 2013

Friuli-Venezia giulia

75cl

13.0%

A bright and vivid ruby wine. Vinous, with fruity scents of strawberries and ripe currants. Attractively soft, rounded, full and persistent.

ViLLA ARGenTO MerLoT, 2014

Friuli-Venezia giulia

75cl

12.0%

Vinous, full-bodied and smooth. This dry wine is to be enjoyed young with game and roasted meats.

CASTeLLO DeL POGGiO BArBerA d'AsTi

Piemonte

RiVA LeOne BArBerA, 2014

Piemonte

75cl

75cl

14.5%

An intense and persistent bouquet with hints of red berry fruit and Mediterranean spices. Aromatic complexity and concentration due to the
sandy soil composition and proximity of the vineyards to the sea. Elegant, velvety and harmonious wine possessing a long, lingering finish.

feUDi DeL CARDinALe sTABAT MATer PriMiTiVo di MANduriA, 2011

Puglia

50cl

16.0%

14.0%

75cl

MASSeRiA ALTeMURA PriMiTiVo-NegroAMAro, APuLo rosso

Puglia

75cl

13.5%

Deep ruby-red colour enlivened by purple reflections. Intense and fruity bouquet with hints of plum and dried cherry. Dry with a fine structure
and outstanding roundness. it shows a complex and persistent fruitiness on the palate.

13.0%

This red wine has aromas and flavours of red cherry and dark berry fruit. Medium-bodied with a refreshing finish. Riva Leone is a fantastic
example of modern italian wine making at its best.

House Wine

Puglia

Notes of blueberry jam, marasca cherry and dehydrated plums. This mysterious, elegant wine presents itself to taste sweet, inviting,
harmonious and possessing finely velvety tannins.

ruby-red with pale purplish highlights. Full and intense bouquet, with scents of cherries and emerging spicy notes. Fresh and fruity, fullflavoured and appealing, with a persistent finish.
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STROPPiAnA BAroLo LeoNArdo

REGION

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.

MASSeRiA ALTeMURA PriMiTiVo, sAsseo

Puglia

75cl

13.5%

dark and profound ruby-red. Full and intense aromas with hints of plums, red fruit jam and sweet accents of spices. A wine of good body,
mouth-filling flavour that is warm and soft and expresses a highly mature fruitiness, supported by a pleasant complex of sweet tannins.
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RED WINES

ITALY
feUDO MOnTOni CABerNeT sAuVigNoN, LA MArZA

REGION

SIzE

ABv

sicily

75cl

13.0%

SIzE

ABv

sicily

75cl

13.0%

Aromas of red plum and delicate scents of eucalyptus and green pepper. in the mouth, this wine is soft and fruity with elegant notes of
red plum.

This is a delicious Pinot Noir from one of the oldest estates in sicily. soft, fruity, with elegant notes of cherry and subtle notes of vanilla at the
finish. This wine possesses a delicate aroma consisting of red fruits and blackcurrant.

feUDO MOnTOni MerLoT, LA MArZA, 2014

feUDO PRinCiPi Di BUTeRA surYA rosso Terre siCiLiANe

sicily

75cl

13.0%

sicily

75cl

13.5%

Aromas of red fruits and earthy flavours. This full-bodied wine comes from low yielding vines which are harvested by hand. La Marza range
always have their natural degree of alcohol as well as having minimal enologist intervention.

intense ruby-red with garnet hues. Full, expressed bouquet with pleasant hints of small woodland fruit, notes of Mediterranean shrub and
spices. Well-structured, pleasantly fresh with a soft, persistent finale that reminds us of the fruit.

feUDO MOnTOni Nero d'AVoLA, LA MArZA, 2014

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin Borgo sAN Leo rosso

sicily

75cl

13.0%

Triveneto

75cl

11.5%

An intense ruby-red colour, its aroma has delicate hints of red fruits in harmony with floral notes typical of this vine. Possesses a soft, fruity
flavour with elegant notes of cherry, as well as hints of vanilla at the finish.

Fascinating bouquet because of its freshness and its delicious vinosity in combination with a delightful abundance of fruity tones. Appealingly
dry flavour but fresh with a well-balanced harmonious fruit and a delicate almondy vein in the finish.

feUDO MOnTOni Nero d'AVoLA, VigNA LAgNusA

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin CHiANTi

sicily

75cl

13.5%

Tuscany

75cl

12.5%

A complex, warming, harmonious wine with fruity and spicy aroma especially of cinnamon. Its flavour is savoury, velvety with a nuanced
mouthfeel, laced by the right amount of tannin. Menthol notes give freshness to the taste.

Characteristically intense, fine and graceful. Distinguished by an elegant scent of violets and tenuous perfumes of wild berries. Dry, full,
properly balanced and extremely enticing with lingering acidity and flavours of cherry and spice.

feUDO MOnTOni Nero d'AVoLA, VruCArA, 2009

CASTeLLO D'ALBOLA CHiANTi, 2014

sicily

75cl

14.0%

Tuscany

75cl

13.0%

Complex, warming, profound aroma, reminiscent of nutmeg, black plum, dates, violets with spicy notes of vanilla and balsamic eucalyptus. it
has a savoury velvety, layered mouthfeel flavour, laced by the sweet tannins. Lingering aftertaste of black fruits and nutmeg.

garnet-red colour and good structure. Fine, with scents of cherries, wild berry, violets and spicy hints. Pleasantly fresh with a soft and
persistent finish enriched by agreeable tannins.

feUDO MOnTOni PerriCoNe, VigNA deL Core, 2013

CASTeLLO D'ALBOLA CHiANTi CLAssiCo, 2014

sicily

75cl

13.5%

This sicilian wine possesses an intense ruby-red colour with hints of violet. Notes of plum, with hints of spice and liquorice giving softness
and roundness.
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feUDO MOnTOni PiNoT Noir, LA MArZA, 2013

REGION

House Wine

organic Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.

Tuscany

75cl, 150cl 13.0%

ruby-red tending towards garnet. elegant, with delicate scents of violets. Well-balanced and dry, with good structure and a velvety texture.
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RED WINES

ITALY
CASTeLLO D'ALBOLA CHiANTi CLAssiCo - riserVA, 2011

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Tuscany

75cl, 150cl 13.0%

SIzE

ABv

Veneto

75cl

15.0%

The tannins give the wine its extraordinary texture; they are as concentrated as the fruit is mellow. it has a distinct tangy quality on the palate
and rich fruit on the nose, with evolved tones of fruit and dried flowers. An extraordinarily persistent bouquet with great finesse.

Garnet-red with brilliant ruby reflections. The bouquet is broad and nuanced, with scents of wild berries followed by majestic and velvety
flavours with richly fruity dried grape tones.

Le MeRLAie CHiANTi doCg, 2014

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin VALPoLiCeLLA CLAssiCo, 2014

Tuscany

75cl

12.5%

A distinctly intense nose of sour red cherry that leads to bright red plum and black cherry on the palate. smooth, harmonious and balanced.

ROCCA Di MOnTeMASSi Le FoCAie

Tuscany

75cl

13.5%

Intense ruby-red with violet shadings. The bouquet is intense and full; the flavour offers pleasant scents of violets, cherries and wild berries.
Possesses a good structure but pleasantly fresh and with a soft and persistent finish.

ROCCA Di MOnTeMASSi sAssABruNA MoNTeregio, 2013

Tuscany

75cl, 150cl 14.0%

rich and complex with up-front notes of ripe red fruit and wild berries accompanied by scents of spices and liquorice. This highly intense
ruby-red wine is full-bodied and encompassing with a persistent and slightly spicy finish.

LA PALèRnA CiMéNTo PiNoT Nero, 2014

umbria

75cl

14.0%

Veneto

75cl

12.5%

Bright, attractive and warm ruby-red colour. Vinous tones and well-defined scents of bitter almonds against a subtle undertone of wild
berries. Dry on the palate, with delicate veining, a fine and harmonious balance, great strength and sturdy body.

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin VALPoLiCeLLA riPAsso suPeriore

Veneto

75cl

14.0%

Ample and remarkably complex, with vinous tones and well-defined scents of cherries against a tenuous background of chocolate. This wine
possesses a fine and harmonious balance, great strength and powerful body. The aftertaste is highly persistent and delectably clean.

CenT' Anni AMAroNe deLLA VALPoLiCeLLA, 2012

Veneto

75cl

15.0%

75cl

13.0%

An intense garnet-red with red fruit hints and spicy notes. Full and velvety, with vanilla flavours and a cherry aftertaste.

CenT' Anni BACCoLo rosso APPAssiMeNTo PArZiALe, 2015

Veneto

Appreciable acidity, which gives the wine a good elegance, as well as a discreet astringency produced by the tannins. good softness
conferred by the ageing in wood. The mouth echoes the fruit-driven characteristics found in the nose: cherry, raspberry and strawberry.

Complex and smooth, due to the partial natural drying process called "Appassimento". intense spice and ripe fruit bouquet with a dark
Bordeaux colour. in the mouth, the wine is round and persistent.

LA PALèRnA CosPAiA 1441, 2014

CieLO MerLoT e rABoso, 2015

umbria

75cl

13.5%

A blend of Merlot, Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon and Franc grapes. Intense and lingering, fruity and spicy aromas, with fine and elegant
notes of berries, leather and tobacco. Complex and mouth-filling, with a long finish.

LA PALèRnA rosso di VALdiMoNTe, 2014

umbria

75cl

13.0%

An elegant, high-quality table wine with an intense ruby-red colour and violet highlights. Fruity, flowery and spicy with notes of red flowers
and berries, and hints of cinnamon and vanilla. Rounded flavour with an immediate and fresh taste.
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CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin AMAroNe deLLA VALPoLiCeLLA doC

REGION

House Wine

Please note: vintages and ABVs may vary to those listed. We carry other sizes for our products listed.

Veneto

75cl

11.5%

75cl

12.0%

This ruby-red wine has a bouquet of raspberry and huckleberry. Fruited and round with amiable notes.

ViTiS nOSTRA VALPoLiCeLLA, 2013

Veneto

Lively acidity with young red cherry and fresh plum flavours. Medium-bodied with herbaceous hints on the finish.
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RED WINES

nEW ZEALAnD
WiLD ROCK PiNoT Noir, 2015

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Marlborough

75cl

14.5%

red cherry with crimson hues. Bright, aromatic intensity with notes of ripe red cherry, plum, sage and thyme. A pure varietal expression on
the palate with the medium weight red fruit balanced with acidity and fine tannins that have a delicious dry finish.

3 STOneS PiNoT Noir, 2013

south island

75cl

13.0%

This Pinot Noir is brimming with flavours of ripe berry fruit and savoury notes, which integrate well creating a beautifully balanced wine.

Alentejo

75cl

13.5%

Alentejo

75cl

14.0%

A glorious wine with a great elegance as well as an outstanding depth with so many flavours from beautiful berries to dark chocolate and
exotic spices.

ReYnOLDS JuLiAN reYNoLds reserVA, 2009

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Western Cape

75cl

13.0%

75cl

13.0%

General Bilimoria Pinotage is dense in colour and bold in flavour which makes for a great house wine.

inKOSi PiNoTAge, 2015

Western Cape

Inkosi Pinotage is a hearty red with great depth of character. Whilst vigorous, it remains soft and rich with gentle berry fruit flavours.
Western Cape

75cl

13.5%

Plush textured Merlot fills the frame-work provided by the Cabernet, leading to approachable flavours of sun-ripened plum and dark-skinned
spring berries with a top-note of herbal dried mint.

Full-bodied with a deep pomegranate colour and an irresistible bouquet, which combines the aromas of berry fruits and delicate floral
scents. it is an elegant, fruity and easy wine to drink.

ReYnOLDS gLoriA reYNoLds, 2005

GeneRAL BiLiMORiA PiNoTAge, 2013

JORDAn eSTATe CHAMeLeoN CABerNeT sAuVigNoN-MerLoT, 2012

PORTUGAL
ReYnOLDS CArLos reYNoLds, 2013

sOUTH AFRICA

Alentejo

75cl

KLiPPenKOP PiNoTAge, 2015

Western Cape

75cl

13.5%

A deep purple tint on the rim with delicious flavours of ripe strawberry, banana, juicy plums and rich, red cherry. Produced in an early drinking
style with well-integrated wood and a soft, smooth finish.

KLiPPenKOP sYrAH, 2015

Western Cape

75cl

13.5%

This full-bodied wine shows freshly crushed black pepper aromas with hints of cinnamon and cloves on the nose with lots of brambly red
berry fruit, rich mulberry and well-integrated vanilla tones.

14.5%

Aromas of dark rich berry fruits, bitter chocolate and exotic spices define the complexity that accompanies the powerful structure. This fresh
and elegant wine has a long persistence, resulting in a very personal and distinct wine that ages extremely well in the bottle.

ReYnOLDS JuLiAN reYNoLds grAN reserVA, 2007

Alentejo

75cl

14.0%

Smooth with an aroma of freshness and fruit in perfect harmony with wood. These are revealed in the mouth with fine and elegant tannins as
well as a nice long set of persistence. A pure and natural red wine.
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RED WINES

sPAIn
fORTALeZA CriANZA, 2014

REGION

SIzE

ABv

ribera del duero

75cl

13.5%

red ripe cherry colour with purple hues. Fragrant and elegant, with aromatic notes of red ripe fruits with balsamic touches, subtle bouquet
finished with pleasant hints of toasted scents. Balanced and silky, good harmony and long persistence.

fORTALeZA TiNTo JoVeN, 2016

ribera del duero

75cl

14.0%

This wine presents a flashy cherry-red colour with touches of violet in the border. Its nose has a red fruit intense smell and in the mouth it's
warm, with remembers of fresh fruit and balsamic.

BODeGAS RiOJAnAS ViñA ALBiNA CriANZA, 2013

rioja

75cl

13.0%

The taste is in harmony with the fragrance and offers dark berries, liquorice, a clear barrel character, spices and vanilla.
A marked acidity and pleasant astringency. Rich and complex, filling the mouth with delightful flavours with a long, enjoyable aftertaste.

BODeGAS RiOJAnAS ViñA ALBiNA CriANZA reserVA, 2011

rioja

75cl

13.5%

Elegant on the nose, well-blended aromas with hints of wood ageing and varietal notes. Very fine and well-structured in the mouth, with
good acidity and polished tannins. Well-balanced with a complex retronasal fragrance, both delicate and persistent.

CASTiLLO De CLAViJO CriANZA, 2012

rioja

75cl

12.5%

75cl

12.5%

Aromas and flavours of bright red berry fruit, balanced by vanilla and spice that add richness and body.

THAILAnD
MOnSOOn VALLeY BLeNded red, NW

Hua Hin

A wonderfully soft, textured red wine made from shiraz and indigenous Pokdum grapes. Light berry aromas, low tannin and a light body
make Monsoon Valley Blended red a strong favourite for spicy food.

UsA
SMOKinG LOOn oLd ViNe ZiNFANdeL, 2014

California

75cl

14.0%

This well-balanced Zinfandel opens with complex aromas of fig, plum, and blackberry cobbler. On the palate, black raspberry and cinnamon
dominate. in the background, coconut and vanilla indicate the presence of American oak ageing.
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Rosé Wine
Best enjoyed fresh and young as their flavours become more
subdued as they age.
Old world rosé wines (from matured century old vines) are
usually earthier and have more acidity, compared to new world
wines which are sweeter and have fruiter characteristics.

ROSÉ WINES

knOW YOUR ROsÉs

HOW ROsÉ WInE Is MADE

GRenACHe

PinOT nOiR

SAnGiOVeSe

GROW SOMe ReD GRAPeS & HARVeST

Bright ruby-red. Low in tannin, with
lovely cherry, watermelon-candy and
hibiscus flavours. The wine possesses
a lot of zest when served cold.
Most commonly found in Spain and
Southern France.

Bright acidity, as well as being cool,
crisp, elegantly fruity and dry. This
varietal has subtle aromas of wet
stone, raspberries, cherries, orange
and lemon zest. Most commonly
found in California and France.

Dry yet fruity with a bright copper-red
hue. Strong notes of roses and fresh
strawberries, as well as having an
enticing acidity and occasionally a
bitter note on the finish.

GRAPeS ARe CRUSHeD

SYRAH

TeMPRAniLLO

WHiTe ZinfAnDeL

Deep ruby-red possessing bold
notes of cherries, white pepper and
strawberries with the tendency to be a
bit more full-bodied. Most commonly
found in California and in blends in
Europe, especially Italy.

This pale pink rosé gives flavours
of strawberry and raspberry with
refreshing acidity, similarly to
Tempranillo red wines. Usually
originates from Spain’s famous wine
growing region, Rioja.

Technically a rosé wine with
strawberry and green melon aromas.
This rosé gained huge popularity for
its off-dry style. Most commonly found
in United States.

MACeRATiOn
The grape juice is left in contact with the dark coloured skin for
a brief period of time
The longer the skin and the juice are in contract for in the
macerate, the deeper the colouration will be

STRAininG

PROVenCe

The grape juice is separated from the grape skins

The most famous rosé producing
region with aromas of strawberries,
watermelon and rose petals as well as
a salty and distinctive minerality.
A specific blend of grapes (Grenache,
Mourvèdre, Syrah and Cinsault) gives
fresh, crisp and dry characteristics.

ALCOHOL feRMenTATiOn
(WiTHOUT THe SKin)
Sugar + Yeast

PRODUCTIOn METHODs

Alcohol + CO2

When it comes to making rosé wine - there are four main methods that produce very different styles:

LiMiTeD SKin MACeRATiOn

SAiGnÉe

The most popular method of producing quality rosé. The
grape’s skin possesses colour, thus when crushed the grape
juice remains in contact with the skin until the desired colour/
style is achieved. The skins are left to soak for a limited
amount of time, determined by the winemaker – anywhere
between 6-48 hours. The rose-tinted grape juice is separated
from the skins to avoid deeper colouration and moved into
another tank where the full fermentation process begins. This
method can make a variety of style of rosé depending on
grape variety and length of maceration.

One of the best methods to producing high-quality rosé
wines. The grapes are piled into a tank and are crushed
naturally under their own weight. The grape juice trickles
down the pile of grape skins to the bottom where it is bled
off early in fermentation. This process usually produces very
pale pink rosé wine due to the limited contact between the
juice and the skin. The remaining juice is left to vinify into
a concentrated red. Although natural, this process lacks
technical control on the tint, depth and degree of colouration
for the winemaker.

PReSSinG

BLenDinG

Winemakers generally press the grapes manually to have a
controlled pressing. The pressing is done slowly and lightly at
first to achieve the desired colouration. Then the winemaker
uses the pressed juice to make the wine.

Red Wine + White Wine = Rosé Wine. Although simple, this
process produces inexpensive, inferior quality wines and is
more commonly used to produce sparkling wines or in new
world regions, where they have less-strict vinification rules.
The style produced depends heavily on the blend used.
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STABiLiSATiOn
The wine is stabilised for a brief period of time

BOTTLinG

KeY POinTS
Shorter Maceration Period
Possesses the fruit characteristics of the grapes. These rosés
are generally more fruit-forward, with bolder citrus notes and
citrus acidity
Longer Maceration Period
Takes on the tannic structure of its grapes and tends to also
drink a bit more tannic and drier
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ROSÉ WINES

BRAZIL
RiO SOL rosé

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Mato grosso

75cl

12.0%

Produced at latitude 8° south, giving this wine an international style. The region's unique climate improves its floral and red berry fruit notes
and enhances all its freshness. The flavour is fresh, soft, elegant and harmonious.

FRAnCE
Le CAPRiCe greNACHe rosé, 2015

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Bordeaux

75cl

12.5%

75cl

12.5%

A delicately-flavoured rosé from southern France, displaying hints of redcurrant and bramble fruits.

DOMAine De CiBADieS sYrAH-greNACHe, 2016

Languedoc-roussillon

Deep rose-pink glimmering with bright pink tints. The nose, complex and very aromatic, is subdued in notes of citrus fruits, flowers, exotic
fruits and banana. Full, harmonious and smooth on the palate with exceptional volume, this rosé is delicate and well-balanced.

CHILE

fAT BASTARD rosé, 2013

LAS COnDeS CABerNeT sAuVigNoN rosé, 2015

Central Valley

75cl

12.5%

ruby-red colour of medium intensity. its aromas are sharp, characterized by citric notes which combine perfectly with intense red fruit
flavours such as strawberries and raspberries. On the palate, the wine is fresh and silky.

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.5%

A blend of shiraz and grenache from Languedoc. This rosé is a complex and expressive wine with intense raspberry and strawberry notes.
Round and full on the palate with ripe red fruits, the finish is long and fresh.

ReSeRVe De RAfèGUe rosé, 2013

Languedoc-roussillon

75cl

12.0%

This rosé boasts good roundness and excellent balance. its rich quality and its exquisite notes of red fruit make it ideal for all occasions.

EnGLAnD

AiGUe MARine rosé d'ANJou, 2014

SixTeen RiDGeS PiNoT Noir rosé, 2014

Loire

75cl

10.5%

This beautiful rosé has a shimmering light raspberry-red colour. The nose gives off aromas of ripe red fruits (strawberries) and slightly tart
english candy. The dainty and moelleuse mouth is characterized by a refreshing liveliness.
Worcestershire

75cl

11.0%

A seductive, ripe and rich off-dry rosé. Deliciously balanced, bursting with flavour. Strawberries, raspberries and melon aromas lead to a lively
fruity palate of berries and earthy cherries.

DOMAine HUBeRT BROCHARD sANCerre rosé, 2011

Loire

75cl

13.0%

This delicate and delicious wine charms with its superb refreshing colour. With great finesse, it reveals a delicious aromatic palate composed
of small red fruit, hint of spices and precious woods.

LACHeTeAU rosé d'ANJou, 2013

Loire

75cl

10.5%

A semi-sweet rosé produced from the gamay and Cabernet grape varieties. The colour is pink and the bouquet is fruity. The wine is equally
as fruity and fresh on the palate with long-lingering aromas.
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ROSÉ WINES

FRAnCE
MARqUiS De GOULAine rosé d'ANJou, LA rosérAie, 2014

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Loire

75cl

10.5%

This lightly sweet, medium-dry wine is bursting with strawberry flavours, a delicate bouquet, an attractive touch of acidity and an orange
zest backdrop.

CHâTeAU De ROUêT "1840" rosé, 2015

Provence

75cl

12.5%

Delicate salmon-coloured wine. Intensive notes of raspberry and cassis on the nose. Fresh, fruity and elegant flavours on the palate.
This wine has great volume and length.

CHâTeAU DU GALOUPeT CRU CLASSÉ CôTes de ProVeNCe, 2015

Provence

75cl

13.5%

This refreshing rosé is mainly obtained by blending three grape varieties: Cinsault, Grenache and Syrah. The first adds fruit and finesse, the
second fullness and strength and the third structure and a special cachet. An exquisite classic Côtes de Provence.

ITALY
SeRenO PiNoT grigio BLusH, NV

SIzE

ABv

Abruzzo

75cl

11.5%

Friuli-Venezia giulia

75cl

12.0%

A dry rosé wine packed with fresh Summer fruit flavours.

ViLLA SAn MARTinO PiNoT grigio BLusH, 2014

A delicately balanced pale salmon-pink wine which reflects the naturally pinky-grey colour of the Pinot Grigio grape. Flavours consist of soft,
juicy berry fruit with a twist of citrus and a clean, dry finish.

AnCORA CHiAreTTo MoNFerrATo, 2015

Piemonte

75cl

11.5%

The ripe and juicy plum and cherry characters on the palate give excellent substance and weight, all balanced by crisp acidity. Aromas of
fresh strawberry and redcurrants.

CASA ViniCOLA ZOnin Borgo sAN Leo rosATo, NV

regional

75cl

11.5%

This deep, fruity wine possesses a lovely blush, light rosé colour. Harmonious, persistent and full of character. it is a fresh, clean and crisp
wine with a touch of spice.

IsRAEL
LUeRiA rosé, 2014

REGION

feUDO MOnTOni rosATo, CoLLe deL MANdorLo, 2014
upper galilee

75cl

13.0%

Produced from Barbara, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot grapes. Lueria rosé is rich with flowery and fruity aromas, a full body and a
balanced acidity which gives the wine its freshness. Hints of strawberry, blackberry and roses, with a lingering finish.

sicily

75cl

13.0%

Well-balanced, rounded and vinous as well as possessing a fruity and pleasant structure. The aromas are delicate, full of red fruit notes. in
the mouth, it is elegant, light and slightly sweet.

LA PALèRnA rosA di MArTiNo, 2016

umbria

75cl

14.0%

This delicate and fragrant rosé is made from Merlot and Pinot Noir grapes. It possesses aromas of fruit and fresh flowers with notes of
cherry, pomegranate and geranium. Fresh and intense.

CARLO DAMiAni PiNoT grigio rosé, FABiANo, 2015

Veneto

75cl

12.0%

Dry but fruity and well-balanced with very faint hints of fresh peach. This dainty pink rosé is flavoursome and perfect for a hot Summer day.
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ROSÉ WINES

ITALY
LA DeLiZiA PiNoT grigio BLusH, 2015

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Veneto

75cl

12.0%

sPAIn
CenTeLLeO TeMPrANiLLo rosAdo, 2014

REGION

SIzE

ABv

Castilla

75cl

12.0%

This dry, well-balanced wine has exploited the light copper coloured tint in the grapes' skin to make the palest of rosés with elegant fine pear
style fruit and crisp refreshing acidity. The bouquet is intense and refined with an extremely pleasant hint of fruit.

This rosado is crammed full of juicy strawberry, raspberry and cranberry fruit aromas. rich in colour, the wine is crisp and well-balanced with
a long finish of strawberries and cream.

LA PLUMe PiNoT grigio BLusH, 2014

fORTALeZA rosAdo, 2016

Veneto

75cl

12.0%

An off dry, pinky-copper wine with an intense bouquet with notes of peach and watermelon and an extremely pleasant fruity aftertaste.

LA qUeRCiA BArdoLiNo - CHiAreTTo, 2012

Veneto

75cl

11.5%

A beautiful, dry and quite bitter rosé wine with fruit aromas. This wine is made from a variety of grapes; Corvina, rondinella, Molinara
and Negrara.

PARini PiNoT grigio BLusH, 2015

Veneto

75cl

75cl

13.0%

A bright and intense raspberry-coloured wine possessing a forest fruit bouquet, such as redcurrants and raspberries. Very fresh, sweet and
balanced in the mouth.

PinK eLePHAnT rosé, 2015

Valdepenas

75cl

12.0%

Delicate aromas of red berry fruits, with subtle nuances of strawberry and cherry. On the palate, fresh flavours with a hint of fruity sweetness.
elegant summer fruits are evident, supported by perfectly balanced acidity and soft minerality.
11.5%

THAILAnD

soft, coppery-pink colour; delicate and fruity bouquet; soft and fresh on the palate.

PORTUGAL
MATeUS THe origiNAL

Cigales

MOnSOOn VALLeY BLeNded rosé, NV

Hua Hin

75cl

12.5%

Made from a trio of Chenin Blanc, Colombard and shiraz grapes, this rosé is a fruity, and versatile wine. its light body and aromas of mango
and red berry make Monsoon Valley Blended rosé a refreshing, stylish choice for hot summer dining.
N/A

18.7cl, 75cl 11.0%

A fresh and seductive wine with a fine and intense bouquet and all the joviality of a young wine. In the mouth, it is a well-balanced and
tempting wine, brilliantly complemented by a soft and slightly fizzy finish.

UsA
MOnTeReY BAY ZiNFANdeL rosé, 2015

California

75cl

10.5%

one of the most delicious wines due to its racy mix of watermelon and cherry. This wine possesses a delectable sweetness.

WiLDWOOD ZiNFANdeL rosé, 2015

California

75cl

10.5%

A youthful wine with aromas of cherries and watermelon. On the palate, flavours of juicy ripe strawberries and sweet candy are incredibly
sumptuous and ever so moreish.
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Other Wine
Fortified Wine is a combination of wine and a distilled spirit,
usually brandy. Popular fortified wines include Port, Sherry
and Madeira.
Mulled Wine, a traditional winter drink, is commonly made with
red wine along with several mulling spices. Best served hot.

OTHER WINES

DEssERT WInE
CHâTeAU PeTiT VÉDRineS sAuTerNes, 2005

SIzE

37.5cl

ABv

14.0%

75cl

15.0%

This Muscat has a pale golden hue with green highlights. The nose is predominately floral and consists of fresh fruit such as Muscat, peach,
acacia. The palate is full and silky.

HARVeYS AMoNTiLLAdo MediuM drY sHerrY

75cl

19.0%

deep golden brown colour with honey and raisins on the nose. rich, full-bodied and soft textured; a great after dinner drink.
75cl

19.0%

75cl

19.0%

A deep, luscious, medium rich Madeira; tangy with crisp fruit, excellent with dessert and cheeses.

COCKBURn'S FiNe ruBY PorT

A blend of several young wines from different years to give this Fine ruby the richness and fresh fruit that you would expect of a zesty young
Port. It is then matured for a few years in large vats, which gives it both its lovely softness and its ripe red fruits flavours.

COCKBURn'S sPeCiAL reserVe PorT

17.5%

75cl

17.5%

75cl

19.0%

Dark colour with powerful aromas, combining hints of spice, black olives and red fruit jam. It is a fresh wine with a persistent finish.

SAnDeMAn LATe BoTTLed ViNTAge PorT, 2011

BLAnDY'S duke oF CuMBerLANd riCH MAdeirA

75cl

A blend of Amontillados with a light, elegant nutty taste. Made from a delicate blend of Palomino grapes and Pedro ximenez. its nose is a
strong union of fine wood and hazelnuts. The nutty undertones continue through to the palate and leaves a satisfyingly smooth finish.

ReYnOLDS roBerT reYNoLds reserVA

PORT & sHERRY
BLAnDY'S duke oF CLAreNCe riCH MAdeirA

ABv

deep chest nutty and amber tones, the nose is full, fragrant, pungent and elegant all at once. on the palate, it delivers a full-bodied
experience with rich yet mellow notes leaving a long lasting and velvety finish. A complete, balanced and surprising compendium of wine.

Attractive ripe peach, apricot and honey on the nose with elegant, sweet, stone fruit flavours mingled with ripe apples and spices.
quite subtle but plenty of length with a persistent acidity which gives freshness.

MUSCAT De BeAUMeS De VeniSe Terre BLoNde, 2014

HARVeYS BrisToL CreAM sHerrY

SIzE

75cl

75cl

20.5%

intense, complex aroma, with notes of plum, blackberry, tobacco and cedar. A touch of mint, pepper and ginger and attractive hints of
cocoa from its wood-ageing. This full-bodied wine has evident but agreeable tannins, bright acidity and a long, harmonious finish.

TAYLOR'S LATe BoTTLed ViNTAge PorT, 2011

75cl

20.0%

Pungent aromatic nose with heaps of black woodland fruit, dark cherry and plum. Lovely clean, crisp freshness to the bouquet. The palate
is rounded, smooth and perfectly balanced. Flavours of redcurrant, raspberry and blueberry, with a delicious hint of black liquorice.

TiO PePe FiNo sHerrY

75cl

15.0%

The world's best selling Fino - uncompromisingly dry, fresh and crisp. Tio Pepe is the ideal partner for savoury nibbles such as Jamon
iberico, chorizo, olives, nuts, Manchego cheese and bread and oil.

20.0%

This special reserve still has the lusciously ripe, vibrant fruit of youth and lovely tannins, which give it the slightly peppery spice on the
tongue. But it also has the elegance of age: the softness and smoothness that can only be achieved by slow ageing in old oak barrels.

GRAHAM'S FiNe WHiTe PorT

75cl

19.0%

Graham’s White Port has appealing flavours of grape and delicate almond. A gorgeous pale, golden colour.
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OTHER WINES

MInIATUREs
e&J GALLO CABerNeT sAuVigNoN

REGION

SIzE

ABv

usA

18.75cl

13.0%

A delicious medium-bodied wine with rich blackberry and raspberry flavours.

e&J GALLO CHArdoNNAY

18.75cl

13.0%

Australia

18.7cl

14.0%

A wine of pale gold colour and fruity nose. Hints of lime and fig.
south Africa

18.7cl

14.0%

Chile

Australia

18.7cl

5.0%

BeRRY LOU FruiTY red

germany

75cl

5.0%

BeRRY LOU TroPiCAL rosé

germany

75cl

5.0%

HiTZKOPf BAked APPLe gLüHWeiN

germany

37.5cl, 1ltr, 10ltr 5.4%

13.0%

18.7cl

HiTZKOPf kLAssik gLüHWeiN

germany

37.5cl, 1ltr, 10ltr 9.0%

Fruity, spicy, and bold, the recipe for this sensational taste is with our family for 90 years. A wholesome and natural taste is our tradition it’s a classic!

12.5%

HiTZKOPf kiNderPuNsCH

Crisp wine with fruity aromas and flavours of citrus and apple. With hints of pear and honeydew melon and a refreshing finish.

HeALY & GRAY sAuVigNoN BLANC

75cl

Take an aromatic leap into the world of time-honoured german cider with Baked Apple. The golden colour is complimented with the
soothing flavour of our spices.

This wine is of clear, purple colour and has a fine nose of red fruits, particularly strawberry. On the palate, there are flavours of strawberry and
redcurrant, as well as hints of walnut and dark chocolate.

HeALY & GRAY PiNoT grigio

ABv

Fresh and fruity with a composition of fruit wines, mango, maracuja and elderberry juice.

Pale yellow in colour with a greenish tint. A clean and lively wine.

HeALY & GRAY MerLoT

germany

SIzE

A wealth of fruity aromas characterise the taste profile of Berry Lou Fruity Red. The formula combines the best fruit wines. Sour cherry and
sour juice are present in the finish.

Fresh flavours of apple, pineapple and mango with a hint of toasted oak and brown spice.

HeALY & GRAY CHeNiN BLANC

BeRRY LOU exoTiC WHiTe

REGION

Fruity with a light, pleasant acidity. This multi-fruit wine is made with pineapple and grapefruit juice.
usA

HeALY & GRAY CHArdoNNAY

FRUIT & MULLED WInEs

Chile

18.7cl

14.0%

Chile

18.7cl

14.0%

south Africa

18.7cl

13.5%

germany

1ltr, 10ltr

0.0%

This delicious alcohol-free punch can be enjoyed by adults as much as children. The fruity hot drink combines the juice of apples, currants
and elderberries, seasoned with cinnamon and cloves.

A lively wine with good citrus and green apple flavours.

HeALY & GRAY sAuVigNoN red
A deep ruby red colour. its aromas are reminiscent of ripe red summer fruits.

HeALY & GRAY sHirAZ

Boasts spicy and fruity aromas. It offers fresh black pepper, ripe raspberry and cherry, hints of vanilla as well as truffle undertones.

HeALY & GRAY ZiNFANdeL

usA

18.7cl

10.5%

A light and refreshing wine full of strawberry and ripe fruit flavours. On the palate juicy, yet elegant and refreshingly sparkling.
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soft Drinks
[noun] A non-alcoholic drink, especially one that is carbonated.
Always underappreciated – we promise this section will
excite you as much as the others. We have added several
new products with outstanding flavours, such as Pimento
ginger Beer.

SOFT DRINKS

sOFT DRInks
CAns
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GLAss

Coca Cola TP

24 x 15cl

Coca Cola Profile

24 x 20cl

Diet Coke TP

24 x 15cl

Diet Coke Profile

24 x 20cl

schweppes Bitter Lemon TP

24 x 15cl

Coca Cola Icon

24 x 33cl

schweppes Ginger Ale TP

24 x 15cl

Diet Coke Icon

24 x 33cl

schweppes Lemonade TP

24 x 15cl

Coke Zero Icon

24 x 33cl

schweppes slimline Tonic Water TP

24 x 15cl

sprite Icon

24 x 33cl

schweppes soda Water TP

24 x 15cl

Fanta Orange Icon

24 x 33cl

schweppes Tonic Water TP

24 x 15cl

Limca

24 x 33cl

Schweppes Lemon & Elderflower Sparkling

24 x 25cl

Thums Up

24 x 33cl

schweppes Grapefruit & Blood Orange sparkling

24 x 25cl

san Pellegrino Aranciata

24 x 20cl

san Pellegrino Limonata

24 x 20cl

Coca Cola

24 x 33cl

PET

Diet Coke

24 x 33cl

Coca Cola Contour

24 x 50cl

Coke Zero

24 x 33cl

Coke Zero

24 x 50cl

Pepsi

24 x 33cl

Diet Coke Contour

24 x 50cl

Diet Pepsi

24 x 33cl

Fanta Orange

24 x 50cl

Dr. Pepper

24 x 33cl

sprite

24 x 50cl

Pepsi Max

24 x 33cl

Coca Cola

12 x 1.5ltr

Fanta Orange

24 x 33cl

Diet Coke

12 x 1.5ltr

Tango Orange

24 x 33cl

R Whites Lemonade

12 x 1.5ltr

Miranda Orange

24 x 33cl

schweppes Lemonade

12 x 1.5ltr

sprite

24 x 33cl

sprite Zero

24 x 33cl

7 UP

24 x 33cl

7 UP sugar Free

24 x 33cl

Old Jamaican Ginger Beer

24 x 33cl

san Pellegrino Aranciata

24 x 33cl

POsT MIX

san Pellegrino Aranciata Rossa

24 x 33cl

Coca Cola

7ltr

san Pellegrino Chinotto

24 x 33cl

Diet Coke

7ltr

san Pellegrino Limonata

24 x 33cl

Fanta Orange

7ltr

san Pellegrino Limone e Menta

24 x 33cl

schweppes Lemonade

7ltr

san Pellegrino Melograno e Arancia

24 x 33cl

Pepsi

7ltr

san Pellegrino Pompelmo

24 x 33cl

Diet Pepsi

7ltr

schweppes Lemonade

24 x 33cl

R Whites Lemonade

7ltr
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SOFT DRINKS

MIXERs & TOnICs
FEnTIMAns

DOUBLE DUTCH

Cherry Cola

12 x 27.5cl

Cranberry Tonic

24 x 20cl

Curiosity Cola

12 x 27.5cl

Pomegranate & Basil Tonic

24 x 20cl

Dandelion & Burdock

12 x 27.5cl

Ginger Ale

12 x 27.5cl

Ginger Beer

24 x 12.5cl

sCHWEPPEs

Ginger Beer

12 x 27.5cl

Bitter Lemon

24 x 12.5cl

Lemon shandy

12 x 27.5cl

Ginger Ale

24 x 12.5cl

Mandarin and seville Orange Jigger

12 x 27.5cl

Lemonade

24 x 12.5cl

Rose Lemonade

12 x 27.5cl

Orange

24 x 12.5cl

sparkling Lime & Jasmin

12 x 27.5cl

Pineapple

24 x 12.5cl

Tonic Water

24 x 12.5cl

slimline Tonic Water

24 x 12.5cl

Victorian Lemonade

12 x 27.5cl

Tomato

24 x 12.5cl

Wild English Elderflower

12 x 27.5cl

Tonic Water

24 x 12.5cl

FEVER TREE TOnIC
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Bitter Lemon

24 x 20cl

Ginger Ale

24 x 20cl

Ginger Beer

24 x 20cl

Lemonade

24 x 20cl

Orange

24 x 20cl

Pineapple

24 x 20cl

slimline Bitter Lemon

24 x 20cl

slimline Tonic Water

24 x 20cl

soda Water

24 x 20cl

Tomato

24 x 20cl

Tonic Water

24 x 20cl

Bitter Lemon

24 x 20cl

Elderflower Tonic

24 x 20cl

Ginger Ale

24 x 20cl

Ginger Beer

24 x 20cl

Lemonade

24 x 20cl

Light Tonic Water

24 x 20cl

Bitter Lemon

Mediterranean Tonic Water

24 x 20cl

Ginger Ale

12 x 1ltr

soda Water

24 x 20cl

slimline Tonic Water

12 x 1ltr

Tonic Water

24 x 20cl

soda Water

12 x 1ltr

Aromatic Tonic Water

24 x 20cl

Tonic Water

12 x 1ltr
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SOFT DRINKS

JUICEs, PREssÉ & CORDIALs
EAGER JUICE

PEELA

Eager Apple

8 x 1ltr

Apple (PET)

18 x 25cl

Eager Cranberry

8 x 1ltr

Orange (PET)

18 x 25cl

Eager Orange (smooth)

8 x 1ltr

Eager Pineapple

8 x 1ltr

Eager Pink Grapefruit

8 x 1ltr

OCEAn sPRAY

Eager Pomegranate

8 x 1ltr

Ocean spray Cranberry

Eager Tomato

8 x 1ltr

RUBICOn JUICE

JAMEs WHITE
Organic Beetroot Juice

8 x 1ltr

J2O

Rubicon Guava

12 x 1ltr

Rubicon Lychee

12 x 1ltr

Rubicon Mango

12 x 1ltr

Rubicon Passion

12 x 1ltr

J2O Apple & Mango

24 x 27.5cl

Rubicon Pomegranate

12 x 1ltr

J2O Apple & Raspberry

24 x 27.5cl

Rubicon Watermelon

12 x 1ltr

J2O Orange & Passion Fruit

24 x 27.5cl

sUnMAGIC JUICE

PAGO
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12 x 1ltr

Pago Blackcurrant

24 x 20cl

Apple

12 x 1ltr

Pago Cloudy Apple

24 x 20cl

Grapefruit

12 x 1ltr

Pago Cranberry

24 x 20cl

Hawaiian Tropical Juice

12 x 1ltr

Pago Mango

24 x 20cl

Orange

12 x 1ltr

Pago Orange

24 x 20cl

Pineapple

12 x 1ltr

Pago Peach

24 x 20cl

Tomato

12 x 1ltr

Pago Pineapple

24 x 20cl

Pago Tomato

24 x 20cl
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SOFT DRINKS

JUICEs, PREssÉ & CORDIALs
AZIZI

BOTTLE GREEn

Classic Gold

6 x 35cl

Cox's Apple Pressé

12 x 27.5cl

Classic Gold with soda Water

6 x 75cl

Cox's Apple Pressé

6 x 75cl

Classic Ruby

6 x 35cl

Cranberry & Orange Pressé

Classic Ruby with soda Water

6 x 75cl

Elderflower Cordial

6 x 50cl

Elderflower Pressé

12 x 27.5cl

Ginger & Lemongrass Pressé

12 x 27.5cl

Mango & Coconut Pressé

12 x 27.5cl

Pomegranate & Elderflower Pressé

12 x 27.5cl

BELVOIR FRUIT FARMs
Cox Apple Pressé

12 x 25cl

Cox Apple Pressé

12 x 75cl

Cranberry Pressé

12 x 25cl

Cucumber & Mint Pressé

12 x 25cl

Elderflower Cordial

6 x 50cl

Elderflower Pressé

12 x 25cl

Lime & Lemongrass Pressé

12 x 25cl

Mango & Peach Pressé

12 x 25cl

Organic Ginger Beer

12 x 25cl

Organic Lemonade

12 x 25cl

Organic Lemonade

12 x 75cl

Pomegranate & Raspberry Pressé

12 x 25cl

Raspberry & Rose Cordial

6 x 50cl

CORDIALs
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Blackcurrant Cordial

12 x 1ltr

Lime Juice Cordial

12 x 1ltr

Orange Cordial

12 x 1ltr

Peppermint Cordial

12 x 1ltr

PLJ Lime Juice

6 x 50cl
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12 x 27.5cl

FOLkInGTOn's
Folkington's Apple

12 x 25cl

Folkington's Cranberry

12 x 25cl

Folkington's Elderflower

12 x 25cl

Folkington's Mango

12 x 25cl

Folkington's Orange

12 x 25cl

Folkington's Pear

12 x 25cl

Folkington's Pink Lemonade

12 x 25cl

Folkington's summer Berries

12 x 25cl

Folkington's Tomato

12 x 25cl
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SOFT DRINKS

EnERGY DRInks & OTHERs
EnERGY DRInks

LIPTOn ICE TEA

Monster

12 x 35.5cl

Lipton Ice Tea Green Tea (PET)

12 x 50cl

Monster Ultra

12 x 35.5cl

Lipton Ice Tea Lemon (PET)

12 x 50cl

Red Bull

24 x 25cl

Lipton Ice Tea Peach (PET)

12 x 50cl

Red Bull sugar Free

24 x 25cl

Lipton Ice Tea Mango (PET)

12 x 50cl

Red Bull Tropical

24 x 25cl

OTHER

GLACEAU VITAMInWATER
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Appletiser

24 x 27.5cl

Appletiser Apple & Pomegrante

24 x 27.5cl

Big Tom Rich & spicy

24 x 25cl

Bundaberg Root Beer

12 x 37.5cl

Multi-V Zero

12 x 50cl

Capri-sun Orange

sunshine Zero Citrus Guava

12 x 50cl

Chi 100% Pure Coconut Water

Power C (Dragonfruit)

12 x 50cl

Chi 100% Raw Organic Coconut Water

12 x 25cl

Essential Orange

12 x 50cl

Chi 100% Raw Organic Coconut Water

12 x 50cl

Revive Fruit Punch

12 x 50cl

Go Coco Coconut Water

Defence Raspberry Apple

12 x 50cl

Orangina

12 x 33cl

XXX Triple Berry

12 x 50cl

Pimento Ginger & Chilli

10 x 25cl
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6 x 1ltr
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Water
Mineral Water
[noun] Water occurring in nature with some dissolved salts
present, often bottled and sold as drinking water.
Must be from an identified and protected source, be free from
pollution, have a characteristic stable composition and be
naturally wholesome without treatment.
spring Water
[noun] Water from a spring, as opposed to river water
or rainwater.
Must originate and be bottled from an underground source and
be microbiologically safe without treatment. However, certain
undesirable substances can be removed.
Table Water
referred to as 'other bottled water' in the regulations. Filtered
water falls into this category.

WATER

WATER
GLAss
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Badoit sparkling

12 x 75cl

Princes Gate sparkling

12 x 75cl

Belu sparkling

24 x 33cl

Princes Gate still

24 x 33cl

Belu sparkling

24 x 50cl

Princes Gate still

12 x 75cl

Belu sparkling

12 x 75cl

san Pellegrino sparkling

24 x 50cl

Belu still

24 x 33cl

san Pellegrino sparkling

12 x 75cl

Belu still

24 x 50cl

shapla Paani sparkling

12 x 75cl

Belu still

12 x 75cl

shapla Paani still

12 x 75cl

Élan sparkling

12 x 75cl

Tau sparkling

24 x 33cl

Élan still

12 x 75cl

Tau sparkling

12 x 75cl

Evian

12 x 75cl

Tau still

24 x 33cl

Harrogate sparkling

24 x 33cl

Tau still

12 x 75cl

Harrogate sparkling

12 x 75cl

Tynant Blue sparkling

24 x 33cl

Harrogate still

24 x 33cl

Tynant Blue sparkling

12 x 75cl

Harrogate still

12 x 75cl

Tynant Blue still

24 x 33cl

Hildon sparkling

24 x 33cl

Tynant Blue still

12 x 75cl

Hildon sparkling

12 x 75cl

Tynant Red sparkling

24 x 33cl

Hildon still

24 x 33cl

Tynant Red sparkling

12 x 75cl

Hildon still

12 x 75cl

Tynant Red still

24 x 33cl

Llanllyr source sparkling

12 x 75cl

Tynant Red still

12 x 75cl

Llanllyr source still

12 x 75cl

Tynant sparkling

24 x 25cl

Panna still

24 x 50cl

Tynant still

24 x 25cl

Panna still

12 x 75cl

Voss sparkling

24 x 37.5cl

Perrier sparkling

24 x 33cl

Voss sparkling

12 x 80cl

Perrier sparkling

12 x 75cl

Voss still

24 x 37.5cl

Princes Gate sparkling

24 x 33cl

Voss still

12 x 80cl
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WATER

WATER
PLAsTIC
Belu sports Cap still

24 x 50cl

Harrogate still

24 x 50cl

Élan sparkling

24 x 50cl

Harrogate still

12 x 1.5ltr

Élan still

24 x 50cl

Hildon sparkling

24 x 50cl

Evian still

24 x 33cl

Hildon still

24 x 50cl

Evian still

24 x 50cl

Panna still

24 x 50cl

Evian still

12 x 1.5ltr

Princes Gate sparkling

24 x 50cl

Glacéau smartwater sparkling

24 x 60cl

Princes Gate still

24 x 50cl

Glacéau smartwater still

24 x 60cl

Princes Gate still

12 x 1.5ltr

Harrogate sparkling

30 x 33cl

saka

Harrogate sparkling

24 x 50cl

san Pellegrino sparkling

24 x 50cl

Harrogate sparkling

12 x 1.5ltr

Tynant still

24 x 50cl

30 x 33cl

Volvic still

12 x 1.5ltr

Harrogate still
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Beers & Ciders
[noun] Alcoholic drinks made from yeast-fermented malt
flavoured with hops or made from fermented apples, respectively.
Find the perfect beer for your establishment, by choosing a beer
that matches your cuisine's region. Additionally, to embody what
craft beer is - locally brewed beer in small batches - we have
highlighted a few great breweries from different areas of the uk.
We hope you enjoy them as much as we do!

BEERS & CIDERS

DRAUGHT BEERs & CIDERs
DRAUGHT BEERs
Amstel

50ltr

4.1%

Heineken

50ltr

5.0%

Bangla Gold

50ltr

5.0%

John smith's Extra smooth

50ltr

3.6%

Bavarian Gold

50ltr

4.2%

Kingfisher

30ltr

4.5%

Becks Vier

50ltr

4.0%

Kingfisher

50ltr

4.5%

Birra Moretti

20ltr

4.6%

kirin Ichiban

50ltr

5.0%

Birra Moretti

50ltr

4.6%

kozel

50ltr

4.0%

Bitburger Pilsner

50ltr

4.8%

krombacher Pilsner

50ltr

4.8%

Carling Black Label

50ltr

4.0%

kronenbourg 1664

50ltr

5.0%

Carlsberg Export

30ltr

4.8%

Lal Toofan Premium

50ltr

5.0%

Carlsberg Export

50ltr

4.8%

Mahou Cinco Estrellas

30ltr

5.1%

Carlsberg Pilsner

50ltr

3.8%

Mongoose

50ltr

5.0%

Cobra

50ltr

4.3%

Peroni nastro Azzurro

30ltr

5.1%

Courage Best Bitter

50ltr

4.0%

Peroni nastro Azzurro

50ltr

5.1%

Cruzcampo

50ltr

4.8%

Pilsner Urquell

30ltr

4.4%

Dortmunder Union Pils

50ltr

4.8%

Red stripe

50ltr

4.7%

Dortmunder Vier

50ltr

4.0%

sagres

50ltr

5.0%

Efes Pilsener

30ltr

5.0%

san Miguel

50ltr

5.0%

Estrella Damm

50ltr

4.6%

staropramen

50ltr

5.0%

Estrella Galicia

50ltr

4.7%

stella Artois

45.5ltr

4.8%

Foster's

50ltr

4.0%

stella Artois

45.5ltr

4.0%

Fuller's London Pride

50ltr

4.1%

Tetley's Mild

50ltr

3.2%

Greene king IPA

50ltr

3.6%

Tetley's Smoothflow

50ltr

3.6%

Guinness

50ltr

4.1%

50ltr

4.5%

CAsk ALEs

DRAUGHT CIDER

sharp's Doom Bar Ale

9gl

4.0%

Young's Bitter

9gl

3.7%

strongbow

We supply gas cylinders and mixed gas cylinders. A refundable deposit will apply.
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BEERS & CIDERS

PACkAGED BEERs
AsIAn BEERs

AFRICAn BEERs

Asahi

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Casablanca

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Bangla

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Tusker

24 x 50cl

4.2%

Bangla

12 x 66cl

5.0%

Beer Lao

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Bintang Pilsener

24 x 33cl

4.7%

AUsTRALIAn BEERs

Chang

24 x 32cl

5.0%

Foster's

24 x 27.5cl

4.0%

Cobra

24 x 33cl

4.8%

Foster's Gold

24 x 30cl

4.3%

Cobra

12 x 66cl

4.8%

king Cobra

6 x 75cl

7.5%

Kingfisher

24 x 33cl

4.8%

nORTH & sOUTH AMERICAn BEERs

Kingfisher

12 x 65cl

4.8%

Brahma

Mongoose

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Brooklyn Lager

Mongoose

12 x 67cl

5.0%

Pearl River

24 x 33cl

sapporo

24 x 33cl

4.3%

24 x 35.5cl

5.2%

Budweiser

24 x 33cl

4.8%

4.9%

Corona

24 x 33cl

4.5%

24 x 33cl

4.7%

Desperados

24 x 33cl

5.9%

shimla

24 x 33cl

4.8%

Modelo Especial

24 x 35.5cl

4.5%

singha

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Red stripe Lager

24 x 30cl

4.7%

The Himalayan Monkey

24 x 33cl

4.8%

sol

24 x 33cl

4.5%

Tiger

24 x 33cl

4.8%

Tiger

12 x 64cl

4.8%

Tsingtao

24 x 33cl

4.7%

Carling Black Label

24 x 50cl

4.0%

Foster's

24 x 50cl

4.0%

Guinness Draught

24 x 44cl

4.1%

Guinness surger

24 x 52cl

4.1%

John smith's Original

24 x 44cl

3.6%

John smith's Extra smooth

24 x 44cl

3.6%

Tyskie Polish Beer

24 x 50cl

5.5%

CAnnED BEERs
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BEERS & CIDERS

PACkAGED BEERs
EUROPEAn BEERs
Bavarian Gold Bier

12 x 50cl

4.2%

Hollows & Fentimans Ginger Beer

24 x 33cl

4.0%

Bavarian Gold Dunkel

12 x 50cl

5.2%

Holsten Pilsner

24 x 27.5cl

5.0%

Bavarian Gold Weisen

12 x 50cl

5.2%

konig Dunkel

12 x 50cl

5.3%

24 x 27.5cl

4.8%

konig Weissbier

12 x 50cl

5.5%

Birra Moretti

24 x 33cl

4.6%

kronenbourg 1664

24 x 27.5cl

5.0%

Birra Moretti La Rossa

12 x 33cl

7.2%

Leffe Blond

24 x 33cl

6.6%

Budweiser Budvar

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Leffe Brune

24 x 33cl

6.5%

Budweiser Budvar

20 x 50cl

5.0%

Mahou Cinco Estrellas

24 x 33cl

5.5%

Carling Black Label

24 x 30cl

4.1%

Menabrea Bionda

24 x 33cl

4.8%

Carlsberg Lager

24 x 33cl

3.8%

Meteor Lager

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Cruzcampo

24 x 33cl

4.8%

nils Oscar God Lager

20 x 33cl

5.3%

Efes Pilsener

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Peroni nastro Azzurro

24 x 33cl

5.1%

Estrella Damm

24 x 33cl

4.6%

Pilsner Urquell

24 x 33cl

4.4%

Estrella Galicia

24 x 33cl

4.7%

san Miguel

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Fruli strawberry beer

24 x 33cl

4.1%

staropramen

24 x 33cl

4.8%

8 x 50cl

3.8%

stella Artois

24 x 33cl

4.8%

Guinness Original

24 x 33cl

4.2%

Vedett Extra Blond

24 x 33cl

5.2%

Heineken

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Vedett Extra White

24 x 33cl

4.7%

Hoegaarden Wheat beer

24 x 33cl

4.9%

24 x 27.5cl

0.0%

Becks

Guinness Dublin Porter

BOTTLED ALEs
24 x 27.5cl

3.2%

Becks Blue Alcohol Free

8 x 50cl

4.7%

Budweiser Budvar B:Free

24 x 33cl

0.05%

Green's Gluten Free Blond Ale

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Cobra Zero Premium Alcohol Free

24 x 33cl

0.0%

newcastle Brown Ale

12 x 55cl

4.7%

kaliber

24 x 33cl

0.05%

Old speckled Hen

12 x 50cl

5.0%

sharp's Doom Bar

8 x 50cl

4.3%

Spitfire

8 x 50cl

4.5%

Young's Bitter

8 x 50cl

4.5%

Young's London Gold

8 x 50cl

4.8%

Young's Light Ale

24 x 27.5cl

3.2%

Young's Ramrod strong Ale

24 x 27.5cl

5.0%

Courage Light Ale
Fuller's London Pride
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BEERS & CIDERS

CRAFT BEERs
LOnDOn - nORTH

LOnDOn - WEsT

EnGLAnD - HAMPsHIRE

sCOTLAnD - ABERDEEn

Camden Town Brewery - Third biggest beer producer in London by
volume, only behind Fuller's and Meantime.

Andwell's Brewery - An award-winning brewery with a reputation for
consistently producing amazing beers of the highest quality. Their
range include imaginative, cutting edge beer that will stimulate palates
and rock bars!

Brewdog Brewery - In 2009, Brewdog became the UK's fastestgrowing alternative beer brand and further launched the largest equity
crowdfunding scheme in history in 2015.

Camden Gentlemen's Wit

24 x 33cl

4.3%

Mondo Brewing - Mondo, Italian for "world", was chosen to represent
the styles of beer they were brewing - a collection of experiences
from around the world with influences coming from so many different
cultures. Plus it sounds pretty cool.

Camden Hells Lager

24 x 33cl

4.6%

Rider Pale Ale

24 x 33cl

4.6%

Camden Pale Ale

24 x 33cl

4.0%

London Alt

24 x 33cl

4.8%

Camden Pils Lager

24 x 33cl

4.6%

kemosabe IPA

24 x 33cl

6.4%

James' Brown Ale

24 x 33cl

5.0%

All Caps! Pilsner

24 x 33cl

4.9%

Available in bottles

Available in bottles and 30ltr kegs

LOnDOn - EAsT

Beach Blonde Pacific Pale Ale

24 x 33cl

4.4%

Black swan stout

24 x 33cl

4.2%

Hop Dog IPA

24 x 33cl

5.5%

Huna Red Hibiscus Ale

24 x 33cl

4.2%

Red Bus Amber Ale

24 x 33cl

4.8%

shark Head Friesian Pilsener

24 x 33cl

4.4%

Punk IPA

24 x 33cl

5.6%

Dead Pony Club

24 x 33cl

3.8%

Jet Black Heart

24 x 33cl

4.7%

5AM saint

24 x 33cl

5.0%

kingpin

24 x 33cl

4.7%

8 x 50cl

4.4%

12 x 33cl

5.0%

8 x 50cl

4.0%

Available in bottles

Available in bottles and kegs

Nirvana Brewery - UK's only craft brewery dedicated to brewing
a range of Low Alcohol and Alcohol-free beers. Nirvana brews a
flavoursome alternative without compromising on taste or quality!

Wild Card Brewery - Founded on the back of a hobby that got way out
of hand. They have achieved a deserved reputation for producing nononsense, uncomprising beers.

karma Pale Ale

12 x 33cl

0.5%

Jack of Clubs (Ruby Ale)

24 x 33cl

4.5%

kosmic stout

12 x 50cl

0.0%

Queen of Diamonds (Pale Ale)

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Tantra Pale Ale

12 x 50cl

0.0%

king of Hearts (Blonde Beer)

24 x 33cl

4.5%

Ace of spades (London Porter)

24 x 33cl

4.7%

30ltr

4.4%

Available in bottles

Joker (Lager)
Available in bottles, 30ltr kegs and casks

LOnDOn - sOUTH

ITALY - UMBRIA

OTHER

San Biagio - The first micro craft brewery in Umbria, producing Italy's
first artisan beer with monastic inspiration. Regarded among the
best Italian beers, Birra San Biagio continues to be as nourishing and
refreshing as ever.

Black sheep Ale

Ambar

12 x 33cl

6.0%

Aurum

12 x 33cl

6.0%

Gaudens

12 x 33cl

5.6%

Monasta

12 x 33cl

7.0%

Verbum

12 x 33cl

5.6%

Hop House 13
skinner's Betty stogs Bitter
Available in bottles

Available in bottles

Hop Stuff Brewery - Craft beer for everyone. This idea remains at the
core of what they do today, avoiding egotism and snobbery, but focusing
on just brewing damn tasty beer to make accessible to beer lovers.

Meantime Brewery - An award-winning craft brewery in Greenwich,
London, England. It was founded in 2000 and is today one of the most
recognised craft beers in the market.

Arsenal Pale Ale

24 x 33cl

3.8%

Indian Pale Ale

12 x 33cl

7.4%

Four Hour session Can

24 x 33cl

4.2%

London Lager

24 x 33cl

4.5%

Renegade IPA

24 x 33cl

5.6%

London Pale Ale

24 x 33cl

4.3%

Unfiltered Pils

24 x 33cl

5.0%

London stout

12 x 50cl

4.5%

Pilsner

12 x 33cl

4.4%

Wheat Beer

12 x 33cl

5.0%

Yamika Red

12 x 33cl

4.1%

Available in cans, kegs and casks (casks differ in ABv)

Available in bottles, kegs and casks

LOnDOn - sOUTH WEsT
Belleville Brewery - Belleville brews a range of U.S. style hand-crafted
beers using top quality hops, malts and seasonal ingredients right next
to our old offices in south west London.
northcote Blonde

12 x 50cl

4.0%

Thames surf IPA

12 x 50cl

5.6%

Available in bottles
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BEERS & CIDERS

PACkAGED CIDERs
CIDERs
8 x 50cl

5.0%

Bulmers Bold Black Cherry

12 x 50cl

4.0%

Aspall Draught suffolk Cyder

12 x 50cl

5.5%

Bulmers Crushed Red Berries & Lime

12 x 50cl

4.0%

Brothers Coconut & Lime

12 x 50cl

4.0%

Bulmers Original

12 x 50cl

4.5%

Brothers Festival Pear

12 x 50cl

7.0%

Bulmers Pear Cider

12 x 50cl

4.5%

Brothers Mulled Cider

1 x 5ltr

5.0%

Bulmers Pressed Red Grape

12 x 50cl

4.0%

Brothers Pear

12 x 50cl

5.0%

Bulmers Zesty Blood Orange

12 x 50cl

4.0%

Brothers strawberry

12 x 50cl

4.0%

Cidre Breton Bolée D'Armorique

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Brothers strawberry & kiwi

12 x 50cl

4.0%

Kopparberg Elderflower & Lime

15 x 50cl

4.0%

Brothers Toffee Apple

12 x 50cl

4.0%

kopparberg Mixed Fruit

15 x 50cl

4.0%

1 x 5ltr

5.0%

kopparberg naked Apple

15 x 50cl

4.5%

Brothers Wild Fruit

12 x 50cl

4.0%

kopparberg Pear

15 x 50cl

4.5%

kopparberg strawberry & Lime

15 x 50cl

4.0%

Rekorderlig Passion Fruit

15 x 50cl

4.0%

Magners Original

24 x 33cl

4.5%

Rekorderlig Pear

15 x 50cl

4.5%

Magners Original

12 x 56.8cl

4.5%

Rekorderlig strawberry & Lime

15 x 50cl

4.0%

Magners Pear

12 x 56.8cl

4.5%

Rekorderlig Wild Berries

15 x 50cl

4.0%

Old Mout Cider kiwi & Lime

12 x 50cl

4.0%

savanna Dry

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Old Mout Cider Passionfruit & Apple

12 x 50cl

4.0%

stella Cidre

12 x 56.8cl

4.5%

Old Mout Cider summer Berries

12 x 50cl

4.0%

strongbow

24 x 33cl

5.0%

Peacock

12 x 50cl

4.8%

Woodpecker

24 x 27.5cl

3.5%

Rekorderlig Apple

15 x 50cl

4.5%

Wyld Wood Organic

12 x 50cl

6.5%

Rekorderlig Mango & Raspberry

15 x 50cl

4.0%

Addlestones

Brothers Warm spiced Toffee Apple with Amaretto
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spirits
[noun] A strong distilled alcoholic drink.
We are proud to introduce a variety of spirits that will tingle
your senses. They include house-pour to premium to small
batch spirits.
so, whether you want your drink straight up, on the rocks or
part of an elaborate concoction, we have all the right solutions
for you.

SPIRITS

Vodka
[noun] An alcoholic spirit made especially from the distillation of grains
or potatoes. originates from the russian word "voda" meaning "water".

Polish Timeline

1871: Clear Vodka
1500s: Zubrówka

The first Polish distillation factory using new
rectification techniques was established, leading
to the production and success of clear vodka.

Zubrówka was founded as well as starka Vodka.

11th Century: Gorzałka

1564: Polish Growth

1925: Polish Monopoly

The first identifiable Polish vodka emerged,
called "gorzałka", and was initially used as a
medical and cosmetic compound.

Polish government sanctioned the production
and sale of vodka leading it to become the
leading drink of Poland.

The new vodka was produced and
monopolized by the Polish government.
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1174: Flavoured Vodka

1450 (approx.): Pot Distillation

1716: nobility Only

1930s: Smirnoff

The first known distillery was reported at
khylnovsk where production was crude, often
containing impurities. Distillers flavoured their
spirits with herbs, fruit and spices to mask these.

emergence of pot distillation occurred as well
as the production of copious quantities.

owning distilleries became the exclusive right
of the nobility.

Post russian revolution, private distilleries
were confiscated, resulting in the emigration
of several influential vodka makers. Piotr and
Vladimir Smirov set up the first vodka distillery
(Smirnoff) in USA in 1934.

1750/1800s: National Drink
1540: ivan 'The Terrible'
The russian Tsar introduced high taxes on
vodka and established a network of taverns,
who had exclusive rights to sell vodka. Private
manufacture was forbidden.

Russian Timeline

The russian government heavily promoted
vodka as a national drink to the point where the
taxation became so lucrative that it represented
40% of its entire annual revenue.

18th Century: Rectification

1863: free-falling Prices

A st. Petersburg professor discovered a
method of purifying using charcoal filtration.

The government’s monopoly on vodka
production was repelled leading to the
plummeting of prices and increasing the
availability to everyone.

1815: napoleonic Wave
Awareness of vodka continued to spread, due
to the presence of russian soldiers involved in
the Napoleonic Wars. increasing popularity led
to escalating production to meet this demand.

1894: State Control
Production and distribution of vodka became a
state monopoly for fiscal reasons and to control
the epidemic of drunkenness. This led to the
same standard production technique being
adopted, thus a guarantee of quality.

SPIRITS

TYPEs OF VODkA
vodkas can be split in two broad catergories;

CLeAR VODKA

fLAVOUReD VODKA

Falls into two further sub-categories. ‘eastern’ vodkas
generally have a more complex flavour than the ‘Western’
vodkas, which are neutral. Originally the terms used were to
describe the region, but today it refers to the different styles.

Blended or infused with various essences. Traditionally,
flavours were added to mask the flavour of the spirit.

Contrary to popular beliefs, although vodka is generally rectified to a very high degree, there are still
differences between vodkas made from the various ingredients, in both taste and mouthfeel.

138

WHeAT

CORn

RYe

BARLeY

The most common raw
ingredient for vodka,
especially in Russian vodkas.
Wheat vodkas usually
possess a subtle aniseed
and pepper finish with a
clean flavour.

Generally only used in
American vodkas. These
vodkas have a buttery,
corn-on-the-cob taste.

Popular in Polish vodkas
due to their nutty sweetness.
Rye bread flavours resonant
on the nose with touches of
spice on the palate.

The least common of all the
grains. These vodkas have
a smooth, lightly nutty,
brioche sweetness.

POTATO

GRAPe

Small potatoes usually
chosen due to their high starch
content which produces a
creamy texture and a fuller,
weighty mouthfeel.

Mainly found in vodkas from
Southern Europe – weirdly
possess a subtle honey,
lemon zest character.
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SPIRITS

VODkA
42 Below

70cl 40.0%

Absolut Raspberri

70cl 40.0%

skyy

70cl 40.0%

stolichnaya Razberi

70cl 37.5%

42 Below Passionfruit

70cl 40.0%

Absolut Ruby Red

70cl 40.0%

smirnoff Black

70cl 40.0%

stolichnaya Red

70cl 40.0%

Absolut

70cl 40.0%

Absolut Vanilia

70cl 40.0%

smirnoff Blue

70cl 50.0%

stolichnaya strasberi

70cl 37.5%

Absolut Apeach

70cl 40.0%

Arbikie Chilli

70cl 43.0%

smirnoff Green Apple

70cl 37.5%

stolichnaya Vanil

70cl 37.5%

Absolut Cherrys

70cl 40.0%

Arbikie Potato Vodka

70cl 40.0%

smirnoff nordic Berries

70cl 37.5%

Tito's

70cl 40.0%

Absolut Citron

70cl 40.0%

Belvedere IX

70cl 40.0%

smirnoff Red

5cl, 35cl, 70cl, 1.5ltr 37.5%

U'Luvka

70cl 40.0%

Absolut Elyx

70cl 42.3%

Belvedere Pure

70cl, 3ltr, 6ltr 40.0%

snow Queen

1ltr 40.0%

Wyborowa

70cl 40.0%

Absolut kurant

70cl 40.0%

Black Cow

Absolut Level

70cl 40.0%

Bong

1ltr 40.0%

Absolut Mandrin

70cl 40.0%

Cîroc

Absolut Pears

70cl 40.0%

Absolut Peppar

Cîroc Pineapple
Crystal Head
Eristoff

stolichnaya Citros

70cl 37.5%

Wyborowa Lemon

70cl 40.0%

stolichnaya Elit

70cl 40.0%

Wyborowa Peach

70cl 38.0%

70cl 40.0%

stolichnaya Gold

70cl 40.0%

Zubrówka Bison Grass

70cl 40.0%

Cîroc Apple

70cl 37.5%

stolichnaya Ohranj

70cl 37.5%

70cl 40.0%

Cîroc Coconut

70cl 37.5%

70cl 37.5%

Grey Goose Le Citron

70cl 40.0%

70cl, 1.75ltr 40.0%

Grey Goose L'Orange

70cl 40.0%

ketel One

70cl 40.0%

70cl, 1.5ltr 37.5%

70cl 40.0%

Eristoff Black

70cl 20.0%

ketel One Citroen

70cl 40.0%

FAIR. Quinoa

70cl 40.0%

konik's Tail

70cl 40.0%

Finlandia

70cl 40.0%

Mamont

70cl 40.0%

Finlandia Cranberry

70cl 40.0%

Michel Adam f. Vodka

Finlandia Lime

70cl 37.5%

Moonshine Vodka

Grasovka Bisongrass Vodka

70cl 40.0%

Odessa Vodka

Green Mark

70cl 38.0%

Pinky

70cl 40.0%

Grey Goose

70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

Russian standard

70cl 40.0%

sipsmith sipping Vodka

70cl 40.0%

Grey Goose La Poire
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70cl 40.0%

Legend

Type of Vodka:

70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%
1.5ltr 37.5%
70cl, 1.5ltr 37.5%

grain

grape

Potato

other
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SPIRITS

Whisk(e)y

1920: American Prohibition
distilleries became illegal overnight and
all production, sale and use of alcohol
remained illegal for the next 13 years.
However, the consumption remained at the
pre-prohibition levels as everything moved
underground.

[noun] A spirit distilled from malted grain, especially barley or rye.

1923: Yamazaki Distillery

1707: Great Britian formation

The first Japanese commercial whisky
distillery was founded.

Act of union is passed and the creation of
great Britain results in a dramatic rise in
taxation on any unlicensed alcohol brewery.

1405: Aqua Vitae
"Whisky" is first noted down in the Irish
Annals of Clonmacnoise, where it states
that the head of the clan died after "taking a
surfeit of aqua vitae".

1820: Johnnie Walker

1725: Moonshine

1541: The Disbandment of Monasteries

1600: Colonisation

king Henry Viii dissolved the monasteries
in scotland, leading to newly unemployed
monks to start private production of whisky.

The practice of distilling whisky began to
spread in America as european colonists
settled in their new surroundings and began
distilling whisky.

english Malt Tax led to whisky moving
underground with thousands of secret illegal
distilleries, working through the night when
visibility was low to hide the smoke– hence
giving whisky the nickname "moonshine".

1775: Whiskey Currency

A scottish grocer began distilling his
own whisky.

1823: Legalisation and innovation
The Moonshine period ended and via
payment of a fee whisky production became
legal. This led to technical innovations, such
as the "continuous still", which produced
higher quality whisky faster.

during the American revolutionary War,
American distillers would use whisky as a
form of currency.
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1964: America’s Official Spirit
1494: eight Bolls of Malt

1608: Bushmills Distillery

1783: evan Williams

1831: Coffey

distillation of whisky was well-established
in scotland with the exchequer rolls
stating, "eight bolls of malt to Friar John Cor
wherewith to make aqua vitae" which can
produce almost 1,500 bottles.

The old Bushmills distillery was licensed in
Northern ireland and holds the title as the
oldest licensed whisky distillery in the world.

The first commercial distillery was founded
in kentucky.

Aeneas Coffey, patented the "Coffey still"
which manufactured whisky more efficiently
and at a lower cost.

1791: Whiskey Rebellion

1840: Bourbon is born

With import duties already excessive, an
excise tax on domestically produced
distilled spirits was imposed. This tax,
nicknamed the Whisky Tax, caused great
dissatisfaction among us farmers, leading
to the Whisky rebellion.

Old Bourbon County was the first corn
whisky that most people tried. When distiller
Jacob spears labelled his product "Bourbon
Whisky", the name caught on and became
official.

1850: Blended Whisky
Andrew usher mixed traditional pot still
whisky with that of the new Coffey still batch
to give birth to the first blended whisky.

American Congress declared Bourbon
whisky the country’s official distilled spirit.

SPIRITS

TYPEs OF WHIskY
LOCATiOn
SCOTCH WHiSKY

iRiSH WHiSKeY

BOURBOn

TenneSSee
WHiSKeY

Distilled from malted barley
or grain, aged in oak casks
no bigger than 700 litres
for a minimum of 3 years in
Scotland. Flavour profiles
vary depending on location;
Speyside produces honey,
vanilla and fresh fruit flavours
compared to the subtle, floral
notes in the Lowlands.

Produced in Eire (Rep. of
Ireland) or Northern Ireland
from yeast-fermented mash.
Unlike Scotch, any malted
cereal grain can be used in
any proportion to produce a
distillate which embodies the
ingredients used, in terms of
taste and aromas.

Made in the United States,
using unmalted grains that
are at a minimum 51%
corn. Kentucky was the
birthplace of Bourbon, due
to the perfect natural mix of
climate and pure limestone
water. Once distilled, it must
be aged in charred oak
barrels. "Straight bourbon"
is produced from one state
and must be aged for a
minimum of 2 years as well
as containing no additives
or colourants.

MALT WHiSKY

GRAin WHiSKY

BLenDeD WHiSKY

RYe

Made from malted barley
and distilled in batches in pot
stills. The whisky is distilled
twice and then matured in
oak casks for at least three
years. If all the casks have
come from a single distillery,
then the whisky can be
described as a "single malt".

Can contain any types or
mixtures of grains, such as
wheat, corn (maize) and
barley. Grain whisky is
produced in a continuous
still, which gives a lighter,
subtle flavour. If produced
from a single distillery,
then the word "single" can
be applied.

Produced from a mixture
of different whiskies (malt,
grain). These differ in type
and origin. The character and
flavour profile is determined
by the ratio of the various
whiskies. The advantage of
blending is that it ensures the
flavour and quality remains
the same. The age statement
refers to the youngest whisky
used in the blend.

Rules differ depending on
location. In the United States,
it must be fermented from
a mixture of malted grains
that is at least 51% rye. In
Canada, the rules are looser
and can contain far less Rye.
Usually possess a spicy,
aromatic taste.

Can only be produced in
Tennessee. Process is similar
to bourbon except that it
undergoes the Lincoln County
process, where the whisky is
charcoal-filtered before it is
filled into casks, producing a
smoother taste.

STYLeS
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SPIRITS

WHIskY
BLEnDED WHIskY
House Whisky
Ballantine's Finest
Bell's

MALT WHIskY
70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%
70cl 40.0%
5cl, 70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

Johnnie Walker Gold Reserve

70cl 40.0%

Aberlour 10YR

70cl 40.0%

Glenlivet 18YR

70cl 43.0%

Johnnie Walker Platinum

70cl 40.0%

Amrut

70cl 46.0%

Glenmorangie 10YR

70cl 40.0%

Johnnie Walker Red Label

70cl 40.0%

Amrut Fusion

70cl 50.0%

Highland Park 12YR

70cl 40.0%

50l 51.4%

Ardbeg 10YR

70cl 46.0%

Highland Park 18YR

70cl 43.0%

Canadian Club

70cl 40.0%

nikka From The Barrel

Chivas Regal 12YR

70cl 40.0%

Royal salute 21YR

70cl 40.0%

Auchentoshan 12YR

70cl 40.0%

Isle of Jura Origin 10YR

70cl 40.0%

Chivas Regal 18YR

70cl 40.0%

suntory Hibiki Japanese Harmony

70cl 43.0%

Auchentoshan Three Wood

70cl 43.0%

Lagavulin 16YR

70cl 43.0%

Chivas Regal 25YR

70cl 40.0%

Teacher's

5cl, 35cl, 70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

Balvenie Doublewood 12YR

70cl 40.0%

Laphroaig 10YR

70cl 40.0%

Crown Royal Canadian Whisky

70cl 40.0%

Teeling small Batch

70cl 46.0%

Balvenie single Barrel 15YR

70cl 47.8%

Laphroaig 18YR

70cl 40.0%

Grant's

70cl 40.0%

The Black Grouse

70cl 40.0%

Bushmills

70cl 40.0%

Macallan 18YR

70cl 40.0%

J&B Rare

70cl 40.0%

The Famous Grouse

Bushmills Black Bush

70cl 40.0%

Macallan Gold

70cl 40.0%

70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

Jameson Irish

70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

The naked Grouse

70cl 40.0%

Bushmills single Malt 10YR

70cl 40.0%

Monkey shoulder

70cl 40.0%

Johnnie Walker Black Label

70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

White Horse

70cl 40.0%

Caol Ila 12YR

70cl 43.0%

nikka Coffey Malt

70cl 45.0%

Cragganmore 12YR

70cl 40.0%

nikka Pure Malt Black

50cl 43.0%

Dalmore 12YR

70cl 40.0%

Oban 14YR

70cl 43.0%

Dalwhinnie 15YR

70cl 43.0%

Royal Lochnager 12YR

70cl 40.0%

Glenfiddich 12YR

5cl, 70cl 40.0%

suntory Hakushu 12YR

70cl 43.0%

Glenfiddich 15YR

70cl 40.0%

suntory Hakushu Distiller's Reserve

70cl 43.0%

Glenfiddich 18YR

70cl 40.0%

suntory Yamazaki 12YR

70cl 40.0%

Glenfiddich 21YR

70cl 40.0%

suntory Yamazaki Distiller's Reserve

70cl 43.0%

Glenkinchie Malt 12YR

70cl 40.0%

Talisker 10YR

70cl 45.8%

Glenlivet 12YR

70cl 40.0%

Teeling single Malt

70cl 46.0%

Glenlivet 15YR French Oak Reserve

70cl 40.0%

Johnnie Walker Blue Label

70cl 40.0%

BOURBOn
Blanton's Original single Barrel

70cl

46.5%

Jim Beam Honey

70cl

35.0%

Buffalo Trace

70cl

40.0%

Jim Beam White Label

70cl

40.0%

Bulleit Bourbon

70cl

45.0%

knob Creek small Batch

70cl

50.0%

Elijah Craig 12YR

70cl

47.0%

Maker's Mark

70cl

45.0%

Evan Williams Extra Aged

70cl

43.0%

noah's Mills

75cl

57.2%

Four Roses Yellow Label

70cl

40.0%

Wild Turkey

70cl

40.5%

Jack Daniel's Gentleman Jack

70cl

40.0%

Wild Turkey 101

70cl

50.5%

GRAIn WHIskY (BLEnDED & sInGLE)

70cl, 1.5ltr

40.0%

Wild Turkey American Honey

70cl

35.5%

Haig Club

70cl 40.0%

Bulleit '95' Rye

70cl 45.0%

Jack Daniel's single Barrel select

70cl

45.0%

Willett's Pot still Reserve

70cl

47.0%

nikka Coffey Grain

70cl 45.0%

Rittenhouse Bottled in Bond straight Rye

70cl 50.0%

Jack Daniel's Tennessee Honey

70cl

35.0%

Woodford Reserve

70cl

45.0%

Teeling single Grain

70cl 46.0%

Wild Turkey Rye

70cl 40.5%

Jack Daniel's Old no. 7
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SPIRITS

Gin
[noun] A clear alcoholic spirit distilled from grain or malt with a predominant
flavour of juniper berries.

1850: USA Cocktails
High end us saloons began experimenting
and combining different alcohols - many
genever or gin based.

1630: Sylvius - Myths and the Legend
gin has a murky and variegated past.
Juniper berries was being used to flavour
spirits for treatments of various illnesses for
centuries preceding. Controversially, the
man generally accredited with creating a
neutral distilled spirit flavoured with juniper
and malt beer (known today as genever)
was a dutch physician Franciscus sylvius.

1736: The fifty Pound Act

1858: The Gin and Tonic

gin develops a negative reputation and
potentially was a factor to a higher death
rate which stabilized London’s growing
population due to the low quality. The
act tackled this by making licensing very
expensive - £50. However, gin
moves underground.

quinine, an anti-malarial compound, was
dissolved in carbonated water to form tonic
water. To mask the bitter flavour, lime, sugar,
ice and gin were added – leading to the birth
of g&T.

1600

1830: Old Tom

1888: Martini

1990: Cocktail Renaissance

‘Old Tom’ gin, which is a sweeter style,
often containing sugar is developed and
becomes popular.

Born in 1888 and created with the sole
purpose of for pleasure.

The cocktail revival begins...

1800

2000

1700

1648: Dutch Courage
During the Eighty Years’ War, English troops
discovered genever in Holland and used it
for its calming effects before battle, hence
the term ‘Dutch Courage’.

1689: William of Orange
William iii, from Holland, becomes king
of England. His first implementation is an
increase in taxation on foreign spirits, whilst the
government encouraged the distillation of British
spirits via allowing unlicensed gin production.
Thus, gin and genever filled the gap.

1900

1831: Column Still

1860: Proof?

1920: Prohibition era

Aeneas Coffey invests the column/
continuous still making distillation of neutral
spirits more economical and practical. Thus,
enabling the creation of the ‘London Dry’
style, which was developed later in the
19th century.

British Navy officers were paid a portion of
their wages in gin. in case of a leak, the onboard gin had to be a minimum ABV of 57.5%
to ensure the gunpowder stays flammable.
Thus, to always ensure it remained above the
minimum, the sailors would obtain proof by
lighting gin-soaked gunpowder.

‘The Noble Experiment’ forces many
skilled bartenders and thirsty Americans
to descend to London. Poor quality spirits
spread as well as organised crime. Postprohibition, quality cocktails fade along with
the bartending culture.

SPIRITS

sTYLEs OF GIn
LOnDOn DRY

PLYMOUTH

OLD TOM

Taste: very dry with a pungent aroma
and juniper flavour with hints of citrus.

Taste: Similar taste profile to London
Dry, but less dry with sweeter and
earthier flavours.

Taste: Similar to London Dry, but with a
less of a juniper bite and a more mouthcoating malty sweetness.

What: Injected with a heady mix of roots
that give it that unique earthy flavour and
can only be produced in one place in the
world - Plymouth, England.

What: Midway between a London Dry
and Genever due to the sweeter flavour
but dry body. Despite not many brands
in the market place, it's still enjoying a
revival due to the popularity of inventive
cocktails.

What: Can be produced anywhere in
the world. Distillers inject different sets
of aromatic ingredients to create
unique tastes during the 2nd/3rd
distillation process.
Drink: Martini, G&T, Aviation

Drink: G&T

Drink: Tom Collins, Martinez

GEnEVER

fLAVOUReD

Taste: A viscous mouth-feel and flavours
of malt and savoury botanicals. Similar
taste to botanical flavoured whiskeys.

Taste: Taste profile depends heavily on
the flavours added. The most common is
Sloe gin (made from sloe berries) which
gives it a juniper-laced berry flavour.

What: The original style of gin. Oude
(old) style Genever is made with at least
15% malt, imparting a richer mouthfeel
than its jonge (younger) counterpart.
Drink: Straight, chilled, Old Fashioned

What: Many brands have a flavoured
variation, meaning there are some great
flavoured-enhanced gins on offer.
Drink: Sloe Gin Fizz, Negroni

neW WeSTeRn /
inTeRnATiOnAL
Taste: Focuses more on botanical
flavours (such as floral, citrus and
cucumber) and fragrances with less
emphasis on juniper.
What: No legal classification for the
group of modern craft gin distillers but
can be grouped together by their stylistic
similarities.
Drink: Depends on unique
botanical profile

Image courtesy of Holborn Dining Room, Rosewood London, WC1v 7EN
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SPIRITS

GIn
70cl, 1.5ltr 38.0%

House Gin

70cl 41.3%

Ableforth's Bathtub Gin

70cl 43.3%

Death's Door

70cl 47.0%

Arbikie kirsty's Gin

70cl 43.0%

Elephant Gin

50cl 45.0%

Aviation

70cl 42.0%

FAIR. Juniper

50cl 42.0%

Beefeater

70cl 40.0%

Fifty Pounds

70cl 43.5%

Beefeater 24

70cl 45.0%

Gin and Jonnie GastroGin

70cl 45.0%

Bloom

70cl 40.0%

Gin Mare

70cl 42.7%

5cl, 70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

Gordon's

5cl, 35cl, 70cl, 1.5ltr 37.5%

Bombay sapphire
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City of London Dry Gin

Boompjes Genever

70cl 35.0%

Gordon's sloe Gin

70cl 26.0%

Boompjes Old Dutch 3YR Genever

70cl 38.0%

Hayman's London Dry

70cl 40.0%

Bulldog

70cl 40.0%

Hayman's Old Tom

70cl 40.0%

Caorunn

70cl 41.8%

Hendrick's

70cl 41.4%

Citadelle

70cl 44.0%

Hoxton Gin

70cl 43.0%

Jensen's Bermondsey Gin

70cl 43.0%

saffron Gin

70cl 40.0%

Jensen's Old Tom Gin

70cl 43.0%

schumm Wunderburg Dry Gin

50cl 48.0%

Juniper Green Organic

70cl 37.5%

sipsmith 2014 sloe Gin

50cl 29.0%

kokoro Gin

70cl 42.0%

sipsmith London Dry Gin

70cl 41.6%

Malfy

70cl 41.0%

sylvius

70cl 45.0%

Martin Miller's

70cl 40.0%

Tanqueray Gin

70cl 43.1%

Martin Miller's Westbourne strength

70cl 45.2%

Tanqueray no.10

70cl 47.3%

Monkey 47

50cl 47.0%

Tanqueray Rangpur Gin

70cl 41.3%

no.3

70cl 46.0%

The Botanist

70cl 46.0%

Opihr Oriental spiced Gin

70cl 40.0%

The king of soho

70cl 42.0%

Plymouth Gin

70cl 41.2%

The London no.1 Blue Gin

70cl 47.0%

Plymouth sloe Gin

70cl 26.0%

Zuidam 3 Year Old Zeer Oude Genever

50cl 38.0%

Roby Marton

70cl 47.0%

Legend

Type of gin:

London dry

Plymouth

genever

New Western

Flavoured

old Tom

Compound
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SPIRITS

RUM

MEZCAL, sOTOL & TEQUILA

House White Rum

70cl 38.0%

Captain Morgan Original spiced Gold

House Dark Rum

70cl 38.0%

Captain Morgan White

Ableforth's Rumbullion!

70cl 42.6%

Admiral Vernon's Old J spiced

House Tequila Gold

70cl 38.0%

Los Tres Toños Añejo

70cl 38.0%

70cl 37.5%

House Tequila silver

70cl 38.0%

Los Tres Toños Blanco

70cl 38.0%

Chairman's Reserve

70cl 40.0%

Cenizo Colonial Mezcal Joven

70cl 41.0%

Los Tres Toños Reposado

70cl 38.0%

70cl 35.0%

Cockspur

70cl 37.5%

Corralejo Reposado Tequila

70cl 38.0%

Lunazul Blanco

70cl 40.0%

Angostura 1919

70cl 40.0%

Diplomático Mantuano

70cl 40.0%

Del Maguey Vida Mezcal

70cl 42.0%

Lunazul Reposado

70cl 40.0%

Appleton Estate Classic White

70cl 40.0%

Doorly's 3YR White

70cl 40.0%

Don Julio Añejo Tequila

70cl 38.0%

Monte Alban Mezcal

70cl 40.0%

Appleton Estate signature Blend

70cl 40.0%

Doorly's 5YR

70cl 40.0%

Don Julio Blanco Tequila

70cl 38.0%

Montelobos Joven Mezcal

70cl 43.2%

Appleton Estate special Gold

70cl 40.0%

Doorly's 8YR

70cl 40.0%

Don Julio Reposado Tequila

70cl 38.0%

Ocho Blanco

50cl 40.0%

Doorly's XO Rum

70cl 40.0%

El Jimador Blanco

70cl 38.0%

Ocho Reposado

50cl 40.0%

El Jimador Reposado

70cl 38.0%

Olmeca Blanco

70cl 38.0%

Bacardi Carta Blanco

70cl, 1.5ltr 37.5%

70cl, 1.5ltr 35.0%

Bacardi Carta negra

70cl 40.0%

El Dorado 15YR special Reserve

70cl 43.0%

Bacardi Carta Ocho (8YR)

70cl 40.0%

Expedition superior Light White

1.5ltr 37.5%

Hacienda de Chihuahua sotol Añejo

70cl 38.0%

Olmeca Reposado

70cl 38.0%

Bacardi Carta Oro

70cl 40.0%

Foursquare spiced Rum

70cl 37.5%

Hacienda de Chihuahua sotol Plata

70cl 38.0%

Patrón Añejo

70cl 40.0%

Bacardi Oakheart spiced

70cl 35.0%

Gosling's Gold Rum

70cl 40.0%

Hacienda de Chihuahua sotol Platinum

70cl 38.0%

Patrón Reposado

70cl 40.0%

Bundaberg Rum

70cl 37.0%

Havana Club 3YR Añejo

70cl 40.0%

Hacienda de Chihuahua sotol Reposado

70cl 38.0%

Patrón silver

70cl 40.0%

Havana Club 5YR Especial Gold

70cl 40.0%

Herradura Plata Tequila

70cl 40.0%

Patrón XO Café

70cl 35.0%

Jose Cuervo Especial Gold

70cl 38.0%

QuiQuiRiQui Matatlan Mezcal Joven

70cl 45.0%

Jose Cuervo Especial silver

70cl 38.0%

sauza Blanco silver

70cl 38.0%

La Penca Mezcal (with worm)

70cl 40.0%

sauza Hornitos Reposado

70cl 38.0%

Lágrimas de Dolores Mezcal Añejo

70cl 40.5%

sierra Tequila Reposado

70cl 38.0%

Lágrimas de Dolores Mezcal Joven

70cl 45.0%

Captain Morgan Original

70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

Havana Club 7YR Añejo

70cl 40.0%

Myer's Rum

70cl 40.0%

Havana Club 15YR Gran Reserva

70cl 40.0%

Pampero Aniversario

70cl 40.0%

Havana Club seleccion De Maestros

70cl 45.0%

Pampero Blanco

70cl 37.5%

J. Bally Rhum Ambré

70cl 45.0%

Pampero Especial

70cl 40.0%

J. Bally Rhum Blanc

70cl 50.0%

Pyrat XO Reserve

70cl 40.0%

koko kanu Coconut

70cl 37.5%

R L seale's 10YR

70cl 43.0%

kraken Black spiced Rum

70cl 40.0%

Ron Zacapa Centenario sistema solera 23

70cl 40.0%

House sambuca

70cl 38.0%

Luxardo sambuca Pomegranate

70cl 38.0%

sailor Jerry spiced

70cl 40.0%

Antica sambuca Classic

70cl 38.0%

Luxardo sambuca Raspberry

70cl 38.0%

santa Teresa Rhum Orange

50cl 40.0%

Antica sambuca Raspberry

70cl 38.0%

Luxardo sambuca spiced Apple

70cl 38.0%

70cl, 1.5ltr 21.0%

stroh 40 Inlander Rum

70cl 40.0%

Antica sambuca Vanilla

70cl 38.0%

Molinari sambuca Extra

70cl 38.0%

Matusalem Clasico 10YR

70cl 40.0%

stroh 80 Inlander Rum

50cl 80.0%

Bepi Tosolini sambuca

70cl 38.0%

Opal Bianca

70cl 30.0%

Matusalem Gran Reserva 15YR

70cl 40.0%

Trois Rivières Ambré

70cl 40.0%

Luxardo sambuca dei Cesari

70cl 38.0%

Puccini Crystal

50cl 38.0%

Mount Gay Black Barrel

70cl 43.0%

Wood's 100 Old navy

70cl 57.0%

Luxardo sambuca Passione nera

70cl 38.0%

Ramazzotti sambuca

70cl 38.0%

Mount Gay Eclipse

70cl 40.0%

Wray & nephew Overproof

70cl 63.0%

Luxardo sambuca Passione Rossa

70cl 38.0%

Lamb's navy
Lamb's spiced
Malibu
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SPIRITS

EDMOnD BRIOTTET CREAMs & LIQUEURs

BRAnDY
House Brandy

70cl, 1.5ltr 36.0%

Courvoisier Vs

5cl, 70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

klipdrift Export

70cl 40.0%

Abricot (Apricot)

70cl 25.0%

Fruits de la Passion (Passion Fruit)

70cl 18.0%

Martell Cordon Bleu

70cl 40.0%

Banane (Banana)

70cl 25.0%

Gingembre (Ginger)

70cl 18.0%

Blue Curaçao

70cl 25.0%

Litchi (Lychee)

70cl 18.0%

Courvoisier VsOP

70cl 40.0%

Martell Vs

Courvoisier XO

70cl 40.0%

Martell VsOP Medaillon

70cl 40.0%

Cacao Dark

70cl 25.0%

Mangue (Mango)

70cl 18.0%

Delamain Pale and Dry XO

70cl 40.0%

Martell XO

70cl 40.0%

Cacao Blanc (White)

70cl 25.0%

Manzana Verde (Green Apple)

70cl 18.0%

H by Hine VsOP

70cl 40.0%

Metaxa 5 star

70cl 38.0%

Caramel

70cl 18.0%

Marasquin (Maraschino)

70cl 25.0%

Rémy Martin Cœur De Cognac

70cl 40.0%

Cassis (Blackcurrant)

70cl 20.0%

Melon

70cl 18.0%

Hennessy Vs

70cl, 1.5ltr 40.0%

70cl ,1.5ltr 40.0%

Hennessy Fine De Cognac

70cl 40.0%

Rémy Martin VsOP Mature Cask Finish

70cl 40.0%

Cerise (Cherry)

70cl 18.0%

Menthe Green (Green Mint)

70cl 21.0%

Hennessy XO

70cl 40.0%

Rémy Martin XO Excellence

70cl 40.0%

Chestnut

70cl 18.0%

Mure (Blackberry)

70cl 18.0%

Hennessy Paradis

70cl 40.0%

Three Barrels VsOP

70cl 38.0%

Coco (Coconut)

70cl 20.0%

Orange Curaçao

70cl 35.0%

Hine Antique XO Premier Cru

70cl 40.0%

Vecchia Romagna Etichetta nera

70cl 38.0%

Curacao Triple sec

70cl 40.0%

Peche (Peach)

70cl 18.0%

Jules Clairon napoleon VsOP

70cl 36.0%

Figue (Fig)

70cl 16.0%

Rose

70cl 18.0%

Fraise des Bois (Wild strawberry)

70cl 18.0%

Violette (Violet)

70cl 18.0%

Framboise (Raspberry)

70cl 18.0%

ARMAGnAC & CALVADOs
Adrien Camut 6YR Calvados

70cl 40.0%

Adrien Camut 12YR Calvados

70cl 40.0%

Baron de sigognac VsOP

70cl 40.0%

Berneroy Fine Calvados

70cl 40.0%

Janneau Vs Tradition

70cl 40.0%

Janneau VsOP

70cl 40.0%

Janneau XO Royal

70cl 40.0%

Lemorton 20YR Vieux Calvados

70cl 40.0%

BITTERs
Angostura Bitters

20cl 44.7%

The Bitter Truth Celery Bitters

20cl 44.0%

The Bitter Truth Creola Bitters

20cl 39.0%

The Bitter Truth Grapefruit Bitters

20cl 44.0%

The Bitter Truth Old Time Aromatic Bitters

20cl 39.0%

The Bitter Truth Orange Bitters

20cl 39.0%

The Bitter Truth spiced Chocolate Bitters

20cl 44.0%
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SPIRITS

VERMOUTHs & APERITIFs
1ltr 16.5%

Antica Formula Carpano

Martini Bianco

75cl, 1.5ltr 15.0%

Aperol

70cl 11.0%

Martini Extra Dry

75cl, 1.5ltr 15.0%

Campari

70cl 25.0%

Martini Rosso

75cl, 1.5ltr 15.0%

Cinzano Bianco

75cl, 1.5ltr 15.0%

noilly Prat Original Dry

75cl 18.0%

Cinzano Rosso

75cl 15.0%

Pimm's no.1 Cup

70cl 25.0%

Dubonnet Rouge

75cl 14.8%

Pimm's Winter no.3

70cl 25.0%

Fernet Branca

70cl 39.0%

Punt E Mes

75cl 16.0%

Fernet Branca Menta

70cl 28.0%

Turin Bitter Tuve

70cl 25.0%

Lillet Rose

70cl 17.0%

Turin Fernet Amaro Tuve

70cl 39.0%

PAsTIs
Pernod

70cl

40%

Ricard

70cl

45%

ALCOPOPs & PRE-MIXED sPIRITs
Harry Brompton's Alcoholic Ice Tea

24 x 27.5cl

4.0%

smirnoff Ice

24 x 27.5cl

4.0%

WkD Berry

24 x 27.5cl

4.0%

WkD Blue

24 x 27.5cl

4.0%

AGED & BATCHED COCkTAILs
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World of Zing Blackberry & Tamarind spiced Rum Punch

50cl 17.0%

World of Zing Bordeaux Barrel Aged negroni

50cl 28.0%

World of Zing Ginger Punch

50cl 29.5%

World of Zing Persian Lime and nori Margarita

50cl 24.0%

World of Zing steel Aged Martini

50cl 36.0%
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SPIRITS

VARIOUs
ABA Pisco

50cl 40.0%

Edinburgh Rhubarb & Ginger Gin Liqueur

50cl 20.0%

Passoã

70cl 17.0%

Teichenne Butterscotch schnapps

70cl 17.0%

Abelha silver Organic Cachaça

70cl 39.0%

FAIR. Goji Berry

35cl 22.0%

Pernod Absinthe

70cl 68.0%

Teichenne Manzana Verde (Green Apple) schnapps

70cl 17.0%

Advocaat Warninks

70cl 17.2%

Fireball Cinnamon Whisky Liqueur

70cl 33.0%

Pisco Portón

70cl 43.0%

Teichenne Peach schnapps

70cl 17.0%

Aftershock Black

70cl 30.0%

Frangelico

70cl 20.0%

Pitú Cachaça

70cl 40.0%

Teichenne Vanilla schnapps

70cl 17.0%

Aftershock Blue

70cl 30.0%

G. Miclo Carafon de Poire William

70cl 43.0%

Puccini Limonino

50cl 27.0%

Tequila Rose strawberry Cream

70cl 15.0%

Aftershock Red

70cl 30.0%

G. Miclo De Pain D'epices

50cl 18.0%

RumChata Cream Liqueur with Rum

70cl 15.0%

The Bitter Truth Apricot Liqueur

50cl 22.0%

Aftershock silver

70cl 30.0%

G. Miclo Eau de Vie kirsch

70cl 40.0%

schumm Ginger novis

50cl 35.0%

The Bitter Truth Elderflower Liqueur

50cl 22.0%

Amaretto del Lago

70cl 24.0%

G. Miclo kirsch D' Alsace

70cl 40.0%

schumm Ginger Vogue

50cl 35.0%

The Bitter Truth Golden Falernum Liqueur

50cl 18.0%

Amaretto di Antonio

70cl 22.0%

G. Miclo Rose

50cl 18.0%

sipsmith London Cup

70cl 29.5%

The Bitter Truth Pimento Dram Liqueur

50cl 22.0%

Amaretto di saschira Luxardo

70cl 28.0%

G. Miclo Violette

50cl 18.0%

solerno Blood Orange Liqueur

70cl 40.0%

The Bitter Truth Violet Liqueur

50cl 22.0%

Amaretto Disaronno

70cl 28.0%

Galliano L'Autentico

50cl 42.3%

sourz Apple

70cl 15.0%

The king's Ginger

50cl 41.0%

Amaro Averna

70cl 29.0%

Galliano Vanilla

50cl 30.0%

sourz Blackcurrant

70cl 15.0%

Tia Maria

Amaro Bepi Tosolini

70cl 30.0%

Glayva

50cl 35.0%

sourz Cherry

70cl 15.0%

Tsantali Ouzo

70cl 40.0%

Amaro Montenegro

70cl 23.0%

Goldschläger

70cl 40.0%

sourz Pineapple

70cl 15.0%

Tuaca

70cl 35.0%

Amaro Ramazzotti

70cl 30.0%

Grand Marnier

70cl 40.0%

sourz Tropical

70cl 15.0%

Vecchio Amaro del Capo

70cl 35.0%

Amarula Fruit Cream Liqueur

70cl 17.0%

Grappa Artigiana Cividina Bepi Tosolini

70cl 40.0%

southern Comfort

Velho Barreiro Cachaça

70cl 39.0%

70cl, 1.5ltr 35.0%

70cl, 1.5ltr 20.0%

Archers Peach schnapps

70cl, 1.5ltr 18.0%

Grappa Barrique Brentè Riserva

70cl 42.0%

St. Germain Elderflower

70cl 20.0%

Voyant

70cl 13.0%

Baileys Irish Cream

70cl, 1.5ltr 17.0%

Grappa di Moscato Riserva Morelli

70cl 40.0%

Staibano Amalfi Smooth

70cl 17.0%

Xanté Cognac & Pear

50cl 38.0%

Bénédictine D.O.M

70cl 40.0%

Grappa I Legni Rovere Bepi Tosolini

50cl 42.0%

staibano Limoncello

70cl 25.0%

Zuidam Vanille

70cl 24.0%

Bepi Tosolini Exprèss Premium Espresso Coffee

70cl 28.0%

Heering Cherry

5cl, 70cl 24.0%

Bepi Tosolini Fragola (Wild strawberry)

70cl 24.0%

Iseo Triple sec

70cl 15.0%

Bepi Tosolini Ice Most

70cl 40.0%

Jägermeister

70cl 35.0%

Bepi Tosolini Luna nera (Liquorice)

70cl 24.0%

Jägermeister spice (Winterkrauter)

70cl 25.0%

Bepi Tosolini Myrtil (Wild Blueberry)

70cl 24.0%

Joseph Cartron Poire Williams

70cl 25.0%

Bepi Tosolini salizá Amaretto Veneziano

70cl 28.0%

kahlúa

70cl 20.0%

Bols Crème de Menthe (Peppermint)

50cl 24.0%

kamm & sons British Aperitif

70cl 33.0%

Bols Dry Orange Curaçao

50cl 24.0%

krupnik Honey

70cl 38.0%

Bols Triple sec Curaçao

50cl 38.0%

kummel Wolfschmidt

50cl 39.0%

Cabana Cachaça

70cl 40.0%

La Fée Absinthe Parisienne

70cl 68.0%

Cachaça 51 Pirassununga

70cl 40.0%

Lanique Rose Petal

70cl 39.0%

Cachaça sagatiba Pura

70cl 38.0%

Limoncello Bepi Tosolini

70cl 28.0%

Capel Moai Reservado Pisco

70cl 40.0%

Limoncino Morelli

CapuCana Cachaça

70cl 42.0%

Liquore strega

70cl 40.0%

Chambord Black Raspberry

70cl 16.5%

Luxardo Limoncello

70cl 27.0%

Chartreuse Green

70cl 55.0%

Luxardo Maraschino

50cl 32.0%

Chartreuse Yellow

70cl 40.0%

Luxardo Orange Bitter

50cl 25.0%

Cherry Marnier

70cl 24.0%

Mandarine napoléon

70cl 38.0%

Cointreau

70cl 40.0%

Midori Melon

70cl 20.0%

Cynar

70cl 16.5%

Miodula Presidential

50cl 40.0%

De kuyper Crème de Cassis

50cl 15.0%

Mozart Dark Chocolate

50cl 17.0%

De kuyper Crème de Menthe

50cl 24.0%

Mozart White Chocolate Vanilla Cream

50cl 15.0%

Drambuie

70cl 40.0%

Ouzo 12

70cl 38.0%
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syrups, Purées & sake
[sake, noun] A Japanese alcoholic drink made from fermented
rice, traditionally drunk warm in small porcelain cups.
sake, although known as a rice wine, possesses a brewing
process most akin to that of beer, due to starch being converted
into sugars which ferment into alcohol. For sake, this process
occurs simultaneously, unlike beer where it happens in two very
distinct steps.
syrups and purées are essentials for every bartender.
They provide the platform for your drinks to excel.

SYRUPS, PURÉES & SAKE

sYRUPs & PURÉEs
FUnkIn PURÉE

OTHERs

MOnIn sYRUPs

Blackberry Purée

100cl

Crème de Banane (Banana)

70cl 20.0%

Amaretto

70cl

Grenadine

70cl

Blueberry Purée

100cl

Crème de Cacao

70cl 20.0%

Anis (Aniseed)

70cl

Lavande (Lavender)

70cl

Green Apple Purée

100cl

Crème de Cacao Blanc

70cl 20.0%

Banane (Yellow Banana)

70cl

Mangue (Mango)

70cl

Lychee Purée

100cl

Crème de Framboise (Raspberry)

70cl 18.0%

Cannelle (Cinnamon)

70cl

Melon

70cl

Mango Purée

100cl

Crème de Mûre (Blackberry)

70cl 16.0%

Caramel

70cl

Menthe Verte (Green Mint)

70cl

Mixed Berry Purée

100cl

Liqueur de Cherry

70cl 24.0%

Cassis (Blackcurrant)

70cl

Mojito Mint

70cl

Morello Cherry Purée

100cl

Liqueur de Triple sec Curaçao

70cl 35.0%

Cerise (Cherry)

70cl

Mûres (Blackberry)

70cl

Passion Fruit Purée

100cl

Liqueur D' Orange Curaçao

70cl 24.0%

Chocolat (Chocolate)

70cl

Myrtille (Blueberry)

70cl

Pineapple Purée

100cl

Chocolat Blanc (White Chocolate)

70cl

noisette (Hazelnut)

70cl

Pure Pour Lemon Purée

100cl

Coconut

70cl

Orange

70cl

Raspberry Purée

100cl

Concombre (Cucumber)

70cl

Orange sanguine (Blood Orange)

70cl

strawberry Purée

100cl

Curaçao Bleu (Blue Curaçao)

70cl

Orgeat (Almond)

70cl

White Peach Purée

100cl

Curaçao Triple sec

70cl

Pain d'Epices (Gingerbread)

70cl

William Pear Purée

100cl

Fleur de Sureau (Elderflower)

70cl

Pastèque (Watermelon)

70cl

Fraise (strawberry)

70cl

Pêche (Peach)

70cl

Fraise des Bois (Wild strawberry)

70cl

Piña-Colada

70cl

Framboise (Raspberry)

70cl

Pistache (Pistachio)

70cl

Fruit de la Passion (Passion Fruit)

70cl

Pomme Verte (Green Apple)

70cl

Gingembre (Ginger)

70cl

Réglisse (Liquorice)

70cl

Gomme (sugar)

70cl

Rose

70cl

Goyave (Guave)

70cl

Vanille (Vanilla)

70cl

sAkE
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Akashi-Tai Honjozo

30cl, 72cl 15.0%

Akashi-Tai Junmai Daiginjo

30cl, 72cl 17.0%

Akashi-Tai shiraume Ginjo Umeshu

50cl 14.0%

Akashi-Tai Ginjo Yuzushu

50cl 10.0%

Akashi-Tai Junmai Ginjo sparkling

30cl

Doragon sake

33cl 14.0%

7.0%
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Cocktails
[noun] An alcoholic drink consisting of a spirit or spirits mixed
with other ingredients, such as fruit juice or cream.
When making a cocktail, the first step is to decide what spirit
you are in the mood for and then whether you want something
refreshing or strong.
in this section, we have provided a list of cocktails by spirit with
an easy step-by-step methodology to bring these products to
life. We always encourage experimenting but here is a helping
hand from our own mixologist, Vincenzo Apicella.

COCKTAILS

COCkTAILs - VODkA
sHAnGHAI's sTORY

COCkTAILs - GIn
LA POIRE

MOnsTRE VERT

GLOW sOUR

Ingredients

1 kumquat
50ml Finlandia grapefruit
12.5ml Campari
25ml Monin Lemongrass syrup
25ml Fresh Lemon Juice

Ingredients

40ml grey goose La Poire
25ml Monin ginger syrup
20ml Fresh Lemon Juice
25ml Fresh Apple Juice
20ml Poire William Liqueur

Ingredients

4 Fresh Basil Leaves
20ml green Chartreuse
25ml Death’s Door Gin
25ml Fresh Lime Juice
20ml Monin gomme syrup
Absinthe spray or rinse

Ingredients

60ml Turmaric FLASH infused (siphone) Gastro Gin
& Johnny
10ml Fresh Lemon Juice
10ml Monin gomme syrup
2 drops Bitter Truth orange bitters

Method

1) Muddle kumquat in a shaker tin
2) Add the rest of ingredients
3) shake with ice
4) Strain into an ice-filled Highball glass

Method

1) shake all ingredients with ice
2) double strain into a chilled Martini glass
3) spray the glass with a lemon spray or garnish
with a lemon zest

Method

1) shake all ingredients with ice
2) double strain into an Absinthe coated
rocks glass

Method

1) stir all ingredients with ice in a rocks glass

Garnish

Lemongrass, kumquat and edible flower

Garnish

dehydrated golden pear slice

Garnish

Basil Leaf

Garnish

orange and lemon zest to discard. dried orange
and lemon in the glass

Glass Used

Glass Used

Glass Used

Glass Used

CHIPOTLE MARY

ELECTRIC kAMIkAZE

sTRAWBERRY & PROsECCO nEGROnI

ITALIAn MULE

Ingredients

4 Plum Cherry Tomatoes
50ml Arbikie Chipotle Chilli Vdka
25ml Fresh Lemon Juice
25ml Monin gomme syrup
5ml Fernet Branca (on top)

Ingredients

40ml Michel Adam f. Vodka
20ml Briottet Blue Curacao
20ml Fresh Lemon Juice
20ml Monin gomme syrup

Ingredients

75ml of Strawberry infused Negroni (Sylvius Gin,
Campari, Antica Formula)
Prosecco foam (to top up)

Ingredients

50ml roby Marton gin
125ml Pimento ginger Beer
1 Lime (to squeeze)
2 drops Angostura Bitters

Method

1) Coat side of sour glass with salt & black pepper
2) Shake all ingredients (except Fernet Branca)
with ice
3) double strain into a chilled sour glass
4) Pour Fernet Branca on top

Method

1) shake all ingredients with ice
2) double strain into a chilled Martini glass

Method

1) stir negroni with ice
2) strain into a chilled rocks glass
3) Top up with Prosecco foam

Method

1) Build with ice in a Highball or an italian Mule Jar
2) Add Angostura Bitters, 2 mint leaves, a lime
wedge and a slice of ginger

Garnish

Cherry tomato and olive on a skewer

Garnish

Sechuan button electric flower and blue glitters

Garnish

Fresh strawberries on top

Garnish

2 Mint leaves, slice of ginger and lime wedge

Glass Used

No iCe!

Glass Used

Glass Used
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COCKTAILS

COCkTAILs - WHIskY/ BOURBOn
BACOn OLD FAsHIOnED

PIsTACHIO JULEP

COCkTAILs - RUM
Ink AnD sPACE

PAssIOn MAI TAI

Ingredients

50ml Bacon Washed Woodford reserve
5ml Maple syrup
4 drops Angostura Bitters
2 drops Bitter Truth Chocolate Bitters

Ingredients

Few fresh mint leaves
40ml Willett's Pot still Bourbon
10ml Monin Pistachio syrup
20ml Tosolini exprè Coffee
4 drops Angostura Bitters (on top)

Ingredients

50ml kraken rum
25ml Monin ginger syrup
Soda Water (to top up)
1/2 Lime (to squeeze on top)
2 drops Creole Bitters

Ingredients

1 slice Chilli
1/2 Fresh Passion Fruit
25ml Doorly’s 3YR Rum
50ml Funkin Passion Fruit Puree
10ml Monin orgeat syrup
25ml Passoa Liqueur (to top up)

Method

1) Muddle the syrup and bitters in a rocks glass
2) Add three ice cubes and some of the bourbon
3) stir for 15 seconds to start the ice melting
4) keep adding more whisky, then a little more ice
and continue to stir
5) once ideally diluted, rub the rim of the glass with
orange zest

Method

1) Add Willett's Bourbon, pistachio syrup and mint
leaves to a cocktail tin
2) Fill with crushed ice and churn lightly
(not to tear leaves)
3) Top up with crushed ice and Tosolini
exprè Coffee

Method

1) Build in an ice-filled Highball glass
2) Top with soda water then with lime juice

Method

1) Build in the glass

Garnish

orange zest to discard. Cooked and dried bacon
rasher on top of the glass.

Garnish

Mint spring, pistachio and bitters.

Garnish

Half a lime soaked with Angostura
and Creole Bitters

Garnish

Half of a passion fruit, slice of chilli and mint spring

Glass Used

Glass Used

Glass Used

Glass Used

TOkYO COLLIns

sHIITAkE MAnHATTAn

BARREL AGED RUM MARTInEZ

BOUnTY

Ingredients

50ml Hibiki Harmony
20ml Fresh Lemon Juice
5ml Fresh Yuzu Juice
25ml Home-made green Tea syrup

Ingredients

40ml shiitake Mushroom infused Nikka from
the Barrel
20ml Antica Formula
6 drops Angostura Bitters

Ingredients

Pre-mix recipe for a barrel
2 bottles Fair rum
1 bottle Martini rosso
1/2 bottle Maraschino Liqueur
100ml Angostura Bitters

Ingredients

30ml Doorly’s 8YR Rum
20ml Amaretto di saliza Tosolini
1 square dark Chocolate
Coconut & Pineapple Foam (to top up)

Method

1) Build on ice in a Highball glass
2) Top up with still water

Method

1) stir both ingredients with ice
2) double strain into a chilled Martini glass

Method

1) Add everything into the barrel
2) Leave to age for 10-14 days
3) stir 75ml of the pre-mixed cocktail with ice
4) double strain into a chilled Brandy glass

Method

1) stir with ice
2) strain into a chilled rocks glass
3) grate dark chocolate and top with coconut
& pineapple foam

Garnish

dried lemon peel and seaweed stripe

Garnish

orange zest, cherry and olive on a cocktail stick

Garnish

orange Zest

Garnish

grated Chocolate

Glass Used
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Glass Used
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COCKTAILS

COCkTAILs - BRAnDY/COGnAC
FOREsT COBBLER

COCkTAILs - TEQUILA

UVA DI UVE

sMOkInG HOT

CAMILLO & ROsA

Ingredients

40ml Courvoisier Vs
20ml Briottet Crème de Cassis
25ml ocean spray Cranberry Juice
20ml Fresh Lemon Juice
10ml Monin gomme syrup
50ml Reserve de Rafègue - Merlot (to top up)

Ingredients

4 grapes
40ml ABA Pisco
25ml reserve de rafègue sauvignon Blanc
20ml St. Germain Elderflower Liqueur
20ml Fresh Lemon Juice
5ml Monin gomme syrup

Ingredients

50ml Chilli infused Jose Cuervo Tequila
25ml Fresh Lime Juice
15ml Agave Nectar
10ml Mezcal or Passoa (to top up)

Ingredients

Pre-mix recipe for a 500ml bottle
150ml H de C sotol Plata Tequila
150ml Campari
150ml Martini rosso
5g Dried small Roses (hand-full)

Method

1) Shake all ingredients with ice (except the wine)
2) Strain into an ice-filled Highball glass
3) Top up with Merlot wine

Method

1) Muddle grapes in the shaker
2) Add the rest of the ingredients and shake with ice
3) strain into a chilled Martini glass

Method

1) shake the Tequila, lime juice and agave nectar
with ice
2) Strain into an ice-filled Rocks glass
3) Top up with Mezcal or Passoa liqueur

Method

1) Put everything in the glass bottle
2) Leave to infuse for 24 hours
3) stir 75ml of pre-mixed cocktail with ice in an
ice-filled Rocks glass.

Garnish

Mint spring and berries

Garnish

Lemon spray and glitters

Garnish

Chilli on the rim

Garnish

grapefruit zest to discard. dried grapefruit wheel
and rose in the glass

Glass Used

Glass Used

Glass Used

Glass Used

APRICOT CRUsTA

sOMERsET DELIGHT

kAsH RICH

OAXACA OLD FAsHIOnED

Ingredients

40ml Courvoisier Vs
20ml Briottet Apricot
20ml Fresh Lemon Juice

Ingredients

50ml somerset Apple Brandy
3 drops Fresh Yuzu Juice
20ml Monin gomme syrup
25ml Fresh Lemon Juice

Ingredients

25ml Mezcal
25ml kamms & sons
25ml Honey syrup
25ml Fresh Lime Juice
Laphroaig spray

Ingredients

50ml Mezcal
10ml kamm & sons
10ml Agave syrup
2 drops Angostura Bitters
2 drops Creole Bitters

Method

1) rim Brandy snifter with sugar
2) shake all ingredients with ice
3) double strain into a Brandy snifter

Method

1) shake all ingredients with ice
2) double strain into a chilled Martini glass

Method

1) shake all ingredients with ice
2) double strain into a chilled Martini glass

Method

1) stir with ice in a rocks glass

Garnish

‘Bird’ lemon zest

Garnish

1 drop of dandelion essence

Garnish

spray with Laphroaig. Physalis on the rim

Garnish

grapefruit zest to discard and dried grapefruit wheel

Glass Used
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Glass Used
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COCkTAILs - VARIOUs/LIQUEURs
BLACk PEARL

MIRTILLI

Ingredients

2 Fresh Blackberries
40ml Amaretto di salizia or di saronno
20ml Bitter Truth Violet Liqueur
10ml Monin gomme syrup
15ml Fresh Lime Juice
25ml ocean spray Cranberry Juice

Ingredients

12.5ml Myrtil Tosolini Liqueur
12.5ml staibano Limoncello
Fiorita Prosecco (to top up)

Method

1) Muddle blackberries in the shaker
2) Add the rest of ingredients and shake with ice
3) double strain into a chilled Martini glass

Method

1) Build in a chilled Flute glass
2) spray the glass with the lemon spray

Garnish

Lemon zest to discard and edible flower floating in
the glass

Garnish

3 blueberries on a skewer

Glass Used

Glass Used

ROssO COLLIns

GOLDEn TIRAMIsU

Ingredients

50ml Campari
20ml Monin Lemongrass syrup
20ml Fresh Lemon Juice
100ml Soda Water (to top up)

Ingredients

25ml Briottet Crème de Cacao Blanc
25ml galliano
25ml grand Marnier
50ml double Cream

Method

1) Build in an ice-filled Highball glass

Method

1) shake all ingredients with ice
2) double strain into a chilled Martini glass

Garnish

Lemongrass and dried orange wheel

Garnish

Gold glitters and savoiardi (ladyfinger) biscuit

Glass Used

Glass Used

www.mongoosepremiumbeer.co.uk
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